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Dr, Paul Sears, commenting on the orderly balance of 

undisturbed nature, urges man to apply the findings of 

science to the uses he makes of his land so that a stable 

efficient equilibrium oan be established. Continuing, 

Sears summarizes man's relationship to hie environment/ 

Thus good land use planning might be 
defined as the attempt of a human 
culture to adjust Itself to the land¬ 
scape which it occupies by observing 
the principle of the balance of 
nature. We oan go further and say 
that a culture Is good or bad accord¬ 
ing to the way It observes or dis¬ 
regards this principle. For any 
culture that disregards this principle 
will diminish, if it does not destroy 
its own means of survival. 

Sears, 
Fduoati 

Paul, "Man and Nature in the Modern World 
on for tise of Regional Pesoaroea. p. * 
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CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The idea of a community forest has beoome increasingly 

popular in the past two decades in the United States. Re¬ 

sponding to pressures set up by various needs, the device of 

a locally administered group-owned forest area has developed 

a wide range of specialization. Some community forests are 

•mall and Intensively used for picnicking, playgrounds and 

gathering places for organized groups. This small intensive¬ 

ly used area is labeled by many as a park, but the termi¬ 

nology is less important than the factor of quality and quan¬ 

tity of use* 

A community forest is often divided into compartments, 

each with recognized purposes for satisfying speoial needs 

and managing the forest resource in such a way as to match 

the need most effectively. Thus, for example, there may be 

an easily accessible pionicking area, with the most highly 

developed facilities, then a scenic spot or pathway for 

limited distances, all of which territory is utilized pri¬ 

marily for beauty and recreation. The balance of the so- 

oalled community forest may be devoted to sections of more 

or less wild land, managed for intensive wood production. 

Forest management operations often proceed along with hiking 

trails, educational demonstration areas, or watershed pro- 
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teotion. The concept of conservation as it has matured today 

does not call for non-use, but wise use, and this feature is 

becoming more prominent in bringing about intelligent use of 

wild or wooded public areas, 

The technique of compartmentalizing areas according to 

uses is less apparent in some categories of community forests, 

for instance In those forests where watershed protection is 

paramount, all the land may be devoted to purity of water and 

production of timber, or some community forests may be con- 
r ‘ , 

sidered as just another block of timberland to whieh the town 

happens to have title. 

Reasons for the Establishment of Community Forests 
• r- 

The Infinite variety of difference which separate this 

community from the next one are responsible for providing 
S * • ♦ 

scores of mixed reasons for actions taken by members in a 

community. The Joint actions taken by community members in 

setting up a community forest may have resulted from one 

chief need or many complementary needs. Among the important 

reasons given for having a local community forest are the 

following s 

1. The ownership of a certain local forest land by the 

community allows the making of long term plans for 

wise development, whereas private ownership may 

result In poorer land use practices because of hl^a 
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. taxes and Interrupted ownership. With appropriate 

state help, most towns have less cash hunger than 

individuals. 

2. By demonstrating the favorable economic possibilities 

through good lam use and forestry, a public agency 

can appeal to the practical selfish interests of 

private landowners so that a wide spread improvement 

can be Initiated, 

3. Community forests are a very present going concern 

in a locality so that people have continuing educa¬ 

tion in conservation thinking. 

4. As a method of taking depressed submarginal land out 

of private circulation, local forests oan serve the 

health of the local economy. 
S 

5. Well-managed community forests can mean a direct and 

an Indirect stabilising effect on the employment and 
J ■ '' ™ \ " U 

permanfincy of the homes of wood processing workers* 

6. As an aid in various teaching programs, the permanent 

local public forest is a good laboratory for most of 

the natural sciences. 

7. The community forests are usually large enough to 

provide helpful refuges and habitats for small game 

depending on local situations, numerous scattered 

areas are effective supplements to large blocks of 

state or federal refuges for this type of game. 
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S. Because of the nearness to the consumer the local 

forest can market a relatively high proportion of 

its products. Lower grades and diverse specialized 

products can be disposed of* 

9. Prom two to five times as hls#i a prloe for timber 

stumpage is available for eastern community forest 

lands compared with western national forest etumpage 

prices* 

10. Unemployed labor can be utilized effectively In well 

planned silviculture. The work may not be immedi¬ 

ately self-liquidating, but long term results could 

prove the superiority of this type of relief work 

expenditure over certain others. 

11. By utilizing otherwise Idle waste lands for forest 

growth, a local government can Increase the value of 

local resources. 

IS. With a strong local forest program the adequate pro¬ 

tection of local shade trees, parks, and private 

forest lands from Insects and forest fires is made 

more feasible. 

13. Where unemployed men are used as a labor force in a 

community forest, they can live at home, saving the 

cost of maintaining the type of camps used by 

Civilian Conservation Corps, 

14. The sale of leaf mold, greens, planting stock, and 
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other miscellaneous natural produce may help pay for 

forestry operations. Some communities rent part of 

their forest lards to resort cottagers for revenue. 

15. The surface reservoir water supply is most popular 

in the east where forest products are scarce and 

forest growing conditions are excellent, so the grow¬ 

ing of forests for timber and by-products, in effect, 

is able to reduce the cost of water to the consumer* 

Water supply lands frequently occupy low-lying, 

fertile, well-watered area® with relatively deep 

soil structure* Such first quality sites gives the 

greatest spur to -quality timber growth of many 

species of tree. 

16. From the desire to stabilise watershed land, and 

surface run-off and erosion, many water boards have 

purchased extensive areas for forest management. 

17. The opportunities for good recreation©! areas near 

the public which needs these facilities la a great 

advantage. Multiple use local public forestry makes 

available cheap, year-round recreation. 

IE* Certain organizations such as churches and 

Clubs have found it rewarding to have a piece of 

woodland to work with or to play in. 
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Definition of Terms 
. • . .\ ' • . ' • • . * • 1 i . 

4. * 

For purposes of this study, the word "forest" In connec¬ 

tion with community forests, Is used in the broad sense of 

that term. By that It is meant that even a brushy field which 

the sponsoring group controls and plans to use and develop as 

a forest Is to be called a community forest. Similarly, a 

leveled burn or swarapy area incapable of producing commercial¬ 

ly marketable wool, may make up part of a so-called community 

forest. This broad concept of the word "forest" Is In keeping 

with the practice of the United States Forest Service whose 

administrative areas include vast sections where little but 

grass, sage, flowers and rock are to be found. 

The word "community" lteelf is Intended to embrace groups 

ranging from Incorporated political units, such an towns, and 

counties, to other non-profit educational, religious or philan¬ 

thropic organizations. Neighborhoods, clubs, fire districts, 

schools, water departments, park commissions, recreation de¬ 

partments, may all be in any given case the sponsors of a 

community forest. Thus the word "community" here signifies 

groups with recognized public duties and also groups bound 

together with a common purpose who do not necessarily have to 

live in the same town or watershed. The scope of the word 

"community" has grown enormously In the lost half century 

with the changes in transportation and communication. Many 
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problems such m erosion and flood control, fire protection 

or Insect control have become recojn3&e& as requiring co¬ 

ordinated group effort on a regional basis* This regional 

thinking and planning has resulted in numerous forward-look¬ 

ing efforts mm of which in part involved the establishment 

of a community forest and will be discussed in the body of 

this study* 

The term 11 town forestM has in Massachusetts, where 

Hussell is located, been defined in legislation as '‘only those 

forest lamia ‘to which towns or sub-divisions of towns such as 
1 

water districts or schools have title*n These lands may be 

acquired by purchase, gift or bequest and must be for the 

purpose of fore station * The Commonwealth "may upon applica¬ 

tion in such fora as the (state) forester my prescribe, 

furnish such towns free of charge with seedlings for the 
2 

planting of their lands *n The power of eminent domain was 

given the towns for acquiring watershed areas or land for 

forestation* Educational and recreational uses are provided 

for in other parts of the legislation, and municipalities 

were privileged to Incur debt for the purchase of public 

domain for these purposes including reforestation.^ 

1* Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 1J2, Section 35* 

2* Ibid., Chapter Section 19* 

3* Ibid., Chapter 44, Section 7. 



Purpose of the Study 

The community forest movement has been promoted by many 

special interest groups such as forest and wildlife conserva¬ 

tionists, reore&tlonlat©, school groups, and water supply 

agencies* These groups have publicised the benefit© of the 

community forest device by counties© article© and reports 

which are frequently fragmentary in nature and based on in¬ 

adequate consideration of many Important factors. The Russell 

Town Forest in Massachusetts has had considerable publicity 

not only in Massachusetts but throughout the nation. Hailed 

as a successful economic unit in the literature, the Hassell 

Town Forest wee selected for comprehensive study so as to 

deter sine in what ways this forest unit served the community 

and, more precisely, in what ways the device was a success 

or a failure. 

In order to evaluate the Russell Town Forest adequately 

it was necessary for the author to examine thoroughly the 

background of the community forest movement. This study in¬ 

volved an examination of the historical elements in Europe 

and in the United States, how in this country public lands 
' d- 

are purchased, zoned, or controlled by state or local agencies. 

Since Russell and many American community forests were 

started as water protection units, the author found It was 

necessary for a valid study to explore the public health 
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aspects of uses of the watershed forests. To control water¬ 

shed land, water supply agencies had a real problem in deciding 

what liberties should be allowed to the public within the con¬ 

fines of the watershed forest. 

In order to make the establishment and maintenance of a 

community forest acceptable to the t&xnayers, one of the 

biggest factors to be established Is what economic results of 

a community forest program could be expected. The many 

factors of forest management and yield in watershed forests 

and other types needed to be analyzed so that some basis for 

comparison for Russell would be available. The present and 

anticipated net income from the Bussell Town Forest had to 

be found. 

Since the educational and recreational benefits are 

commonly listed as uses for community forests, one aim of 

this study was to examine the basis for the validity of these 

assertions. This involved a study of educational philosophy 

and methodology. The Russell Town Forest is to be examined 

as to its uses for education and recreation. 

The part that the Russell Town Forest plays in the land 

use situation in the general Russell area will be examined to 
__ ' ' ' * 

understand its relation to the State Forests and Park programs 

and to the broad underlying principles of conservation of 

soil, water, and wildlife. 
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The controlling purpose of this thesis then is to deter¬ 

mine how the Bussell Town Forest helps meet the needs of the 

community which controls it with particular reference to the 

economic, educational, and recreational aspects. 

Method of the Study 

Review of the Literature 

1. The examination of the literature on the community forest 

movement in general and the Town Forest development in 

Massachusetts in particular took the writer into many 

fields of land us©. Public reports and records of the 

state and the Town of Bussell were studied in detail. 

Interviews 

2. Interviews were held with town officials in Pittsfield, 

Northampton, Amherst, Westfield, Br&ttleboro, Vt., 

Sunderland, Conway, and Bussell in matters of community 

forestry, to establish the social use© and financial 

aspects of the local forests. 

Interviews were held also with leaders in conservation, 

forestry, and public health organizations to determine 

technical matters of forest management and public health. 

Forest Sui'veys 

3. Surveys were made of the Russell Town Forest by visiting 

all sections of it on foot. One—the-spot surveys were 
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also made of the Town Forests in Greenfield, Pittsfield, 

We s tfield, Conway, Brat tie boro, Vt,, Northampton, South 

Hadley, and North Adams. Other forests inspected were 

those of the South Deerfield Fire District, the Bridgeport, 

Connecticut Hydraulic Company, the Cobble Mountain Water* 

shed of the City of Springfield, Massachusetts, the Yale 

Experimental forest, Bwansey, Mew Hampshire, and the 

Harvard Forest, Petersham, Massachusetts. 

Experimentation on Woodlands Owned by the Writer 

4. On four pieces of woodland owned by the writer in southern 

Vermont, it has been possible to study the effect of 

previous pasturing of woodland on several different types 

of site. Timber harvesting has been don© with the advice 

of a professional forester. Cutting has been such as to 

encourage superior reproduction. Planting on open spaces 

in two area® has been done, totalling 7,000 acres, under 
■ ■ ■ ‘ , ■ ; s , 

a conservation plan made with the U. 3. Soli Conservation 

Service. 

5. The author studied maps on topography, land-use planning, 

soils, and forest type, to gain a fuller understanding of 

the Russell Forest and some of these appear In the body of 

the text. 

b. Schools were visited} principals and other teachers were in¬ 

terviewed in Russell, Pittsfield, South Hadley, Westfield, 

and Cleveland Heights, Ohio In regard to outdoor education. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OP 00’«URITY 
FORESTS IN EUROPE. 

The Idea of community or town forests is not new. In 

Europe there were lands dating back; to the Middle Ages known 

as communal areas where the then predominantly agricultural 

common people, as contrasted with the nobility and clergy, 

gathered wood and let out their livestock for grazing, Hogs 

were turned out to root and forage for food. Mot the least 

of the uses made of the communal forest was for firewood and 

other wood products. 

The pattern of land ownership and the structure of farm 

units varies greatly in Europe from what is commonly known 

in the United States. Some traces of feudal organization are 

recognizable, and in each country patterns peculiar to its 

history are felt. The consistent element found in moat 

European countries is the high proportion of community-owned 

forest land. 

Community Forest3 la Czechoslovakia Increase 
In Land Reform Legislation 

Under the Austro-Hungarian Emnire, the territory of what 

later became Czechoslovakia held about 27,000,000 acres of 

forest land of which some thirty-five per cent was in community 

forest. About one-half the forested territory was in possession 
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of the large private estates, and only one-sixty of forest 

land was in so-called state forests* 

After World War I(the Land Reform regulations antici¬ 

pated the expropriation of the great hulk of the privately 

held forest land. In practice, however, the forest land was 

not so completely taken out of private hand®, nor was the 

disposition to create new and larger community forests 

carried out as widely as was hoped for the political parties 

of the left* The chief reason why most of the mountainous 

•forested perimeter of Bohemia was designated a national or 

state forest rather than community forest, le that these 

forests were on or near the boundary line between Czecho¬ 

slovakia and Austria, Germany and Poland* To hare such 

borderland in the hands of the communities in the locality 

would have meant a great risk to the national security 

because the majority of the border toms were made up of 

people with German or Polish cultural orientation* An inter¬ 

esting case In point here is the apeak!ng7 town of 

Graalltz, where the local communal authorities applied to buy 

the woods from the local big landowner, were not allowed to 

do so for reasons of Chechoslovakian national security. 

1* Wiskemaan, Elizabeth; 1935* Czechs ana Germans. Oxford 
University Press: London, p* I?9V ~ 
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Comunlty For eat Laud Je© In Czechoslovakia 

As part of the political and social reorganization that 

accompanied the first World War, land reform played a great 

part in Central aria Eastern Europe* In 191? 'The Rumanian 

Parliament called an assembly which amended The Constitution, 

giving the Government the right to take over large estates 

wln the public interest.rt Jugoslavia and Bulgaria took 

similar action in 1919, arid 1921 respectively* In Czecho¬ 

slovakia a series of laws were enacted which were directed 

toward the compulsory redistribution of all but 150 hectares1 2 
2 

of a given land holder1 s property. Compensation was given 

the owner, and the agricultural land made available, with 

various adjustments, to small farmers or would-be farmers* 

There are two noteworthy fentires of these Czechoslo- 

vaki&n regulations, both relating to forests directly or in¬ 

directly. The first point is that in most areas the size of 

farmland to be sold or leased to any one farmer in the re¬ 

distribution was limited to 10 hectares, or in the case of 

Slovakian farming areas where farming is extensive instead 

of intensive, 18 hectares was commonly allowed. Since this 

1. A hectare contains .405 acres. 

2. Textor, Lucy Elizabeth, 1923. hand "eform in Czecho¬ 
slovakia, London: George Allen and Unwin Lt3T T'57 
pages, at pp. 1-109. 
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area measures In acres from four to seven and two-tenths 

acres, It is apparent that forestry was not planned as an 

important part of the average farm* On the contrary, the 

land reform regulations made provision for the permanent 

management of appropriated forested areas either by the 

state, or by communities. Fish-ponds in this Central Euro¬ 

pean country had, even before World War I, been used as 

carefully managed producers of annual crops of fish, and 

these ponds were generally transferred from the possession 
* 

of the previous large private landholder to the possession 

of the local com .unity where they were located. 

The Law of Allotment, the definitive law, providing for 

distribution to the people, was passed January JO, 1920. 

Among other things it provided that communities might acquire 

sub-marginal land, or land adapted to afforestation or fruit 

gardens, or, in effect, land which requires considerable ex¬ 

penditure before any return could be expeoted. This latter 

type of community acquisition is similar to the acquisitions 

of abandoned or sub-marginal land by certain counties and 

towns in Lew Xorh, Michigan, and Wisconsin. 

Community Forests In Other European Countries 

In Bulgaria, a predominantly agricultural nation, over 

half the forested area of the country is made up of community 
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owned and administered forest unite*1 2 3 Little villages, towns 

and cities, especially in the more mountainous regions, operate 

their own forests* 

2 
One of the features which has led to the wider development 

of community forestry in Europe, is the pattern, common in 

Europe, notably in Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Germany, of 

extensive ownership of land by the municipalities and towns 

within their territorial limits as well as holdings beyohd 

the boundary * From 20-*80$ of the land within the municipal 

limits in the nations just mentioned is owned by the 

municipalities and put to a variety of uses, some residential, 

some business, some for playgrounds, parks, or watersheds, 

others for reserve land, and some for multiple use forestry* 

Through this land holding pattern, the local governments 

differ markedly from Aarrloan cities, which add to • ublio land 

holdings only for immediate public needs* 
. ■» ^ 

In Switzerland over two-thirds of all forested land is 

oommunity-owned, while in France the majority of land in the 

1. Brown N, 0. 1938 "Community Forestry, a Negleoted Phase 
the American Forestry Program." Journal of Forestry 

jb: 5*57-94, 
1 y «* 

2. Buttenheim, M. 8. and P, McCormick 1938, "Municipal Land 
Reserves" Amerio m City Qi 69, 70. 

3. Brown H, C. 1938 "Community Forests Come of Age." 
American Forestq U£i 16-19. 
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Vosges and Jura Mountains are in community forests, as are the 

majority of lands in the Black Forest of Germany, The local 

forests in the three nations last mentioned have had 

excellent records of returns. The City Forect^of Zurich in 

Switzerland, known as the Sihlwald, has been operated as a 

forest since 853 A,B* and has been the official Zurich City 

Forest since 1524* Hevenues from this forest, and others 

like it in Switzerland, are used to support auasi-public 

agencies such as hospital®, libraries and museums* Since the 

larger community forests in Germany and Switzerland were 

averaging a new return of from three to six dollars per acre 

per year prior to 193®# when .Professor Brown made his studies 

there, it is clear that these forest© were able to carry a good 

share of local government expense* 
« . », * 

Saasmnity Forget9 In Germany 

In Germany the community forest has attracted wide 

acclaim from foreign observers, and there are many reasons 

for this widespread Interest. In the first place men who have 

been brought up among the predominantly wasteful practices 

of agriculture and lumbering In the United States are 

habitually surprised at the stability and permanence of 

agricultural and silvicultural methods in Germany, Prance, 

Switzerland and Sweden. 

In Germany, for example, lands are being tilled and 
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pastured efficiently even though they have been worked for 

over a thousand years, and at least until 1939 the woodlands 

In hundreds of localities had a record of sustained yield 

management that covered many generations* Observers from 

the United States have seen and read about the municipal 

and town forests in Germany, and in their efforts to promote 

conservation and community forestry In the United States 

they have published in many periodicals items exemplifying 

the more successful community forests* Frans Heske, a 

professor and research in German forest economics, gave a 

somewhat broader picture of the German community forest*' 

Heske, himself a native German citizen, indicated that 

city-owned forests In Germany serve primarily either as 

recreation areas or as watershed protection forests* Of the 

former group It was said that recreation deserves and 

receives a large amount of attention and a large proportion 

of expenditures in relation to the potential yield of the 

forests. Maintenance of such facilities as camp sites, 

bridle trails, lakes, bridges, and picnicking areas require 

the expenditure of such a large amount that revenue from 

tangible forests products is very often offset or outweighed. 

%e benefits to the population which enjoy the forest outings 

are a very Important feature, however, and help keep alive 

l* Heske, Franz and #11 iam Norwood Sparhawk 1938, German 
Forestry. X&le University Press. New Haven, Conn. 399 pages. 
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the love of nature and feeling of pride in and kinship with 

the land* according to Heska.1 The huge numbers of citizens 

(over 10*000 a summer day) who enjoy Berlin* a extensive City 

Forests attest to the popularity of this municipal enterprise* 

which amounts to a combination forest and park undertaking* 

On the other hand the forests owned by towns and villages 

In rural districts are basically economic in their function* 

and consequently have very little of the parklike aspects* 

Although a majority of the 'Herman community forests are large 

enough to allow a sustained-yield type of forest management, 

many of these forests* particularly in the poorer rural dis¬ 

tricts follow no forest management plan. To understand this 

it is helpful to consider the administrative structure under 

which the community forests operate. 

There are two general types of community forest organi¬ 

sation between which all the local forests are divided about 

equally* These are the 11 Domain property* and the * common 

forest.* The 11 Domain Property* is managed more easily 

according to a long-term plan because receipts from forest 

operations are paid in cash to the community treasury* whereas 

the #common forest* type provides for payments in cash or 

kind directly to the individuals in the village* The latter 

method of forest administration leads to exceptionally bad 

1* Heske* Franz; Op. clt., p* 180. 



abuse in rural districts where the demand for oordwood is 

allowed to outweigh more profitable eilvicultural methods, 
9 

Stemming from the Mediaeval times when the common people 

utilized the common forest land for sources of fueiwood, 

construction timber, grass, litter, peat and pasture, the 
* 

rural folk still exercise many of these functions in their 

communal forests in spite of the example set by State 

Foresters in State Forests, Control of forest management 

by a state or district forester varies greatly as between 

political districts within Germany such as Hes -e, Baden, or 

Bavaria, In small rural communities the local forest 1© 

often treated like money in the bank to be drawn on heavily 

when there is economic distress in the village. As could be 

expected, this type of forest management runs counter to the 

sustained yield principal* 

gAM-Qf Mxmtm Community.Forests 

The community-owned forest makes up a large percentage of 

all forest holdings in ©any parts of Germany, and most of these 

community holdings are large enough to allow good sustained- 

yield management, since forty p^r cent are larger than 1,235 

acres, forty three per cent are between 2kJ and 1,235 acres, 
i* 

and only seventeen per cent have less than 2k7 aorea. 

1. Heske, Franz; Osman Forestry, pp. 9^-97. 
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, .oonomic Advantages Paramount in Small German 
Forests 

Having studied the experience of community forestry in 

the United States and Europe, Professor N» 0, Brown 

distinguishes twelve real advantages such programs can bring 

if carried forward with enthusiasm and .realism. 

Financial returns may well constitute the primary 

contributing function of a community forest, especially by 

the smaller communities in forested areas wh^re forestry is 

the most profitable method of land use. In Germany In 193? 

typical community forests realised a net income per capita 

ranging from $2,20 to #11*57* Per family the net income 

varied generally from 111,00 to more than $60*00 per annum. 

In terms of revenue per acre of managed forest land the net 

return was from about $3.50 to #15,50. Brown eited\ little 

Bavarian village which owned a 413 acre spruce forest in 

excellent spruce-growing soil and with favorable climatic 
II P •' •« , , ft' - ' v’ ' 

conditions. This village forest, according to Brown, produced 

annually a cut amounting to 424,000 board feet. From the sale 

of this the village was receiving a net profit of 16,800 a 

year, which would be for the 585 inhabitants of the village 

$12,71 per capita or $53.55 per family, That particular 

1, Brown, N, 0, 193$ *Community Forestry, a Neglected Phase 
2f £®frlcan Forestry Program.* Journal of Forestry. 
7* 687-694, 

2. IMfi.. p. 693. 
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forest employed ©lx men permanently* and the acreage per 

employee wae 69* 

The Grimewald forest in Berlin produced on its 10*000 

acre park forest an annual average profit of $152,000* This 

is an example where a heavily frequented city recreational 

facility also furnishes a substantial return In immediate 

cash* 
* 

In comparing methods of forest administration in Europe 

yith those of the United States, several important differences 

should be born in mind* The pressure on all forest resources 

is relatively much greater in Europe. Labor is relatively 

cheap compared to American labor* Living standards are 

simple compared to American standards and costs of local 

government are relatively low compared to American localities, 

'where on® man can be fully employed Indefinitely on less than 

100 acres In some ports of Europe, it takes several times that 

number of acres of good forest sites to carry a full-time man 

in the United States, equipped with the usual power tools. 

The broad implications1 of the rich human returns available 

from community forests as seen in Europe have awakened a growing 

response in the United States, In Europe more stability for the 

community's economic life is attained, a source of labor for 

idle workers is promoted, and nearby natural simple recreation 

1. Brown, N, G. 1939 "Progress in Community Forests,* 
iasttaaL-at fw,g*a 21' 25-28. 
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is available. Arboreta and bird sanctuaries are common and 
* 

hunting stock in provided with breeding grounds. The most 

important factor for the European communities however 

according to Brown, is the good cash return available from 

the Intensively managed European forests. 

,y-: 
' t 

l-v 

i 

K 



CHAPTER III. 

RI3T0PY OF I AND USE PLANNING IN THE 
UNITED STATES 

In Colonial America numerous public or semi-public forests 

h«ve been operated on a local basis since the eighteenth 

century. Church groups and educational Institutions have had 

for st3, some of them in continuous Productive own rship 

since that time. 

By and large, however, the theme m the United States 

since the time of the American Revolution has been to encourage 

and, if necessary, subsidise the taking of land by private owners 

In the area of the original 13 colonies, title had been taken 

to virtually all land by 185c, and only a minute portion of 

this was under public dontrol. The development of the lands 

to the west was taking place rapidly, &a the Federal Government 

opened more and more territory for homesteading and other 

forms of alienation. Vast tracts w>~re allocated to the young 

states to help them establish schools and roads. Most of the 

territory so granted in the productive regions was sold to 

private owners for revenue. Many western railroads were 

granted by Congress the title of gr<'at acreage, lar-ely along 

their rights of way, and much of this land has passed into 

other private hands. 

The policy of encouraging private settlement and use was 
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followed by the Federal Government, with numerous aeoumul ting 

refinements and distinctions, until the decade of the nineteen 

twenties, when the trend of settling farmers fee ^an to reverse 

itself, and farm failures and abandonments in Reclamation 

Districts and elsewhere signalled the end of an era of 

homesteading* 

IMgsaJl 

Meanwhile, In the mid nineteenth century the conservation 

movement, beginning with protective measures for wildlife, 

spreading to include forest conservation and protected scenic 

areas for recreation, materialised in a series of reservations 

and purchases by the Federal Government* The establishment of 

a Forestry Bureau in the Department of Agriculture and the 

later development of the national parks and forests, were the 

earliest practical examples of federal land use conservation 

in the United States* • 

.Emre si a, 

Municipal water districts since the turn of the century 

have been accumulating substantial areas of land on their 

watersheds to protect their supply, particularly in areas where 

low land values and good reservoir sites made the combination 
r ’ • - . ■ ' j : 

economically feasible* As a result of the expanding search 

for water supplies and growing use of water, the municipalities 
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or water sup ly districts and private water utilities have 

taken up what amounts to a substantial portion of so-called 

public land in many populous states, especially in the East, 

laatltaa -Esa Jiasfoa.ag UaqqftMS Ua 
5£^.^q.fwitto;u,.£g£aa3ia 

Since 1900 the Individual states have been devoting 

Increasing attention to the acquisition of low-value forest 

land, and in 1913 the device known as the town forest became 

law in Massachusetts, a pioneer move in local conservation 

legislation. 

The idea behind the movement embraced the multiple*use 

doctrine that has characterised the administration of the 

national forests, and was made flexible enough to encourage 

communities to fit their local resources and needs to their 
N ” j, 

potential community forest. Since the time of its origin, the 

town or community forest movement in the United States has 

received considerable impetus from the examples set in Europe, 

where, notably in Switzerland and Germany, the communal forests 

have proved highly successful,. 

Today community and county forests number over three 

thousand and cover over four million acres. Motivation for 

their acquisition and control has covered a widening range of 

needs* As our nation 1ms grown since the beginning of the 

century, dynamic changes have boon at work in the relationship 

of land, space, and time. 
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How attitudes toward human needs and responsibilities 

have evolved; new philosophies of education are proving their 

superiority over the old* It is taking fewer farmers to 

produce enough food for a growing population, while mechaniza¬ 

tion and Mft*HProdaetlon have helped raise the standard of living 

to unprecedented levels. Increasing millions of citizens seek 

the wild lands for recreation* Local, State and Federal parks 

and forests have annual use by over 50 million people, 

*o meet the problems of waste and social.disorganisation 

that have accompanied the growth and migration of our popul tion, 

there have appeared numerous organisations, rivate, public and 

semi-public in character designed to plan and coordinate land 

use, with the help of both the physical and social sciences* 

■ 

Almost *1.1 cities of the United States with population* 

over 100,000 have official planning agencies, and In addition 
< * ' ' /"NJ 

there are 700 official and unofficial city planning agencies 

In the nation.4* Planning and land-use control on the local 

1 vel outside of cities, however, have been developed only 

recently* In Hew Sngland zoning has been used largely In the 

thickly settled / reas, not extending to the rural regions, while 

X* Fenne, Poland ft. 19<*7* l^d^flcnoalos* illustrations, 
Hew York City, Harper and Brothers, pp* 704-724, 



in the mid-West and \if>st the effort had been made on the local 

rural level to control water, weeds, grass 1ngt and other regional 

problems and usee by zoning and other devices. The decade of 

the 1930*8 saw the greatest rise In local planning agencies, 

under the impetus of economic disorganization and drought, 

baring the depression the federal government evolved a program 

of agricultural land use planning maturing in 1938* 

In hundreds of counties, towns, and neighborhoods 

committees were set up for rural policy planning* Federal 

aid was available, and Massachusetts established a Rural Policy 

Committee study and program for each rural term in the state* 

With the termination of federal and state financial aids, most 

of the county planning committee sponsored by the State 
' i ,‘x , . i .4 

Planning Board ceased functioning In Massachusetts, but the 

State Planning Board continued its work. Many towns and 

municipalities have persisted, with planning or zoning boards 

such as In Hassell* 

MJjmkJ.Mn» 
Claiming 

Under the t-rraa of the Mount Weather^ Agreement in 1938, 

the 'United States Department of Agriculture and the State Land 

Urant Colleges agreed to undertake, as a team, to help rural 

people set up the required organisation and processes for 

1* Anon, 19^0, *Land Use Planning Under Pay," Bureau of 
Agrl* Econ* U. S. D, A., U, S. Govt* Printing Office, pp# 3, 4 
Henne, Boland R,f Op,.olt.. pp* 708-709* 
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effective program-planning. The aim was to effect Improved 

agricultural and other rural land utilization practices. 

State and federal agenda* concerned with agricultural and 
Wr ***r 

rural land use on a very comprehensive ov<^r-all basis were 

included in the committees in plans for the coordination of 

efforts. Local farmers were Included on the planning committees 

to achieve a more realistic, and democratic combination of 

parties concerned. 

.^.jyjzLAt JlonSsstX 

M.UaflJHI 

Roland Renne^ summed up the purposes of social land use 

control in a single aim—"a better life.* Attainment of this 

aim can be approached by wiser land use practices and a 

reconsideration of the relationship of institutions and man to 

the land. Bat more than the ra chinery of democratic planning 

is called for, since material, political, and economic 

considerations mu t be motivated by a higher quality of social 

solidarity, or a nconsciousness of kins*11 

Henne* 2 points out the change in values taking place in 

the current generation looking toward new ways of living. 

“Enlightened people of the t entleth century are 

coming to regard the non-use or abuse of natural and 

1. Renne, Roland B# 1941, Land Economic*. p. 723. 

2* m* pp* 723-724. 
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human resources - idle land, Idle machines, and Idle 

men—as the greatest sin against nature and the greatest 

crime against society**, The best use of resources may 

call for different forms of ownership and economic 

organisation in accordance with different technical and 

social conditions. Only the future will reveal the 

path to be taken by our modern societies in attaining 

their objective of improved human living, but encourage* 

m^nt of democratic planning through community and group 

cooperation, with the purpose of coordinating and ulti¬ 

mately Integrating resource use, certainly offers 

definite possibilities of accomplishing these necessary 

changes most equably and satisfactorily*11 

auMii, ,n 
N 

“Community planning should connote a deliberate effort to 

develop a community so it will sustain permanently the maximum 

number of gainfully employed, healthy, and contented families.®1 

The foregoing statement was taken from an address by a member of 

the Mionigan State Planning Board, Paul A. Herbert, to a group 

of foresters. 

In a study in southern Michigan in five and a half oounties, 

it was found that only 6,6% of the community boundaries agreed 

1« Herbert, Paul A. 1938 "Rural Community Planning", 
laamal of Forestry r6: 1100-1105. 
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with the township boundaries, ^uoh inconsistencies will 

eventually have to be recognized and boundaries changed, but 

it is an indication of a need for an overall-master plan* 

Studies and planning are called for on every level from the 

neighborhood to the Federal government in order to approach the 

problem of the disorganized or planless community. Using soil 

classification, weather experts, geologists, and biologists, 

local communities can be rearranged by rural zoning In such a 

way as to reduce maladjustments resulting from unwise land use. 

Enabling Acts In effect in Michigan and bisoonsin, the author 

says, :.-,re only the first step, county boards of supervisors in 

Michigan, and the majority of voters in townships must approve 

a given zoning ordinance to give it effect, 

1'he blocking off of certain areas from agriculture or 

settlement is no cure all, according to Herbert, nor la the 

solution of a town* s entire land use problem enough, bee use 

all phases of community life must be given consideration in a 

plan, The land use plan aspect is simply a means to an end, 

namely Increasing human happiness, 

Feferring to the need for sound osltive planning of rural 

land use in Hew England, Professor John B. black, of Harvard 

University writes,3* 

11 It should be abundantly clear that any town or other 

Jurisdictional unit needs to have a definite plan with 

1* Black, John P, 1950, _ 
Harvard University Press, 

1,1 'jsmsm.niQ? 
ridge, Mass. p. 
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respect to wbu t land® are going to be kept In what uses, 

and what highway® are going to be maintained to protect 

each usee* Decision® on such matter® should not be left to 

chance or to pressures exerted by a few Individuals* 

Planning along these lines has strong positive as well 

as negative possibilities, ^restrictive ^onlryg/* 

Positive steps, for example, could lead to the development 

of good summer resort land or part time farming, by 

supplying a good access road*41 

aaS.. 
t 

The device of public acquisition or ownership of land forms 

another v-~ry Important tool In the development, planning, and 

replanning of the community. The use of the power of eminent 
■ i , ■ i, 

domain Is a sovereign power of government enabling it to take 

private property for public purposes if proper payment is made 

the owner, assuming that a voluntary sale cannot be arranged* 

This power of eminent domain is one of the Inherent powers of 

the several states, and the federal government may use it only 

in the exercise of the delegated functions in the federal 

Constitution, while municipalities, which are created by the 

states are limited to the authority granted them by state laws* 

1. Walker, Robert Averlll, 1941. The Planning Function In 
Urban <K)ve.r.nmant« University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 
111. 1st ed., pp. 95-100. 
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In arriving at a definition of H nubile purposes11 the 

courts have become Increasingly generous in interpretation, 

as the recognised need of planning h & spread, finder the 
* • 

older Interpretation, it wan necessary to show th t the 
4 

acquisition would be open to active use of the citizenry, while 

the tendency now is to shift the meaning of the public use 

requ5.rc.ment from *uee by the public, * to * useful to th** public.8 

This changed concept has served well to enable public agencies 

to retire certain lands from uses detrimental to the public 

interest. In this connection the technique of excess 

condemnation is often used where a ublie project will actually 

occupy only a part of land the balance of which Is useful in 

other ways.1 2* Some excess condemnations are made, for example, 

to beautify the area, solve the problem of lot remnants, improve 
\ ■ . • • ■ « 

aclmInintr&blllty, to protect the usefulness- of the nubile 

Improvements established, or in order to make a profit for the 

public agency. 

WBBmmUmmm 

Once limited to urban uee, a broadened device called rural 

zoning has emerged through twenty-five years of development into 

a widely used, flexible tool. Its application is rapidly 

1. Renne, Roland R. 194?. Lanft.-R.O<mctttl0.a, PP. 147-149. 

2. Ibid., p, 149. 
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spreading as more political entities realize its value for 

promoting orderly growth, traffic facilities and flood 

control* There are laws enabling zoning outside the limit® 

of Incorporated cities in thirty-eight states* In twelve 

states fifty varied laws enable towns or townships to enact 

rural zoning* Other units of local government have certain 

zoning powers in twenty-three states* Erling Solbcrt in his recent 

work on rural sorting gave as an exam- lc the various ways in which 

1 
a watershed could be affected*' The flood-control watershed area 

could be made a public forest or zoned for forestry and 

recreation in provate hands, or it could be controlled by a 

combination of nubile purchase and zoning* 

£gar,sxleMp,f., 
mGsSSSh 

For a better perspective on community forests it is helpful 

to compare them, with state forests In regard to their number 

size and uses* A compilation of state and community forests 

made by the United States Forest Service In 1947 indicated that 

Massachusetts Is still among the leaders in the masher of units 

of community forests, having X40 units, which places her In 

fifth position among the forty-eight states in that respect, 

while the acreage in those locally administered forests places 

1# Solberg, Erling B. 1951* *?Rur&l Zoning in Transition" 
jjgX^a^VimTL^IiL^Qja3LiS*L.^l*g.%^ai* 2'- 41: 135-140. 



h?>r seventh on the list* Michigan, New Hampshire, New Yoi'k, 

Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin have appeared moat active In this 

typo of community organisation and land management, all having 

established well over one hundred* 

Aa to state forests it will be seen on Table I that Idaho, 

Michigan, Minnesota and Pennsylvania account for eight and 

one-half million acres, but that in proportion to their areal 

size Connecticut and Massachusetts are above average with 

120,000 aHi 170,000 aor^s respectively. 

Another complementary part to the recreation-conservation 

program of forests is the state park system. The survey by 

the United States Forest Service of units and acreages of 

state parks disclosed ov'*r 4,000,000 acres in 1,187 separate 

units distributed throughout the states. Only Utah and 

Colorado are without this type of administrative unit, and 

only seventeen states have less than ten park units, among 

them Massachusetts with eight, Connecticut is again in a 

leading group with fifty-four units ranking her among the top 

six, Pennsylvania1s aggressive public land policy has led 

her to select 92,000 acres for park land distributed in one 

hundred nine parcels, 
i 

According to George A# Duthle of the United States 

Forest Service Division of Cooperative Forest Management, 

1* George A* Puthie to William G* Vlnal, June 3, 1947. 
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Section of State and Community Forests, the large acreages of 

community forests in each areas as Michigan and Wisconsin is 

indicative of the land use problem in those states. Outside 

new England county forests, usually several hundred acres in 
* 

size, have been part of the administrative efforts to handle 

the severe disorganization resulting from land tax delinquency* 

luthle related that in many cases the development of the school 

forest projects has had a vital influence on the educational 

program of the school* He also mentioned that the dominant 

type of community forest in Hew England was the watershed 

forest, There the school forest had not been developed to any 

■extent, he says, but he recommends serious consideration of the 

idea as an instrument for better common school education, 
♦ 

The community forest movement has continued to grow since 

the figures in Table I (following page) were gathered* and by 

1949 there were 3*1X3 such units, a gain of over 700 in two 

years. Acreage m these units has increased to ^*^13,950.1 

Duthle furnished a breakdown of types of community forests 

which show a growing number of schools having their own forests, 

there are now 1,279 or more of these, while county and township 

forests have grown to 617, and that type called organizational 

forest, which includes many 4-H Club units like Esoambia County 

. m ' IP 1 yp m&Mfrm * ' n —  tmmMMMmxm ~■■ --  — —— ri] jp r.l 11 m 

1. Cut hie, &eo. A. 19A9 * Community Forests11, Yearbook of 
Agriculture, p. 394. 



TABLE I 

STATgJgg^IBTB, STATE PARKS.,, ALP COMMUNITY FORESTS 

Compiled by State and Private Forestry 
U. S, Forest Service, Washington, D,C* 

April - 19^7 

State 

y or ~ 3tf> 
Humber 
Units 

.St a t e 
Number 

2ska. £o"MaalU ImEEmL 
Number 

Units Acreage Units Acreage 

Alabama 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
Florida 
Georgia 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
Mew Hampshire 
Hew Jersey 
Mew Mexico 
New York 
No *th Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
* nnsylvanla 
A&ode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 

101 
** m* 

mmm* 

1 
26 

6 
3 
2 
1 
3 

13 
9 
i»' mm 

1 
7 
1 

10 
75 
22 
32 

1 
11 

7 
mm m»‘ 

mm mm 

71 
9 

338 
«*** 

mmm* 

25 
2 5 

3 
3 
2 

10 
5 

17,041 

m» 

61,625 
72,000 

120,296 
4,318 

24,013 
1,090 

1,029,148 
10,2?8 
68,706 
13,588 

3,624 
10,300 
21,000 
76,7©9 

170,000 
■3,440,000 
2,002,425 

1,640 
110,9?9 
?r?,i-.73 

saw 

* swmwe 

32,968 
56*628 

467,513 
*» mm 

19 
3 
9 

30 

21 
1 

22 
14 
76 
23 
21 

9 
11 

7 
8 

88 
56 
10 
23 

1 

25 
12 

*•— 47 
83,141 29 

m m V 
410,000 162 

1,655,870 109 
3,40? 35 
3,472 18 

17,067 1 
71,522 16 
6,410 10 

30,610 9 
8,250 

18,064 65 
107,453 2 

«*«» 
15,400 18 

25 
38,254 5 
18,082 12 
10,169 6 
23,000 56 
39,540 8 
22,000 10 
16,575 — 

7,057 5 
11,361 7 

127,676 42 
4,042 7 
5,267 140 

109,848 433 
83,385 42 
10,280 4 
59,425 2 
2,777 2 
1,036 l 

Iq, 000 *«••** 
16,578 115 
18,109 9 
78,178 — 

2,525,127 664 
14,966 46 
3,753 1 

195,833 46 
43,7B0 6 
71,000 42 
92,520 101 
3,704 6 

37,454 9 
64,671 32 
38,138 10 
5,600 11 

3,697 
9m —1 

2,193 
2,703 

42,300 
28,663 

820 
5,656 
1,789 

55,354 
6,698 

14,100 

6,220 
4,928 

14,666 
22,994 
50,110 
99,665 
39,488 
1,261 

120 
21,030 

600 

4iTeoo 
52,033 

150,000 
56,077 

i4o 
27,589 
2,738 

30,560 
79,797 
12,48? 
46,685 

955 
2,312 
3,382 

46,998 



Vermont 24 71,712 21 6,871 44 9,223 
Virginia 6 6,969 9 20,765 42 47,244 
V* shlngton 2 290,000 61 *5,538 . 8 73,256 
West Virginia 7 59,259 13 25.655 2 496 
Wisconsin 8 258,700 16 14,258 277 1,983,334 
Wyoming «.«* **** 2 1,400 

Total 888 10,980,791 1,187 4,109,51* 2,378 3,089.361 

1* Includes municipal, county, school, and public organisation* 
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ursl* in i’ensuooia,* number ninety-aix. Illinois has ten vrell 
■ 

developed multiple**!*®® county forests such an the Cimmp&gne and 
t 

Cook County unite where social and s 4ritual aims dominate the 

planning* 

Wisconsin, under her Forest Crop Law has twenty-eight 

counties in toe loo illy administered category with over two 

million acres* while the Hew York county forest program has 

accumulated marginal or abandoned land in fifty-twe counties, 

and tree plantings there exceed 150,000,000 trees* 

It is striking that some states have very limited programs 

of either community or state forests, so that the diffusion of 

the potential benefits in education for resource use and 

improvement of public morale Is not widely felt* For example, 

in Florida, there wore five community forests and three state 

forests; In Georgia twelve and two respectively; In South 

Carolina, nine and three, while in Hew Jersey with extremely 

dense population had only nine community forests and nine state 

forests* New Jersey1 gj State Park® numbering seventeen contain 

only about 18,000 acre®, many units of which are under 

unsatisfactorily heavy recreational pressure because of the 

lack of alternate resources. According to the United States 

Census estimates, Haw Jersey was the second most densely 

^ Anon, 1947, nCommunity Forests for Bur&l People*M 
b. B# p# a* Leaflet #244, p* 6, 

2# Futhie, qp_^_3±&. « pp, 394-396, 



populated state in the Union, second only to Fhode Island* 

New Jersey*9 7,5X4 square miles harbored an estimated 

population In 1948 of 629 per scmars mile* Massachusetts, 

with a density for the same year estimated at 5@7 persons per 

square mile, provides a .more varied, less crowded array of 

recreational wildland facilities, with her basis of community 

forests and state forests totalling over 200 and aggregating 

over 200,000 acres. 

atiflt.ft ,Koaeata,Ua«A-W, 
- 8abwargin.al.toM 

r .3 . - , j. .. * j ' .i , • . . r v. - • • ' 

Although many state forests have been developed around 

some scenic feature, recreation, or productive timber, over 

31$ of all state forests were acquired by tnx reversion or 

1 
exchange in order to improve the economy of a depressed area* 

Minnesota, Michigan, New York, and Washington are states 'which 

required the bulk of their state forests as tax-reverted 

forests land. Active resettlement programs were carried out 

in the first three of these states because populations which 

had occupied these areas had no economic basis for survival 

either as farmers or woodland workers* The maintenance of 

schools, roads, and local government was therefore terminated as 

a responsibility of local inhabitants* The former residents 

movtid Into other populc ted communities and the state, or in 

many oases the country assumed responsibility for the 

1. Fontanna, Stanley G* 1949* HState Forests*, TreesT pp, 390-394 
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the maintenance and use of the l&ndu 

Aonaired for the most part within the last twenty-five 

years, state forests in the eastern and southern states have as 

yet not attained a highly productive rate of growth. To explain 

this, of the ares is in seedling and sapling cr understocked 

cover, while the sawtlcaber areas average well below the national 

state forest av rage of 21$, 

All the states have managed to utilize at least some of 

their state forests for recreational purposes, and this very 

popular me has been encouraged by the development of camps, 

trails, ski areas, access roads, and wayside picnic areas* 

The states in administering their forests have in general 

given good fire protection as a basic prerequisite, and have in 

some cases as in Mew York and Michigan, carried through a strong 

tree planting program on state forest ureas. Moat states 

operate tree nurseries, but allocate the produce largely to 

private individuals and state Institutions other than the state 

forest. The making of a detailed forest Inventory and management 

plans has not been possible in most states because of limited 

funds. 

In Mew England Connecticut has the policy of adding 6000 

acres a year to her state forests while Massachusetts aims 

at an eventual 500,000 acre Increase in state forests, but has 

aa yet not appropriated the funds for beginning the purchases. 

States elsewhere in the nation are going forward with purchase 



and exchange programs, blocking In manageable units* Michigan 

spends $250*000 annually on this, and Uew York is to ada some 

20,000 acres annually* 

Massachusetts has built a network of State Forests 

chiefly on unproductive depressed areas* The size of these units 

tends to fall into the XGO0-3O0G acre unit, whereas the Town 

Forests under the Town Forest Act are most heavily represented 

in the 100-200 acre size as indicated in FIGURE 1* 

§mm£& 

1* European communities large and small tend to utilize local 

public forest land intensively for recreation and physical 
* 

forests products* 

2* Larger proportions of forest land are In community forests 
t> t^e- 

in Europe than^state and community forests in the United 

States. 

3* Good forest management in Europe resulted In economic 

benefits which stimulated early commuw%forest activity in 

the United States* {Example, Massachusetts, in 1913*) 

4* Growing concern over conservation of forests and other 

resources was prompted by several of the historic United 

States policies of unrestricted land settlement, 

5* Efforts to reduce economic waste and social disorganization 

led to, (a) the purchase of land by the Federal, State and 

local governments for parks and forests, and wildlife refuges* 



Number of Forests 

Acres 

/ *000-/599? 

/Z000-/3999 

9ooo-u 999 

7000- ?999 

SOoo- 6999 

1000- ¥999 

/000-2999 

S'oo - 999 

¥oo- 999 

J00-399 

Zoo-Z99 

100- 199 

So- 99 

/ - 99 

FIGURE 1. 

DISTRIBUTION OF STATE FORESTS AND TOWN FORESTS IN MASSACHU¬ 
SETTS, BY ACREAGE• 

Sources For town forest data, A Survey of the Town Forests 
in Massachusetts, Mass* Forest and Park Assoc. 
Boston 1950 p 10-11. 
For State Forest data. Recreation Guide to Mass¬ 
achusetts State Parks and State Forests. Dept, 
of Cons Bull. 1939. 
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(b) Tno use of ttm> eminent domain 1b being broadened 

to Include broader areas of application* 

(c) Trie practice of zoning is spreading from urban use 

to wide regional and rural use* 

6* State forest programs grew fastest just after the turn of 

the last century, but acquisition of State forest lands 

continued to grow during the decade of the 1928* s and 

especially In the 19301 a. Retirement of tax reverted 

submargim.il land and conservation of resources are the two 

chief reasons for setting uo the areas* 

?. beta State and community forests have had the largest 

development in the northoentral and northeastern states* 

8. On# finds the heaviest development of local forests belonging 

to municipalities and to ns in lev England and usually to 

counties or schools in Mew fork, Wisconsin, and Michigan* 

9. The most important single reason for the establishment of 

the larger municipal forests in the northeast was for 

watershed protection* 

10* There are approximately 3,000 community forests throughout 

the country, a number about equalling the combined State 

forests and parks. 

12, National Forests and Parks are almost wholly located in the 

Pocky Mountains and in the Western states. 
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growth ...of .Town. Klreata. .In 
Bgoenehdsetts 

The Massachusetts Forest and. Park Association, which 

had been a prime mover in establishing the community forest 

movement In the United States and especially the town forest 

program in Massachusetts, made a survey in 19^9 of the status 

of the town forests in the state* David R* Min’- r was engaged 

to gather data on the progress that had taken place since 

the passage of the Town Forest Act,3, thirty five years before* 

It was Intended to find in the survey of the 12? town 

forests the condition of each forest and to analyse the result® 

of the work done, and so Hto determine the place of the town 

forest movement in the conservation of this natural resource, 

and to ascertain whether further expenditures for (promoting) 

1* Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 132, Sect* 35, 
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extension wore Justified."1 
t 

Attention wan to be gi en the records of the in-put® and 

out-puts kept by the town and standards were adopted to classify 

the quality of forest management observed* 

The town forest committee in each town was to have visited 

the town forest itself with Mr. Miner* the investigating 

forester* and to have discussed problems of management and 

silviculture with him* 

Particular attention was to have been paid to the condition 

of the 5*000 trees planted free of charge by the sponsoring 

Massachusetts Forest and Park Association in the 46 town® which 

set up forests larger than 100 acres* 

The association*s findings revealed that a total of 39*839 
S V 

acres were covered by 127 town forests established under the 

2 & 3 
Town Forest Act as of 1949. ' The author notes that during 

the decade of the 1920* s 6l% of the town forests were established, 

Indicating that the movement had then gained considerable support 

after an initial five year period under the Act when only three 

towns made the arrangement. (FIGURE 2.) 

1. eynolds, Harris, "A Survey of the Town Forests In 
Massachusetts" Bulletin No. 171, Massachusetts Forest and 
Park Association, 1949 page 2, Illustrated . 

2. Note, The totals given In this 1949 survey are below those 
In the 1947 survey of the United States Forest Service beoause 
the latter Included some forests and watersheds not 
constituted under the provisions of the Town Forest Act. 

PP. 10, 11. 
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Fifteen towns were found to have placed at least 5^0 acres 

of their land under th^ torias of the Town Forest Act* and most 

of these have been partly or wholly for watershed purposes# 

The Forest and Park Association compilation further revealed 

that a series of two or more acquisitions had constituted the 

holdings, often with apparently different motives in view. For 

instance, outright purchase for general forestry purposes seems 

to have led the categories of reasons for establishment, equalled, 

in number by watershed purposes, as will be seen in t. ble (2x), 

each having 33 positions# 

2X 

Distribution of Town Forests in Massachusetts, 19^9 9 
by Means or Purpose of Acquisition wholly or in Part*- 

Category of Acquisition Humber 

Watershed® 33 
I urchase 33 
Town Farm 28 

aift 28 

Town Land 19 
Tax Land 10 

When the survey was made In 19^9> records showed that over 

8,5000,000 trees had been planted on the town forests, but that 

only three-fifth© of the individual town forests showed evidence 

of good substantial management* 

1# Reynolds, H. 0#, or*. ..alt*, pp# 10-11. 

2* Of Appendix for complete tables* 



Following a sat of standards that had to be set up arbitrarily 

by Miner, the investigating forester, the Town Forests were classi¬ 

fied as to quality of management in four groups as follows 

1 
Kxcel^ent,,: Forests under the management of 

a forester or a committee where a plan based on 

forestry principles has been followed for a long 

period and which are sufficiently stocked to 

provide a good crop of commercial timber, or on 

which profitable harvesting has already begun* 

Twenty per cent of the Town Forests, with 6J% of 

the total area, were in this group* 

&ood: Forests have been under management, but 

for lack of appropriations or other reasons 

will require a considerable expenditure to bring 

them to full stocking of commercial species. 

In this group 39$ of the Town Forests were listed. 

They contained only 20$ of the total area. 

Medium: For sts which have received insufficient 

care after the initial planting, and which will 

produce only a mediocre crop unless brought 

under more intensive control. Here thirty-one 

P^r cent have 15$ of the total area.) 

Reynolds, H. 0., or)., jilt,. p. 3. 



"oor: Woodlands which have had practically no 

attention since they were established as town 
i 

forests, and from which no community benefits 

can be expected that would not have been obtained 

had the land been left in its natural condition. 

Only one per cent of the local forests examined 

were classifled a® under poor management. And 

the area was but two per cent of the total* 

Two elements are noteworthy in the foregoing analysis, 

one is that the study confined itself to the business of 

profitable forest management with the aim of merchantable wood 

products, and the other point is the finding that three-fifths 

of the Town Forest© which do practice good foreat management 

contain four-fifths of the area* Even ©or© pointed 1© the 

fact that the one fifth of the town forests exhibiting excellent 

management, contain 6j;t of the total area* There was a definite 

positive correlation between the large town Forest tract and 

sound management from a wood producing point of view, 

Mr, Reynolds mentions in his article summarising the results 

of the 1949 survey that it was not possible to obtain figures 

cn Income from the town forest committees or town officials, 

since the in-put® and out-put® are not recorded in one place 

or are not recorded at all* The author has observed that the 

town highway department in some towns may repair roads and 

bridges in the town forest or watershed without separating 



4? 

the item from the general highway work, and similarly for 

exam le, trees used for ornamental town planting or for highway 

posts are not always credited to the account of the town forest, 

Beyno da state® that despite the lack of reliable records, 

it was known that several million feet of lumber have been 

harvested beside thousands of cords of fuelwood* The latfcr 

have 1 rgely been cut and distributed for the me of the town and 

city welfare departments. The report of the survey above mentioned 

drew on the findings in towns where the moat adequate records were 

to be found, or where the Massachusetts Forestry Foundation had 

made a management plan* (The foundation is a non-profit service 

agency sponsored by the Massachusetts Forest and x ark 

Association,) 

The committees of %§r?ell, Greenfield, Pittsfield, Needham, 

North Adams, Pembroke, and Walpole had contracted to make studies 

or management plant of their town forests, and the findings 

therein provided some encouragement for conservationists* 

The city of Pittsfield, for example, has been building up 

protected forest land and plantations since the construction of 

the Ashley Ba«r rvolr in 1912* The Pore-try Foundation prepared 

a set of findings and .suggestions for the Commissioner of Public 

1 
works who controls the water supply system* 

p. 4. 
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r,n its 4393 ao'-'s watershed there w re 7,222,5$$ board 

feet of merchantable timber. Annual growth was accumulating at 

a rate of 685,500 board feet containing and counting all ages 

of trees. A cutting budget arranged for five year Intervals 

v-jould average about §2500 annually in gross returns from the 

sale of stumpage* 

1 2 
The author has investigated * the situation In Ittsfleld 

since the 194? study of the forestry Foundation, and to date 

there has bc^n no pruning or cutting based on the recommendations. 

In the same watershed forest a consulting forest engineer, 

Clifford Foster, had made type maps and treatment recommendations 

in 1930. The harvesting of then mature timber, chiefly hardwoods, 

was recommended but was not carried out* However oordwood fuel 

was cut extensively for the Welfare Department by unemployed 

men during the 1930*0. 

Pittsfield1 2a large watershed Is not legally under the 

Massachusetts Town Forest Act, but that substantial forest land 

Is among 50 municipal forests in the state not under the Town 

Forest Act, totalling about 160,000 acres in area and owned by 

1. Conversation with R, L* McClelland, Commissioner of Public 
Works, City of Pittsfield, Mass, April 1951* 

2. Annual Reports, City of Pittsfield, Department of Public 
Works* 
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local agencies. Thus the town forest© under the Act make up 

about one-fifth of the municipally owned forest acreage* 

A survey Is being carried on by Dr, David Holman at the 

present time to distinguish, in each town the extent of town 

owned property. Many towns have title to si sable lands for which 

thay have no program, and much of this is forest land. For 

example> the author learned from the assessors reports in South 

2 
Hadley"" that the town controlled five woodlot© containing a 

total of one hundred acres, only twenty acres of which were 

given consideration as to many particular uses. This type of 

situation exemplifies the difference between forested land 

which has become an interest of the community and merely town 

owned land, 

aaj&au 

The geographical distribution of the towns which have 

pieced a forest area under the Town Forest Act shows a wide 

scattering throughout Massachusetts. But in localities, towns 

with Town Forests appear frequently in groups. The following 

map showing distribution of Town Forests ©how extensive area© 

having sparse populations for example in the Western Highlands, 

between Florida and Band!afield which do not have any Town Forests. 

T* Ibid.t p. 4 Note* 

Assessors1 Reports, 1951# South Hadley,Falls, Mass. 



Map of Towns in Massachusetts Having Town 

Forests Under the Town Forest Act* 

source:- H A Survey of the Town Forests in 

Massachusetts” Bull. 171. Mass* 

Forest ana Park Ass*n. 1949 

Legend:- Forests acquired hy purchase. 
Donation, Town or Tax Land 

Forests acquired all or in part 
for Watershed • p 

Figure 3 
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1. Th© passage of the Enabling Act known as the Town Forest Act 

in 1913, did not mark th© creation of the first community 

forest in Massachusetts but gave some impetus to active 

silviculture in towns with or without surface water 

reservoirs* The State agreed to supply trees free for 

reforestation* 

2* Provided that locally owned lands were to be used for forest 

production the State agreed to supply seedling conifers for 

reforestation* 

3. The Massachusetts Forest and Park Association wan active in 

promoting the Town Forest legislation and offered to plant 

5000 trees free of charge as an inducement for towns to set 

up forests of over 100 acres* 

4. Hot until the 1920fs did the Town Forest Movement gain many 

participants* Most of the present 128 towns forests were 

created between 1920 and 193®# 

5. Over thirty of the Town Forests were acquired wholly or in 

part for watershed purposes, the rest for mixed reasons 

such as the discontinuation of a town farm or by gift* Only 

10 Town Forests were acquired by tax reversion. 

6. The largest Town Forests have received the best forest 

management» About two-thirds of the area Involved has been 

under good management. 
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?• Two-fifths of the Town Forests have been managed poorly. 

8* The commonest size of the Town Forest ranges between 

100-200 acres. 
« 

9, Almost 40,000 acres were under the Town Forest Act in 1949* 

10. Timber harvests have been rare either through inaction or 

the fact that stands were not mature. 

11. Considerable fuel wood cutting took place In the Town 

Forests in the 1930*s. 
0 

12* Few towns keep comparable data on inputs and outputs of 

labor and woodproduc11on or public use. 

13. Distributed well throughout the State, the Town Forests have 
»• 

had a tendency not to develop in the larger municipalities 

nor In the economic lly most depressed, least inhabited lo¬ 

calities. 

! 



CHAPTER IV 

WATER SHED FOP ESTKY 

MWatershed management 1b one field where generalizations 
\ 

particularly about specifier methods and practices, are not 

safe*1, according to 1# H. Manns in an article discussing 
1 

forest influences on reservoir watersheds# Bo many variable 

factors - rainfall, snow melt, topography, steepness and length 

of slope, type of drainage system, textu e and depth of soil, 

geologic structure ~ all mu be taken Into account on an 

individual case-study basis# One of the most important of 

these variables is the type of plant cover, and whether it is 
\ ' 

an Intertilled crop or small grain crop. Manns stresses three 

ever-present bases of guidance In a plan producing domestic 

water* 

The first objective should be to stabilize the soil, for 

without this there will inevitably be silt&tlon and turbidity 

resulting in unnecessarily high treatment costs and loss of 

storage capacity# 

The capacity of the soil to allow ready seepage is 

1# Manns, E. N., 1946 *Forest Influences on Besrrvoir Water- 
sheda", Journal ..Amorlo«n Kat.*.r ..fe.QrM..-Ma.aa.. ?8: 101 1111 
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closely related to stability and Is a second prime necessity. 

More important than length and steepness of pitch is the 

quality of the plant cover and texture of the soil* The 

presence of substantial amount of gravel or coarse sand in 

a soil, as is so common In New England1s glacial till, makes 

for a high percolating capacity, but tends to work against 

the third important objective, namely water^holding capacity. 

By creating mats of leaves, duff and root barricades, 
i 

and by supplying animals large and small with a renewed 
* ' 

supply of nutrients, the forest cover protects the soil, making 

it more available to percolation, and reducing mechanical 

raindrop damage or damage from rivulet® that might otherwise 

erode into gullies. 

By adding annual supplies of leaves, and branches to 
t ' i N 

•. ' • V . * ' * 1 i * > .■ 1 

the soil, forests, particularly the hardwoods, are recirculating 

the mineral bases and ash necessary to vigorous plant growth* 
* ‘ ■ , 

Infiltration and storage rates of soil under protective plant 

cover are Improved greatly*^ Studies by the United States 

Forest Service have shown that the increase ranges from a few 

to many times greater than they w-re for the Identical soil before 

It vma protected, 

The depth of frost penetrations under forest oover has with 

1. Xbld. «' l 
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but few exceptions (e.g., spruce In northern frings In this 

country) shown that the forest-covered land receives from a 

combination of factor* a frost-retarding protection. 
% 

Infiltration is greatly aided by the matted litter In the 

frozen forest floor compared to field and pasture open ground 

which tend to develop an impervious sheet of ice* 

It is desirable to achieve a given soil*s optimum 

water-holding capacity in order to gain a more even subsurface 
♦ '• 

flow throughout the year. The soil itself Is impractical to 

treat directly on vast watershed programs, but the type and 
• * * 

condition of plant cover an managed by a watershed operator 
k 

can move toward attaining the conditions desired by attempting 

to supplement the weak points in a soil structure. 
■* 

Forests apparently have little effect on precipitation, 

1 
although findings are inconclusive. 

Water is used by forests at rates varying greatly with the 
... , 1 • < 

growth habits of the tree. Large hardwoods such as maple and 

oak use the greatest amounts. Bom® species of trees require 

the equivalent of three to five feet of rainfall in a year, 
2 

whereas others can prosper with but six inches. 

Trees reduce the amount of precipitation that reaches 

the ground for example oak trees in full leaf, block off 

1. Munns, E. H.t op.olt. 

2. ibid. 
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several times as much water an they do with bare branches, 

forests reduce evaporation by decreasing wind velocity 

at the surface of the ground and lowering mean temperatures 

by reducing isolation# Research at Seabrook Farms in New 

Jersey has indicated that water losses from a bare soil by 

evaporation may equal the water taken up by a plant covering 

the same area. 

' 

Professor Hawley of Yale holds that forestry by watershed 

administrations for public water supplies need never by 
1 

unprofitable If it is wisely carried out. Hawley reasons 

th .t water boards are In a most favorable position to grow 

forest crops cheaply since much of their overhead is alre dy 

in some sort of land management or interest and taxes. The 

permanent status of these water supply organisations enhances 

their long-term planning of timber crops. It is era >h< siaed by 

Hawley that because lands a e understocked, or stocked with 

unmarketable species most water companies have not derived 

the net return of which their forest land was capable of 

supplying* 

Eventually when management has brought the New Haven 

1. Hawley, Ralph 0. 1946 “Evaluation of Returns from Forest 
Lands*, Journal.&n*rlcan Wator lorXfl.AflSfla*» 38:10:10?. 
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kater Company forest into full production a net average per 

acre return of $2,00 can be expected (under monetary relation** 
V » * , 5 I 

ships as they were in 1946), 

Few water boards have forests with adequate growing stock, 

Fl^e damage and overoutting by previous own rs are the most 
*. 

common reason for being understocked, Where former farm land 
i 

was woodland pasture numbers of inferior species of trees and 

shrubs make the achievement of a healthy commercial stand 

costly and troublesome, 

) y % ■ 4 j * ‘ . 

efficiency, nubile .relations and 
aiMLUty ,of labor ooBPll<tat,g watershed 

forestry 

One authority reports that to get the greatest economic 

return from a forest* operation, the administrator must draw 

the line decisively between aesthetic displays for the public 

to see, and the real commercial business of making the operation 
1 „ 

-;&y* «&wl®y contended that well-mraked* and well trimmed. areas 

are frequently carried too far back from the public roads. 

As a result of the high labor cost involved* forest operations 

a whole show a deficit. The use of permanent regular water 

bo;-ra employees who ordinarily are at their best at their 

specialised Riving program, is proper if there is a slack period 

in the va>r distribution work program and a job to be done in 

p. 1110. 



the woodi?# Hawley suggest8 close, skilled, supervision of 

these temporary woods crews in order to reduce their relative 

inefficiency as much as possible# 

Mr. Frederick Stillman,1 Engineer .of the Bridgeport 

Hydraulic Co. in Connecticut indicated that the regular labor 

force of the Water Company could not even with the best 

intentions accomplish the woods work and lumbering as cheaply 

for the com -any as outside contractors. Especially in 

harvesting and m- rice ting a thinning or a mature crop the 

Bridgeport Hydraulic Company has found that the specialized 

machinery and know-how of lumbermen Is the most economical to 

utilize* Conm/ood, the Connecticut coop r&tive service and 

marketing organization, hr* also been found a useful market 

outlet, 

?m3llaafI.-j,ore9try.. ..an fcat*x JbiP»3JL 

The successful ex lerlenoe of the Hew Haven Water Company 

in Conn- otlcut with Intensive forest management reinforces 

the potentialities outlined In A Hatlarml.rian..Cc>l!...Meriaan 

2 
forests. According to Edward E, Minor, A Vice-president of the 

Hew Haven Water Com any serving as Chairman of the American 

!• Billiman F., Interview in Bridgeport, Conn* Deo* 1950, 

2. Minor, Edward E*, 19AO «Practical Forestry44 African Water 
h^rks Aasoclntion. 38:10:1103* 
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Water Works Association Subcommittee on Forestation, **A 

municipality O" a wat r board owning land and having as its 

primary purpose the furnishing of a public water supply is 

ide illy constituted for such intensive forestry work.*1 He 

recognized the benefits of such an intelligent use of the 

land as not only profitable in the eventual returns from the 

timber but in better water-quality and under certain 

regulations and conditions he saw that recreational areas 

r re feasible for the enjoyment of the local community. 

S&aaana JEi&UateMiUaiJ^ 

Regardless of whether an agency managing a given water 

supply watershed is t&x-supported or privately operated, it is 

to the beet interest of rate-payers and management to have an 
* 

intensive watershed forest program, Ralph 0* Hawley,3-head of 

the Mew Haven Water Company1 © forest ope-ations, presented 

figures in an effort to prove this contention. Basing his 

calculations on a $7,00 per thousand board feet price for 
i 

stumpsgef and the growth experience tables that have been 

formulated by the Yale School of forestry on the Eli Whitney Forest, 

hr put figures on the mean annual value of gross production when 

fully stocked over a long period of years. For the hardwoods 

1. Hawley, R&lr»h C., “Evaluation of Returns from Forest Lands® 
.feur-nal American ..Wat-T M.arX^. AtlsmlBSlOa r<v. 1X05-6. 
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It was fl,40 pe^ ao^e per year, $2,45 per acre par year on hemlock 

and $4,20 on white pine stands* Professor Hawley estimated 

that on the then current (1946) distribution of each forest type 

in the twenty-two thousand acre forest lands the average gross 

returns w**re $1*80 per acre per year for timber plus 8,50 

acre per year for small products, This total of $2*30 per acre 

per year could be Increased by a rise in stoppage value and by 

converting more forest from hardwood to softwood, 

Hawley emphasized that these figures were valid only if 

sound measures of intensive forest management were followed, 

with the necessary fire protection and defense against insects. 

The growth tables of the New Haven watershed forest are comparable 

to the figures given in the United States Forest Service 

publication, A,,.Rational. Plan ..for...Jmeri,c,;m...£a;^tiOLt Vol. 1,P.1J21. 

(See Table II, p, 60) 
•* *»■ •% 

Using the gross returns and costs according to the D,S,F.S, 
i 

tables, Hawley continues, "For the New Haven, Connecticut region 

select costs from central hardwoods and for eastern white pines 

$.41 and fl.13, respectively, per ao e per year. Property taxes, 

the largest single Item In each year's costs are 5.25 and 3.60 

respectively. 

Using the gross per acre per year returns for white pines 

as $4.20 and subtracting the total oost per acre per year of 

maintaining it by Intensive forestry, the net return is 33.0? 

per acre per year, and by similar calculations, the looal hardwoods 
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net 1*99# 

These1, are generalised costs for forest properties •- one 
% 

h&lf of the stand la presumed to be either merchantable timber 

or virgin forest* Silvicultural cutting changes, stand 

betterment, and planting are charged off at one percent per 
‘ \ Jv 

year, as a capital investment. These are generalized averages 
■k>"' i. ' , * ' V 

for large properties* 

—.... .... ....i. ...... 

1. Hawley, R. G. "Returns from Forest#", Jpqrnal American..Water 
w.Q?fr,8 A*aool-i.t.i.o.n: J&. 

Hawley, Ralph C., A National Rian for Am rlosn. .Apr P.atrS. 
P. 1106. 
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One of the meet diversified r-ublio watershed programs the 

uthor has re vd of la th. t developed by the city of Akron, Ohio* 

Wendell ft. L&Du#J* superintendent and chief engineer of Water 
. , y r t | | • » 

and Sewerage that city stressed a plan of balanced us© - for 

ex; tuple an orchard secured as a part of a watershed control nolley 

around an impounding reservoir, was used as a fruit producing unit, 

fir«t man ged by the oitv and lat*- r leased by a private operator. 
.* • v . 

Nearer the reservoir an active afore station system has been 

followed since 1922 until now more than 800,000 trees have been 

set out, both conifers and deciduous types* Boats and fishing 

rights are let out at a profit to fish rmen in the fishing 
i 

preserve p rt of the reservoir system* 

Newark. ,N. d, Water.shftiLJEQr.ftaLAa-S£lI..»AffaflftSlag 
V 

Newark, H. J. has a 41,000 acre watershed of which 

approximately 35»000 acres are city owned. Annually, this large 

water supply system supplies $3,000,000,00 worth of water to its 

users, 'and consequently the potential net income of ‘.17,000.00 a 

year from forestry operations (not to be reached until 19^8) 

under present prices, seems very small. 

» , . * * 

-,,   . u mi i it ■ iniruif--itn-iH-uiWriuiriTSt rrr-TT^iu jri -iidbi i u m ill. ii> imr-ffl -|--T-‘ • ^ 

1. LaDue, Vandell B, et al. 19W! "Beaervoir Lands Pay Their 
'•ay». Jo.tmal Am rloan \tA%.*r *0EfaL_4gg9.ttia.ttan, 40: S27-23& 
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Expenses of forestry work including the forest* r* 0 salary 

are approximately $6,000*00 a year* During the past few years 

income from forestry operations has approximately equalled thin, 
1 > « 

the 1948 woodland inventory is approximately 235,000 cords 

of wood and 12,000,0C0 flax timber* The eordwood is in young 

stands of notenti \lly merchantable wood, while the sawtimber 

ir, now in its T stest growing stage and should be allowed to 

grow. In twenty years it is expected there will be an annual 

sustained cut amounting to 1,500,000 fba* 

Water supply ne^ds are primary under Hmmrk policy, and 

for-st expenditures are either purely to improve water eu relies 
. * • ’ ■■ v 

1 
or are currently r f liquidating, 

I . ' ' ; «i 4 1 i 4 I < • 

ligjHS£,,.-alar..J2mrJapM, UraaJj«ft.An.flLsam .tta.fi 

The versatile flexibility called for in efficient land use 

is exemplified in the Denver toeter Department operations* Denver 
•» « . i t 

Water Department h- s numerous enterprises on its lands. 

Properties are held primarily for water supply purposes, including 

farm water rights, but revenue is derived where practicable from 

a flour mill, grazing, and cropping. A gravel ‘"it is a source 

of steady revenue until it becomes used up, at which time it will 

1, Heilman, John M. 1948, “Forestry on Reservoir Lends,* 
Journal American Water ^orks Association, ii£s 8:830-832. 

r .' 
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be made Into a recreational pond. Denver realized from her 

. 1 
Water Department lands In 1947 over 123,000.00. 

Watersheds for Recreation 

Some water supply forests are Intensively used for 

recreation. The city of Springfield, Illinois Is an example 

where a community has developed a much-used 4300 acre water¬ 

shed forest along a self-liquidating multiple purpose pattern. 

Residential use of the water shed areas coupled with oharges 

for reoreational privileges brings more than 150,000.00 a 

year into the public treasury, while a growing timber crop 

and a game preserve enrich the variety of the resource. Prom 
» 

the lake impounded by the development, drinking water and 

water power are both derived. 

Manchester, N. II. has one of the larger watershed forests 

among municipalities In Mew England. On its5200 acres it 

produces very profitable timber crops providing Income of 

from 510,000,00 to 130,000.00 a year. Besides this it Is a 
a 

heavily used recreation area. 

Should Reservoirs be open for Public Use 

with Increasing public pressure for hunting, fishing and 

1. Hughes, George F. "Income from Water Department Property". 
Jour. Amer. Water Works Assoc. 4o»8:830-832. 

2. Duthie. "Community Forests*, p. 396. 
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general outdoor recreation areas, authorities differ as to 

what uses should be made of reservoirs. 

Assuming that a purification system can safely and eco¬ 

nomically handle the extent of pollution created or likely to 

be created by public use of a given water supply reservoir, a 

managed amount of public use eeeras to be in the public inter¬ 

est, according to Lewis S. Finch. Finch was, at the time he 

wrote, chairman of a sub-committee of the American Water Works 

Association studying public use of watershed areas. 

Where filtration is not practiced, most authorities agree 
2 

only very limited use if any should be permitted. 

If water is filtered efficiently, much recreational use 

can be made of it. Although the practice of mass swimming is 
3 

unwise, on psychological grounds. 

On the other hand. Finch indicated that many sanitary 

authorities believe that recreation should be allowed up toa 

point where the raw waters are grossly polluted, assuming a 

filtration process to follow. • 

Definite community benefit should result if recreation 

Is to occur on the watershed, so if tits re are alternative 

Finch, Lewis 3. 
and Waters". £. 
1141. 

1946. "Public Use of Reservoir Lands 
Amer. Water Works assoc., ^8:10i1133- 

2. Ibid., 1141. 

3. Ibid. 
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recreational and swimming areas available, the reservoirs 
1 

should not be used for extensive recreational use. 

Recognizing that the element of prime interest in surface 

water-supply reservoirs is the maintenance of a satisfactory 

flow of good potable water, many experts in the public health 

field have proceeded to differ widely as to the uses that 
2 

should be permitted on the watershed or the refervoir itself. 

A panel discussion was held on the subject of public use of 

watersheds at the Annual Conference of the American ater 

Works Association in May 1948. Richard 1. Bonyun, General 

Superintendent and Chief Engineer, Passaic Valley Water Com¬ 

mission of Paterson, Sew Jersey, began the symposium with a 

reasoned effort to meet the increasing public pressure for 

picnicking and fishing without sacrificing a safe standard 

of water* * 
3 

Bonyun*® argument is that some happy medium can be 

struck which will promote good public relations and healthy 

recreation provided certain considerations are kept in minds 

(1) "Mature and source of supply. The source may 

be a water supply reservoir, a large lake or a river 

1. Ibid., 1142. ■ 
* • e * 

2. Bonyun, Richard E. et al. 1948. "Public Use of Reservoir 
Unde and Waters," Journal Amer. Water-Works Association 
40:945-960.. 

3. Ibid.. p. 946. 



with little or no storage, (2) The extent of water 

treatment , In guarding against possible pollution due 

to the public use of reservoir lands and waters, the 

extent of the purification treatment of such waters 

must of course be considered. {3} Time element - period 

of storage, ’Water naturally improves with storage In 

many respects, According to various authorities over . 

95 per cent of the typhoid bacilli discharged into 

surface waters die during the first week and after one 

month the bacilli have practically ceased to exist* 

The surviving minority may persist for two months or 

longer• Therefore in a large water supply reservoir, 

for instance, if water la stored for 90 days before it 

reaches the outlet, the danger from pollution is greatly 

minimised* Bonyun believes tot certain part© of the 

water works property should be out of bounds to the 

public, for example, around the Intake and headwords. 

Whether or not bathing In reservoir© would create a 

physical health, hazard, that sport should be prohibited 

on psychological grounds, but fishing and boating on 

certain area© of reservoirs appear to Bonyun a good 

possibility* Provided the reservoir supply has a suf¬ 

ficient storage period, and if it receives purification 

at least by chlorination, a regulated amount of fishing 

and boating would not seem hazardous* 
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Regarding the land areas draining into reservoirs, 

Bonyun believes that It le better to prepare attractive, 

prescribed picnicking and recreation areas on some remote 

parts of the watershed, than futilely to attempt to pre¬ 

vent h&phitz&ra trespassing. This authority would provide 

supervised day camping spots with fireplaces, tables, and 

sanitary toilets, but would keep these developments at 

considerable distances from the reservoir because of the 

temptation of the public to bathe or go wading. In con¬ 

clusion, Bonyun states,1 "If public use of reservoir lands 

and waters constitutes a hasard to the public water supply, 

it seems practical to try to direct such use and minimise 

the hazard rattier than to liave the hazard exist but be 

unaware of its extent. Such a policy (regulated public 

use) would do much to further good public relations." 

Reflecting the attitude which more generally characterizes 

water-works policies in areas where water bodies are scarce, 

Gerald E« Arnold, birector of the San I lego, California ater 

Department, holds that safe quality of drinking water must be 

assured by treatment rather than by protection of the supply. 

Arnold admitted that in areas where there is no scarcity of 

lake and stream recreational resources, reservoir management 

need not make the special effort necessary to provide a regu- 

1. Bonyun, op. olt.. p. 9^7* 
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lated use. He reasoned that In most areas where there was 

considerable public pressure for hunting, boating, and fishing, 

and filtration processes were already In operation, the 

reservoir areas could be opened to use as they have been at 

San Diego, ilnder a supervised system such as that oity uses 

where permits are sold for use of the hunting, boating, and 

fishing facilities, and strict sanitary control le kept at all 

times, the slight potential pollution load Incurred by recrea¬ 

tional use le not comparable to the established, heavy pollu¬ 

tion load that many cities handle in using river water. 

Adverse Effects of Granting Putllo Privileges 

Eugene F. Duggan,1 General Manager of the Newport News 

Vater Works Commission in Virginia, has had adverse relations 

with the groups of people who would use the reservoirs in the 

system under his control. One of the chief sanitary problems 

in handling reoraationists, he Indicates, is that certain 

reservoir sheds in the tidewater region are such ae to forbid 

adequate drainage {of sewage) to other than the reservoir 

Itself. To Duggan, the ideal impounded supply comes from a 

place where there are no human habitations. It la this 

principle which has brought about the large acquisition of 

land covering the watershed of the Newport Mews supply. To 

l* 9*W. 
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allow fishing and picnicking, after acquiring control of the 

land in order to prevent pollution, appears to Duggan as in¬ 

consistent* 

One reservoir under Duggan*b supervision has allowed the 

provision of sanitary toilet arrangements below the dam, and 

fishing has long been permitted there, but the small number 

of people who have participated make the project seem of 

doubtful value* According to Duggan, the majority of the 

citizens agree with the management policy of closing the 

reservoir lakes 'to the general, public in order to keep.pollu¬ 

tion of raw water to a minimum* 

Duggan was not alone in opposing the use of reservoir 

areas for public use* Gordon Fair, Professor of Sanitary 

Engineering at Harvard University, and 0* A. Ho&mqulst of the 
’v 

Sow fork State Health Department opposed the use of reservoirs 
1 

for fishing and boating. 

Speaking of the arrangements being made at the municipal 

water supply of Springfield, Illinois, 8. T. Anderson,2 General 

Superintendent, said that several thousand acres were Involved 

In the plan in order to control a border land of the watershed 

for prevention of erosion and slltation, but the plan was to 

1. fair, Gordon, et al. 191*0. "Symposium on the recreation¬ 
al use of watersheds." Jour. Aver. Water Works Associa¬ 
tion jJ251009-1027. 

2- Bonyun et al., op. olt., p. 9M9, 950. 
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allow home sites along the lake shore and publlo recreation. 

The land bordering the main body of the lake was subdivided 
' * • • " ■ ' ' 

into areas for homes and parks, and intensive and extensive 

recreation provided. Fees are being charged to make the 

program as nearly self-supporting as possible. 

The people of the City of Springfield were promised a 

reoreatlonal area when the bond issue was passed to create 
1 ' i " • * c ’ • . 

the reservoir of Lake Springfield, and under the supervision 

of the water department not only recreation around the lake 

Is provided but access to the tree nurseries, wildlife refuge, 

gardens, and reforested area is possible. Erosion control 

Involved a reforestation program which at the time of 

Anderson's talk had planted over 5,000,000 trees. Based on 
4 > * * 

& large storage capacity and thorough filtration Anderson 

anticipated no hazard by water-borne disease, 

Charles E, Moore,^ Manager of the City Water Department, 

Roanoke, Virginia, where conditions of the soil, topography, 

and average storm Intensity make filtration essential, believed 

that hunting, fishing, pionleklng, and boating can form a logl- 

oal system of balanced use. He stressed, however, that the 

water department should under low-water or other special con¬ 

dition s have the right to suspend publlo use* 

^onyun et.at* * op, clt,. p* 954* 
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Summary 
4 

1. The effect of foreeta on watersheds depends to a great 

extent on oilmate, topography, rook, and soil, but In 

general, the forest stabilises the soli, improves water 

Infiltration, and soil structure, retards runoff, erosion, 

and depth of frost penetration, 

2. Forest operations on most watershed areas are possible if 

careful logging procedures are followed, 

3. Once watershed lands are owned by a water supply agency, 

intensive forest management is worthwhile on an economic 

basis. Using 1946 price ratios intensive private forestry 
*« 

on medium growing sites in southern New England would 

eventually yield between one and four dollars an acre 

per year depending on the species, net after taxes* 

4. The use of water supply watershed lands and waters for 

diverse uses such as camping, swimming, picnicking, and 

fishing, or orchard growing, is practiced in some areas, 

but a thorough water filtration process must accompany 

these uses* 

5* The existence of long term reservoir storage and subse¬ 

quent chlorination or filtration help to determine whether 

or not certain public uses are made of water shed areas. 

6. Considerable variation in practices followed by water 

sup ly agencies are found depending on the relative public 



I 

pressure for us© of a forest laud or body of water for 

recreation. Such public pressure la increasing and. water¬ 

shed managers are responding with various answers such as 

localised developed picnic areas or Increased precaution 

In regard to filtration. 

7. In the mid-western and western states where lakes and 

reservoirs are scarce, drinking water supplies are used 

heavily for multiple use programs. Use fee® are charged 

the public to help offset the cost of maintenance. 

a. Most river# lake or reservoir waters can be treated @0 

as to be safe to drink, but the cost of treatment in¬ 

creases with the unreliability of the source. 

1 



CHAPTER V, 

RECREATION IH COMMUNITY FORESTS, 

Rumple Use 'ore a try -fay Reduce Het Cash Returns 
But rovldma Other Human Values. 

In describing different objectives for the practioe of 
1 

forestry, hill! L. Buttrlck divided the field into four 

parts. Timber production forestry is the most general and 

profitable specialization, but tola ala le occasionally modi¬ 

fied to allow emphasis on one or more of the other three 

types, protection. park or recreational forestry, or game 

reservations. sometimes called game reserves. Where these 

objectives are combined, the forestry ia termed multiple- 
• . ' ■ S' _ , v f 1 

purpose, and have dissimilar economic considerations. Pro¬ 

tection forest© are intended to protect or increase the value 

of other natural resources. 

Hecreation forests have a social purpose whose'value is 

difficult to .measure, but it is very real in its contribution 

to public heal til and enjoyment. Occasionally recreation or 

wildlife forest, areas bring an indirect economic good to the 
, a 

people who live near them, but, according to Put trick, at 

1. Buttrick, Philip L. 19^3. Forest Economics and Finance. 
P. 6. ..... ' ' 11 

2. Ibid. 



times recreation forests become a local economic handicap. 

He emphasized that when a forest manager was obliged to in¬ 

clude either a wildlife sanctuary or a recreation program, 

revenue from forest crops would necessarily suffer, and costs 

of administration would be considerably increased, frequently 

meaning a net loss instead of a gain. 

r.ecrentlcml Possibilities 

Recreational possibilities can be ms.de self-respecting 

and less "beholden" to the budget-makers of a city if the 

recreation program is "integrated" with s v?orklng, dynamic 

unit of land, not merely a pleasure-giving park. Fringes of 

forest land around intensively used areas can be left undis¬ 

turbed. Roadsides and stream banks for example can be left 

undenuded of forest growth, but by and large forestry can be 

practiced without interfering with recreational possibilities, 

we have in the United States a great need for wild or wooded 

areas near our centers of population, need for more water 

sports, winter sports, golf, archery, nature lore, hiking, 

camping, hunting, and fishing/ Forest and park operations 

have been successfully carried on in Europe on the same 

1. Brown, B. C. 131&. Jour, of -or. 36:7:689-90. 

2* Ibid . p. tfQ 
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general areas. For many of the games and equipment the agency 

can charge the public a use fee, a plan that has proven ex¬ 

tremely successful in reducing the park maintenance costs to 

the city. 

A Mattered Forest Produces Wild Qa'-'ie and a Diversity of 
' Environmenttor ■ Reei^tlaii rrr" 

As the science of silviculture has accumulated evidence, 

the trend is toward understanding and utilising as much as 

possible natural patterns and relationships. For example, 

natural reproduction, natural mixtures of woody plants stands, 
, , , , _ ‘ f , Jf i # jv • * ' * * 

periodic cutting in restricted areas, are all policies that 

tend to provide extremely diverse situations of habitat. On 
. . ’ •* **. 

a 500 acre managed forest one would expect to find, therefore, 

some open areas very recently cut, with some sheltered repro¬ 

duction visible, another area might be in saplings, sprout 
• i * 

growth, brush and blueberries, while adjacent sections would 

be in cover representing later stages in the {lent succession, 

cool deep woods, tall dominant trees, with a nurse crop of 
{■ } , l ■ ' . 

tolerant species &t varying levels, the wide differences in 

physical conditions created by a well managed forest area 

provides the rocrentionist with & wider range of experiences 

and possibilities. Hunters have a better supply of upland 
1 •> * » p , \ ■ . . 

, » , % 

game, when t:.ere are frequently interspersed open and dense 

areas. Patches of tall trees alternating with young browse 
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of mixed speciea make up more favorable conditions of food 

,,nd cover for deer, partridge, rabbits, and ooon than do 

extensive areas devoted to one type of tree, or to broad 

expanses of climax forest. 

Other r -creationists such as hikers, naturalists, fisher¬ 

men, and picnickers may enjoy protected, permanently un¬ 

harvested zones in a forest where places of special beauty, 

nature trails, and camping grounds are centered, The variety 

afforded by well-managed wood-producing areas elsewhere in 

the same for at can at the same time add much pleasure and 

enrichment for most of the recreation seekers Just mentioned. 

County -ecreational Forests and Carles 

There hm been a strong Increase in the number and area 

of county administered recreational park lands particularly 
1 

near metropolitan centers of population* Because of the in- 

creasing desire of the people in cities to seek outdoor recre¬ 

ation beyond the congested city, and because the country, 

particularly outside Mew England, is a practical political 

unit for acquiring and administering such programs, the 

majority of county parks and park systems are in counties 

By 1940, IpS counties administered at least one park area, 
totailin’ almost 200,000,000 acres* Butler, George 0* 

Introduction to Community..Recreation, 1940, 1949. 
nat'X. Roc."Ass'a. p. 32. 
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within the metropolitan regions of cities. According to the 
1 

Land Planning Report of the national Resources Board the 

county is not only the logical unit for most park develop¬ 

ments in thickly settled regions, but is probably the most 

practical political agency of local government to provide 

desirable recreation areas for the rural populations of the 

nation* To those author's this type of organization would 

also be most applicable to urban placea up to about 10,000 

inhabitants* 

In detailing the services provided by county parks and 

parkways, many features are identical with those of city 

recreation systems such as childrens playgrounds, playfields, 

swimming pools, batiling beaches, golf courses, shooting ranges, 

riding and hiking trails, athletic fields, floral displays, 

picnicking facilities, boating, and numerous other games and 

sports facilities. Although many county parks provide the 

intensive type of service and use just described, the majority 

of county park acreage is devoted to a more natural develop¬ 

ment, Larger areas, where uses such as skiing, fishing, 

nature trails, and trailside museums, demand relatively little 
y • ' }. ’ ■■ - 

disturbance of natural growth, are becoming more and more 

popular. The enormous increase in owners of pleasure oars has 

«• . 
**.*»*» ... . 

part XI Of 
ark Service, 



stimulated the use of the parkway as an expediter of trafflo 

as well aa & source of recreation. 

A number of recreations! services offered by county parka 

are also available aa a part of county, municipal, or state 

forest programs. As an indication of interrelation aspects 

of forested recreation areas, there is often no clear dis¬ 

tinction dram between the administrative agency having control 

over "Forest* or wParks*, and on the other hand the label 

♦’forest* or "park* does not always indicate realistically the 

types of development and uses of parts or all of these land 

units, for example, in Connecticut the state forestry organ¬ 

ization la entitled the State Forest and Park Commission; in 

Hew Hampshire, the Forestry and Recreation Co mission; in 
. r - : . •• ■. >" ' •. c; 

Pennsylvania, the Department of forests and Waters; and in 

Oklahoma, the State .Planning and Resources Board. In Massachu¬ 

setts there are numerous intensively used recreational area© 
'• '■k i '■ V. < - •"> •• i * 

* 

of less then one hundred acres which are designated aa State 

Forests apparently because of facilitated administration. 

The close link between outdoor recreation need® and the 

tflse management of resources is recognized in the important 

administrative divisions which forestry and fish and gam© make 

up in the eighteen state® where these agencies are part of a 

department, board, or commission of conservation.3' 

, V 

1. IIXIOE, Joseph S. 1939* An Outline of General Forestry. 
P. 117. 
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Recreation Development la Some Massachusetts Towns 

In most Town Forests In Msssachueette which are not water¬ 

shed forests, group or unorganized hiking, hunting, or fishing 

is welcomed. Among the watershed forests that sre controlled 
f 

by local governments there is considerable difference in 

policy regarding recreational use of the watershed areas. 

Although the State Department of Public Health is the final 

arbiter of standards and conditions concerning public drinking 

water supplies* the Department ordinarily delegates to the 

local water supply agency the establishment of particular 
k ' 

policies regarding watershed use. 

Westfield and Pittsfield are examples of two owners of 

large watershed properties where visiting recreationists are 

not allowed unless accompanied by water department personnel. 

On the other hand* hunting Is widely practiced over the 

1 
Northampton Watershed while fishing is permissible by sign¬ 

ing one’s name in a book* Between 60 and 150 anglers per 

year have been making use of this privilege In the last 

decade, The South Deerfield Fire District allows fishing 

and hunt!rig within Its watershed a!though storage capacity 

of the reservoir is small arid automatic chlorination is the 

only treatment used. Bussell has a small reservoir but her 
V 

1. Interview with Charles P. Harrington, Bup’t. of 
Northampton Water Department. 
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filtration process is relied on to remove what bacilli may 

result from the presence of hunters, fishermen, or hikers 

using the feeder streams and lands beyond the one-half mile 

limit drawn around the reservoir* 

The Saharat Water Department until recently has been 

unwilling to practice Intensive forestry for fear of disturb¬ 

ing the soil and polluting the water* Her officials have 

been less willing to allow trespassing on the watershed by 

reereationists because her reservoir storage capacity is not 

large enough to provide the long period necessary for natural 

reduction of the bacilli. The only treatment given to the 

Amherst water supply is chlorination* 

Nummary 

1. \Foreat lands are near centers of dense population and 

offer great popular satisfaction of recreational needs* 

2. In Mm England municipal or town owned parks and forests 

are the most important sources of local public recreation. 
- ' .. ; l . - .1 • ; v. • ; i v ' - ' * * . • . * . , 

Elsewhere in the United States the county tends to furnish 

the land and the administration for the increasing urge 

in metropolitan areas and in small towns for forest 

recreation * 

3. Hunting, fishing, picnicking, and most other non-lntenslve 

recreational uses are compatible with multiple use forest 



management* 

4# A well managed community forest In successive stages of 

maturity creates a favorable habitat for game and helps 

provide stable stream flow so that hunters and fishermen 

are better supplied with game and fish* 

Nature lore, hiking, and exploring on managed timber pro¬ 

ducing lands have most of the interesting features of a 

climax forest, with more variety in age class, arid type 

of plant than the climax forest* 

6. The all Important factor of time and expense in reaching 

the recreation area is best satisfied by the community 

forest which may be no farther away than a few minutes 

walk as in Greenfield or Sunderland, Massachusetts or 
> . • ' . 7 ^ V ( 

Brattleboro, Vermont*. 
; | V ' V » . '■ , • t ... t . . , • J 

7* Town forests in Massachusetts which are not involved in * * 

the production of drinking water universally welcome 

recreationists at all time® except during periods of high 

fire danger. The watershed forests present a mixed picture 

since their policies are not state-wide in standards and 

do not follow the logical pattern on© would expect from 

the standpoint of size and purification systems. 
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CHAPTER VI, 

EDUCATION IM COMMUNITY FORESTS. 

Common!tj. Forests are of Pasig -duoatlonal Value 

It would be Idle to say that each community forest can 

be used as an educational element for the members of Its com¬ 

munity, but strong support has been growing among scientists 

and educators since the work of John Dewey for a to tel edu¬ 

cational program that integrates learning end living with the 
: * * ' V, • 133. *> ■’ ' • ’ .* 

needs and problems of the environment. It does not require 

many steps of logic to prove that the great majority of 

primary and secondary schools can achieve their highest alms 
t ‘ 

most effectively not only by using the classroom and laboratory 

but by utilising the whole community as tools of learning, 

each when it Is the most effective way. Usable parts of this 

community laboratory may be such things as farms, factories, 

hospitals, parks or town-owned woodland. 

It la difficult to separate recreation from education by 

any sharp line, since for example one obviously does not stop 

learning as one doses a book or walks out of a school build¬ 

ing. witness the enormous Interest in adult education, even¬ 

ing classes, term extension programs, hobby classes, photog- 

Dewey, John. 1920. let ed. 
p. 71* Henry Holt and Co. 



raphy, wt, and ^hana1’ radio clubs. At the same time notice 

that compulsory public education is requiring more and more 

the acquisition of the ability to play and work together* 

School field trips and school camping seem to the nineteenth 

century mind to be merely recreational frolics, but in reality 

are not these manifestation© that our educational system, Is 

growing mature? 

The change from a strictly formal, curriculum striving 

for little more than the three has been haltingly ©low. 

School procedures were modified a little at a time - too often 

the change amounted to sandwiching another course in between 

the old one 8* 

To make students not only aware of conditions, but to 

charge them with the desire to improve conditions, Dewey 

devised and popularised methods which have become commonplace 

phrases today. He became known for such ideas as Hlearning 

by doing1*, "pragMtle sanction % and the linking of democracy 

with education and intelligence. Dewey * & work has had a pro¬ 

found effect over the years in changing not only curricula, 

but in basically reorientating the concept arid purpose of edu¬ 

cation as a whole* 

Dewey1 © philosophy, developed and applied to modern 

school and community problems, has emerged in the form of 

such programs as community schools, outdoor education, work 



projects, day camps, and school oMplag, school forests, 

school gardens, school land - use surveys, health surveys, 

apprenticeships, and many others, Utilizing one or more of 

these programs, the schools of Hew York, Michigan, Wisconsin, 

and Minnesota, for example, vitalized their school learning 
m 

situation in or around their local publicly owned woodland* 

Euuoatlon Heeds Oh&nslim 

Schools can serve communities by combining work and 

research projects* School systems may serve their communi¬ 

ties in numerous ways beside supplying effective learning 

experiences for the students* The needs and resources of the 

community will determine what the school may do, for example 

The Parker District High School is in a predominantly indue- 

2 
trial community near Greenville, South Carolina. It has a 

100 acre camp used the year round by pupils and faculty and 

other adults of the community, and long list of special 

features and facilities, such as its vocational building with 

welding and machine shops, power-sewing and textile equipment. 

The concern of the community school idea is to gain the inter- 

1* Abbott, d. V, and Wakelin MoHeiX* 1950* dohool rcreate* 
A Handbook* Cir. #3&7. Cons* Dept, ub* Wk^TboI 
Gone* bep¥. 

2. Tyler, Ralph M. et al. 1945 jmgiMUK pupation In the 
postwar Period, Part jl . Carrlouiua Reconstruotlon. t>. 210. 



eet and purposeful activity on the part of the learner® by 

beginning with immediate, tangible objects arid problems. 

Then having thus aroused awareness In the student, the program 

oan widen the scope to regional, state or national problems* 

Through research problems and fact-finding survey© classes 

in school can use their community as a laboratory as well as 

help it materially with the considered appraisal, of finding;©. 

The intellectual leadership, the enthusiastic energy and 

trained ability of staff and students can bolster the cultural 

economic and aesthetic level of a community. 

. c • , ' • ' .'•».{ . ' , • • 

School "oregta have Developed Iri about Thirty states 
' \ : j' j S• ' * ' ‘ •. ’ . . 

*■ 1 ' ' • * 

With the growing interest in using the outdoors for edu¬ 

cation, and tiie rise in the awareness of the need for conser¬ 

vation thinking and living, the school forest la coming into 
:■ ’pi::- ,' ' ' 

use on a wide scale* Throughout the country there are now 

1 
over 1350 school forests in operation, whereas the public 

school forest and its colleague in outdoor education, the 

public school camp, were practically unheard of a generation 

ago. Three strongly conservationist minded state© operate 

the great bulk of school forests - Michigan with 637, $©w 

* < 

1 ...... ......-......... .--T[ , 

1, Summary of Community Forests, July 1, 1^46. Prepared 
by !J. 3. Forest Service. Programs Division. (See 
APPENDIX m-B.) 
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York with 246 and Wlaconsin with 233 ~ but a strong program 

Is under way in other states, for example 

STATE NUMBER OP 
SCHOOL FORESTS 

Arkansas 21 

Florida 51 
Illinois 37 
North Carolina 16 

Ohio 52 

Since 1930 the school forest movement has gained con¬ 

siderable momentum.. By making a school continually responsi¬ 

ble for the management and understanding of a so-called school 

forest, usually not over fifty acres, the way is open to a 

potentially sound educational experience for all member© of 

the school community. This school forest program has attracted 

much attention in many states. It is not yet well accepted in 

Hew England, but a great deal has been said in most of the more 

recent community forest literature of the opportunities the 
1 

schools have in the local community or school forest. 

1. Abbott, ft, W. and W. McHell. 1950, School Forests. A 
handbook. . Circular 3$7 $ University ofT'wisoonsin' fxtenaion 
Service. March 19&0. 32 pages. 
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Massachusetts Schoole and Outdoor Laboratories 

1 
In a recent survey of the faoilltiee being used in high 

schools In Massachusetts for the teaching of Biology, no 

schools of the 128 completing the questionnaires had school 

camps or were using a school forest. The two schools which 

had forests took no field trips therein. Malcolm Graham dis¬ 

covered in this survey that the number of schools that use a 

greenhouse, observation bee hive, or school garden was small, 

being respectively only seven percent, seven percent, and four 

percent of the 128 schools counted. The school system of 

Newton, Massachusetts, on the other hand, has been transport¬ 

ing 300 students to a leased camp in Peterborough, Hew Hamp¬ 

shire in recent years for a school camping experience, and is 

seeking control of a permanent suitable property nearer the 

schools, since the practice has been very successful. 

Dr. J. Bernard Everett, Director of Instruction, Hewton, 

Massachusetts, mentioned that between twenty and thirty day 

trips during regular school days In Newton took &ix or seven 

hundred students to Cedar Hill, a dir! Scout omp in a nearby 

2 
town. Everett believes firmly that the direct contact between 

1. Oraham, Malcolm. 19^# 3he Present Status of com© sig¬ 
nificant methods of teaching Biology in public high 
school® of Massachusetts. Thesis, for M.S. Unlv. of 
Mass* Amherst* Fig. 2, p. 39* 

2. Everett. J* B. 1951* Speech at Unlv* of Mass. Heo* 
Conf. Amherst* 



the students and the natural surroundingo found in wooded or 

wild areas is a particularly effective stimulant to the speed 

and enjoyment of the learning process. Under the well-planned 

programs whioh prepare students in advance in the classroom to 

have certain goals, things to look for, and projects to 

accomplish, the Hewton sohool day camp and five-day camp 
- •> 

program has made very encouraging progress. The sohool 

authorities believe that children have gained in their use 

of democratic methods, in their use of tool subject© on 

projects, and in an appreciation of tho interrelationships 

of the natural environment. 
. . , . s . ! 

* y 1 

School Forests in Massachusetts 

In 1944 the town of South Hadley purchased a thirty-five 

acre tract for a much-needed new High School. Beside making 
t ■ < * " * 

provision for the school buildings and athletic fields, an 
if 

energetic plan was devised by the sohool authorities toward 
/ ’ * - * ' \ ’ , * 

development and me of some twenty acres of woods, stream and 

ponds. The integration of such land Into a high school 

program would have been a pioneer step in Massachusetts. Stu- 
* v 

dents and Boy Scouts were to have performed all the labor 

under supervision of high school staff and experts from other 

l»nd use agencies* . , 

1. Cf. Outline of South Hadley Hl$ti School Forest Plan, 
Appendix I1I-C* 



Until 1951 Couth Hadley had neither built its new High 

School nor carried out any plan© for the school Forest, al¬ 

though the site for the new project© was only about one half 

a mile from the present school* The Walpole, Massachusetts 

High School already ha© owned their own School forest for some 

twenty-five years. Although the 3$4 acre forest is located 

directly behind the High School, Mr. .Fred Libby reported that 

the students had not ueed their forest in the educational 
1 

program for many years, How that there are no suitable open 

areas for pine planting, the school authorities have not taken 

the occasion to use the forest with staff leadership. 
. • _ > ■ ' '• * . ; r 

Outdoor Education le Saining Wider Acceptance 

unlike the theme that characterized so much of the edu- 
. • ' i s . • ' . 

cation In the 19th century, namely, self-centered competitive 
g 

effort, the great aloe of public education proclaimed today 

Include among them a broader view of the needs of all youth, 

social cooperation, oommunity-mlndedneeo, and ethical princi¬ 

ples, along with economic efficiency, scientific attitudes, 

ard some cultural background. The American public school le 

no longer as restricted by college entrance requirements in 

1. Conversation, Frederick Libby, Town Engineer, Walpole, 
Hass, April, 1951. 

2. "The Imperative Needs of louth*. Bulletin of the National 
Association of Secondary Sohool Principles. ^1. March IQ47 
P. 
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its curriculum as it was previously. Eighty percent of the 

vastly Increased high school student population do not enter 

college, and need diverse preparation before they leave school. 

The trend Is to provide them with a so-called general edu¬ 

cation,1 2 especially In the eighth, ninth, and tenth grades, 

while reserving the more specialized vocational courses for 

the eleventh and twelfth grades* 

In spite of regular school activity periods, clubs, 

hobby shops, musical, dramatic, and journalistic organizations, 

the school administrations today are coming to realize that 

the school needs to use a very different environment and method 

if it is to succeed in one of its most crucial functions. The 

development of cooperative skills in living and solving problems' 

together is an essential of modern education and is most 

^ * 2 
effectively achieved in a camp type community * HarX Douglass, ’ 

. i . r • 

an experienced educator, writing in his Teaching in High 
; "' ’ ' ' ' ' '■ ' ■ " ..■ 

School. states, **for the pupils who do not attend boarding 

schools, summer camps and school camps afford to some degree 

a substitute and provide m opportunity for a training which 

is different from and superior to any community experience 

available within the walls of a school building.1* 

1. Bent, Htxdjrard K. and Henry H* Kronenberg. 1949* Principles 
of Secondary E uoation. p. 2j}6. 

2. Douglass, Bari B. and B. H* Hills. l?4f>. Teaching in 
High oohool. p. 366. 
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Noting the exceptionally strong school camp programs of 

the schools in Atlanta, Oeorgia, Catakili, New York, Dowiagiac, 

Michigan, and Los Angeles, California, Dr* Douglass believes 

this t camping is coming to be recognised as a vital educational 

experience for all youth, urban and rural * Useful as a color¬ 

ful sidelight on many subject matter fields, school camp is 

much more important as a challenge to initiative, source of 

inspiration, and a fund of simple, wholesome recreational possi¬ 

bilities* * 

School eampifig has proven successful on both the elementary 

and the secondary level, although the experience had with the 

high school groups is so far much more limited* In Michigan, 
. <• ■ , . , 

the state legislature has authorized school districts to use 

the out of doors b, buying, maintaining, and equipping carapa 

as a regular part of the school program. Funds were set aside 
f 

in the school aid bill to encourage experimental camping 

programs, and during eleven high school camps were 
9l 

operated and deeply appreciated by students and staff* 

Successive groups of students spent Sunday through Friday at 

camp during the fall and spring, and had valuable experiences 

in social living, cooperative planning and evaluation* The 

experience included work projects, outdoor education, related 

. <1 #1 * * t » 

1. Thurston* Lee M. An Account of Eleven 
chool s4.t.s in vim— 

of ublic Instruction, tansing, filchig, 
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directly to the secondary school curriculum, and recreational 

living, both the social and individual hobby types. 

Outdoor education on the elementary level is gaining 

~roUnd racidly and takes the form of carefully planned field 

trips, work projects, garden projects, or school camping 

expeditions, ouch &e have proven so successful in the Cleveland 
1 

Heights, Ohio school system. Here is an example where the 

authorities believe in carrying on learning- experiences inside 

and outside the school walls depending on which is more effec¬ 

tive In & given cage. 

School Students can Advance Outdoor Ecological Studies 

According to some authorities in the field, the modern 

ecological movement has been making constant efforts to take 
2 

the study of nature once again out under the sky. In the 
3 

Principles of Animal Ecology the same authors explain however: 

Chis could not entirely succeed in part because 
of difficulties in doing accurate analytical work in 
the field. A partial compromise Is attained by our 
turning to the greenhouse and the breeding cages.... 
Some ecologists have remained stubbornly In the field 
where they"are being Joined by a trickle of the more 
orthodox Indoor students. Laboratory and field ecology 
are Interdependent, and both are essential. 

1. Outdoor Education In the Cleveland Heights School, by 
Hubbard, Ruth E. Mimeographed 8 pages. February, 1950. 
Cleveland Heights Public Schools, Cleveland Heights, Ohio. 

2. Allee, ». C. et al. 1940. The Principles of Animal 
colory, p. 5* 
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Being built not only on the many phases of biology but 

directly and indirectly on the physical sciences, ecology 

embraces and enormous area of subject matter, and almost any 

sound biological field observation mokes a useful contribution 
1 

to the supply of wanted eoologioal findings. Such a wide 

range of divers teohnlcues is available to workers that well 

directed students in schools could carry on in school or in 

other local forestland careful tests and observations to build 

up fresh valid data on the life in particular habitats during 

each season. Annual records can be compared and changes in 

plant and animal types noted. 

Interesting camera point studies can be made of identical 

areas year after year, with comparative animal and plant 

censuses developed. This experience would show dramatically 

over c period, of years how animals, plants, and soils change 

in the stages of plant succession in the forest community. 

watershed Forestry a : ohool Work Pro ject 

The South Deerfield Fire District in Deerfield, Massachu¬ 

setts has developed an example of a cooperative educational 

projeot. In 1949 an article was successfully put to the 

district members to vote on whether the water commissioners 

could sell such wood and timber as would cause improvement in 

^ J P* 1 . 



to watershed. 

.4 watershed management project had been evolving during 

the years 19^~195®# Donald Thayer, associate county agent 

for Franklin County, and Vernon Johnson of the U. 3* Soil 

Conservation Service had visited the watershed and had dis¬ 

cussions with members of the water board, Thayer, as the 

specialist In forestry in the Extension Services forestry 

program, helped arrange a gathering of representatives of 

several public agencies Interested in some way with the 
X 

forestry project in February 1950* 

Beside the water com! sal oners, there were present at 

the meeting Thayer, Johnson, Harold Wolfram, vocational agri¬ 

culture instructor at the Deerfield High School, and two 

members of the forestry staff at the University of Massachu¬ 

setts, Robert B* Parmenter, extension forester, and Professor 

Robert ?, Bol&aworth, head of the Department of Forestry, 

The development of a long range watershed conservation program 

was discussed involving mutual advantages to students, water 

users, and the region as a whole. As described in Thayer1s 

report, objectives of the project in order of their importance 

are; 

1. To provide the South Deerfield Fire District with 
a practical long range management plan that will 

1. Annual Report, 1949* (Year ending Dec* J1, 19^9*) South 
Deerfield Eire District, Annual Report. 
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stabilize and protect the watershed and provide 
maximum yields of high quality Mater. 

2. To provide a sound forest management plan compatible 
with the primary purpose of the watershed and en¬ 
courage yields of forest products on a sustained 
basis« 

3# To promote interest and participation in conserva¬ 
tion practices in the community by providing- a 
demonstration area wherein vocational agriculture 
students am other youth and civic groups may 
practice conservation measures to the social and 
economic welfare of the community# 

4. To utilize the information art services of cooperat¬ 
ing public agencies concerned and. coordinate their 
technical assistance in a workable program. 

During the winter and the spring of 1950 ^he active water- 
1 

shed management program began to show its value. The Massa¬ 

chusetts Department of Conservation contributed 8,000 spruce 

art pine trees which were set on the compartments of one area 

together with the following varied species received from the 

0. 3m Soil Conservation Service: 

31,000 red pin© 
100 European larch 
100 Douglas fir 
500 Sootcii pine 
500 white pine 

The vocational agriculture students from the Deerfield 

High School and the water district employees planted the 

£,000 trees that came from the state nurseries, and later 

when the other trees came and there were insufficient funds 

1* Annual ft©port* 1950* p. 10. South Deerfield Fire 
District. 
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to hire help, about thirty volunteers responded on two suc¬ 

cessive Sundays and the remaining trees were set out. 

In another part of the program the same year, the stu¬ 

dents at tiie Deerfield High School Vocational Agricultural 

M, — th. **...1- « Mr. Hobert 1 had . 

realistic experience in woo&lot management* The trees which 

were owned by the South Deerfield Fire District in Its water** 

shed were examined and some were marked for harvest by a 
• - . I T • , - • ‘ • : 3, .*»*, 

trained forester. The Vocational .Agriculture School students 

had training in the mental skills of estimating footage, and 

caloulatlng costs of trucking and sawmill operations. They 
•: ■ ■ P -jiv 

in' • - • ■ •? • V *» * 

themselves cut and transported the logs, piled and burned the 

brush, and delivered some of the sawed lumber to the High 

School where it will be available for future school building 

construction and shop work, 

Sohool Camping and Community Laboratories 

The public hi$5 schools of the future In the United 

states will become so useful and important to the youth that 

almost lOOf? of the population of high school age will be in 

sohool, according to a prediction by John W. Studebaker, 

United States Commissioner of Education. To effect this 

1. owers, Hobert. Instructor, Vocational /Agriculture, South 
Deerfield High School. Interviewed April, 1951. 
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change he recommended that new techniques and philosophies 
1 

tsust become current, among them: 

1* Universal physical education, medical and dental 
exams, 

2. Camps and camping me an integral part of the 
secondary school program, 

3. Use of the immunity as a laboratory and a project 
for civic training and participation. 

Summary 
' ‘ • • ' i ' ■ ■ ■ ; 

1. Tha philosophy and methods of education have changed over 

the past forty years to a point where the public schools 

are utilizing more laboratory work In and outside the 

school building, more meaningful project worts, and at the 
I 

sms time teaching the bp sic tool subjects to a higher 
s 

proportion of the population than any decade previous to 

1940, 
2, The elements of activity, allvena as, and reality which 

appeal so much to students are being provided by some 

school systems through audio-visual aide and the under¬ 

taking of real community or home problems, to be solved 

partly in class and partly out In the field, 

3* The community park or forest land offers excellent proven 

opportunity for the successful applications of much course 

1. Etudebaher, fohn V. 1247. Bull..,.of the Hat'l. . esoc. of 
Sec, roh. Print*. Jl: 146J2^-32. 



work by outdoor education. 

Outdoor education is not well established in Massachusetts 

public schools, Newton Schools being an exception. 

Public school forests number over 1JOO in the nation, 

centered heavily in New York, Michigan, and Wisconsin, 

while public school camps tend to follow the same pattern. 
' • •' ' r ft r 

In neither grois New England substantially established. 

The value of day camps and week long, camps operated by 

school systems have proven successful on both the 

elementary and. the secondary levels* Subject matter is 

satisfactorily assimilated but more important are the 

social values and responsibilities learned by the camping 

experience. 

Community forests used by schools or by higher education 
. ; • 1- ' • . . * 'i . r **t ; ; ,c • 1 ' \ ’■/ - '‘ ' 4 '; ’> , '? ’^ . r ' ; 

Institutions can become valuable laboratories of plant and 
s’ • ■ > % ‘ . 

..1 • • ‘ , ■"■■•'l'. 

animal ecology* 



PART II. 

THE RUSSELL TOWN FOREST 
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CHAPTER VII. 

INTRODUCTION, 

History of the.Tgwn..M..RogMll^.JfaesaQfaiU8,ettg. 

The present day town of Russell is an Industrial valley 

town whose chief settlements lie winding along the Westfield 

River In western Massachusetts. Traversed by a heavily used 

state highway (Route #20), a main e^et-weet highway over the 
* i. **' 9 

western highlands, Russell Is also on the main Boston and 

Albany railroad line between Springfield and Albany. The town 
1 'X<« 

Is some six miles northwest of the City of Westfield, Massachu¬ 

setts and fifteen miles from the Connecticut River at Spring- 

field. This proximity Is enhanced by the present rapid 

transportation facilities, good roads and automobiles. Thus 

the people of Russell are within commuting distance of a vast 

variety of industry, trade, ans specialised services. 

The jfestfleld-Springfleia-Holyoke triangle embraces over 

a third of a million people with a huge cumulative need for 

housing, space, recreation, not to mention the consumer goods 

they regularly require. The most thickly settled regions of 

the town are three rather concentrated communities, Crescent 

Mills, to the extreme northwest corner of the town on the 

west Bide of the Westfield River, while the larger villages 

of Russell and Voronoco appear successively as one progresses 
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downstream. Bussell's town area to a great extent consists 

of hill land, with a section of narrow bottom land where the 

railroad, paper mills, and chief residential developments are. 

The public water supply Is devised to serve only the two 

thickly settled valley bottom communities In the town, 

Bussell Village and Woronoco. This factor, coupled with the 

rough terrain and the difficulty of excavation due to the 

rooks tends to reduce the likelihood that Russell will experi¬ 

ence a great Influx of new homes and inhabitants. The faot 

that the town taxes are low and the hilly, partly wooded land 

rather inexpensive may interest a limited number of would-be 

home builders who are more interested In privacy and rustic 
» * • * .. • ; . $■ , 'e *} 1 # •* <i V * 

scenery than they are in closely planned housing developments. 

The town of Russell Is a thriving well-housed community 

whose economic life is based primarily on two paper mills In 

Woronoco and an artificial leather plant in Crescent Mills. 

Although the census says that there are about elghty-tvo farms 

in Russel}, these farms are more subsistence or part-time 

farms than large Independent economic units. 

The early background of the town shows that drastic 

changes have taken place In the type of land use and occupa¬ 

tion. What is now the Town of Russell was constituted an 

incorporated town in 1792 when parte of Montgomery and West- 

field were placed together In a unit. At that time the 

virgin wilderness was yielding large stores of logs, and 
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farming was being attempted on less favorable locations than 

existed In the hill town of Blandford to the west, or In the 

valley town of Westfield to the east, both of which were 

settled earlier than Bussell. 

Clearings on the plateaus and In the valleys became farms, 

but the cultivation was found Impracticable because of the 

steepness of the slopes and the rockiness of the land. Based 

ona combination of factors determining suitability for agri¬ 

culture, a study by the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment 

Station, (exhibited in FIGURE 4} shows that only 6.2$ of 

Russell* 1 2s land area was well suited to agriculture,* 18.9$ 
1 

only medium well suited, and 71.3$ not at all well suited. 

At present the town is about 90$ In woodland cover of varying 

densities, continuing the tradition that it was a settlement 

in the woods. 

In I838 the town was connected to the Connecticut River 
d'-' r . , , . ' ' ' ' ■■ : ■■ ; 1 

Valley by the railroad and toe woodburning engines created a 
2 

new outlet for thousands of cords of fuel wood. 

The population trends for Russell and Its surrounding 

towns gives a clear picture of the decline of toe one time 

* Cf. FIGURE 10, Map, Coll Classification. 

1. Bosnian, David, 1941. •'Interrelationships of Land Uses 
In Rural Mass.'1 Bull. #387. Hass. Ag. Kxper. Sta. 

„ V 

2. Reynolds, H. C. 1950. "The Russell Town Forest". Mass. 
For. and Perk Assoc. Bull. #170* 
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Towns 

Good Land for Agriculture 

Medium Land for ^Agriculture 
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~r~r 
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Russell 

Westfield 

Blandford 

Huntington 

Montgome ry 

FIGURE 4- 

PERCENT OF LAND SUITABIE FOR AGRICULTURE IN RUSSELL, WEST- 
FIELD, BLANDFORD, HUNTINGTON, AND MONTGOIERY 

tt 

Source: Rozman, David, 1941. Analysis of Agricultural, 
Economic, and Social Data.” ( of the towns herein 
listed). Report for the Department of Agricultural 
Economics, Mass. St. Coll. Amherst, Mass. 
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aotlve agricultural towns of Blandford and Montgomery. 

Flgui-e 5 snows that Blandford had 177$ inhabitants In 1800, 

but from that high figure there was an Irregular decline 

especially rapid between the years IS50-IS70 to the general 

range of 400 to bOO where the population stood In 195°. 

farming changed In character from the self-sufficient type 

to the commercial type during the 19th Century, the marginal 

farms In Hew England tended to be abandoned. Some of the 

people leaving the farms moved to better farm land in the 

mid-west, others moved to the manufacturing towns, and in the 

case of Blandford and Montgomery some of the exodus contributed 

to the rise of the mill towns In the valley like Russell and 

Huntington. 

The census of 1385 Indicates that there was more than 

five times as high a percentage of foreign born inhabitants 

In Russell as there were in Blandford or Montgomery, Indicating 

a heavy influx of immigrants to work In the mills. The im¬ 

portant rise in Russell's population beginning In 1872 when 

the first paper mill was built in Russell, taking advantage 

of the water power available In the Westfield River marks the 

beginning of an Important activity which la still chiefly 

responsible for the existence of the town and its relatively 

stable population which stood at 1221 in 19**5. 

It has bean shown that Russell developed from an un¬ 

successful timber growing and agricultural town into a rather 
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concentrated Industrial community built around the water power 

in the valley bottom, 

Western Massachusetts largely In woodland 

Russell and Blandford, where almost all the Russell town 

Forest is located, are located in Hampden County which has 

large successful crop farms in the Connecticut Valley, 

(Flatus 6) Although farmland mates up over 42$ of the land 

area, FIGURE 7 shows that almost 67$ of all land Is in wood¬ 

land. In Hampshire County north of Russell over 50$ of the 

land is in farms and the total woodland is 61.5$ of the area. 

Berkshire County tea an even higher percentage of its area in 

woodland as the comparative graphs exhibited in FIGURE 7 

indicate. 

The so-called hill towns west of the Connecticut River 

Basin, among them the group around Russell, have a very high 

proportion of their land in woodland cover, Russell Is 00$ 

wooded with 74$ of its land In non-farm use. Of the 25.6$ 

that was in farm land in 1945 FIGURE 8 shows four-fifths was 

in woodland. 

Blandford to the west of Russell has 34,134 acres of 

which 81$ are In woodlands, and only about 3.8$ la farm land. 

1. Approximately 20 acres of the Russell Town Forest is In 
Huntlngton. 



MASSACHUSETTS STATE COLLEGE 
U. S. DEP’T OF AGRICULTURE 

HAMPDEN COUNTY EXTENSION SERVICE 
COOPERATING 

HAMPDEN COUNTY 

LOCATION OP THE RUSSELL TOWN FOREST IR HAMPDEN COUNTY, 

FIGURE 6. 

2M-1-’37. No. 406-A 



Lend utilization in Massachusetts by Counties, Based on 

Massachusetts state Planning Board Land Use Survey of 

1936 - 1938 ana the U*S. Census 

Hampshire 

of 1940 

Berkshire 

Franklin Hamden 

Figs 7. 

Sources Rozman, David, Land Use interrelationships! Op* cit« 



FIGURE g. 

RUSSELL LAND UTILIZATION IN PERCENTAGES OF THE TOTAL 
ACREAGE, WHICH IS 11,554 ACRES, 

Source: 1945 U. s. Census. 
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Its high plateau 1ms been utilized for many years as a summer 

colony and almost 4o$ of its woodland and water way areas has 

been acquired by public bodies. (See FIGURE 9.} 

First, the Town of Bussell bought extensively in the 

northwest corner of the town until at present that part of 

Russell1 s watershed that is in Bland ford covers 2628.5 acres. 

SB TABLE IV indicates, the City of Springfield has acquired 

over twenty three per cent of Blandford’s area for reservoir 

and, watershed purposes. The third substantial public land 

owner in Blandford is the Commonwealth of Massachusetts with 

1&$9 acres of its so-called Chester^ Blandford State Forest.11' 

Population behavior in the area of Bussell 

Like Montgomery, Blandford has no significant percent of 

the population employed in industries in the town, but thirty- 

seven percent of Hussell*3 population was employed in Industry 

in 1940, while in Huntington 6.3% was so engaged. Following 

this industrial pattern of settlement It is interesting to 

compare the population per square mile of these towns. Bussell 

* Blandford receives a type of payment in lieu of regular 
taxes from these outside public land owners. A fixed 
assessment is placed on the land based on the average of 
the assessment of the three years preceding yeer of purchase. 
With this constant assessment as a basis the regular town 
tax rate is applied and the amount calculated. Thus, as 
Blandford*e tax rate fluctuates, the amounts that Spring- 
field and Russell must pay fluctuates similarly. 



FIGURE 9. 

BLANDFORD LAND UTILIZATION IN PERCENTAGES OF THE TOTAL 
ACREAGE WHICH IS 34,349 ACRES. 

Source: 1945 U. S. Agricultural Census. 



TABLE IV. 

AREA AND ASSESSED VALUATION OF LAND IK FLAMS FORD OTHER THAN 
HIGHWAY AREAS, OWNED BT THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, 

TH'r cm OF SPRINGFIELD, AND THE TOWN OF RUSSELL, 1950. 

Name of 
unit 

Owner 
Area In 
acres 

% of total 
town area 
so owned 

Assessed 
value in 
dollar© 

Chester** 
SIanaford 
State 
Forest 

Com* of 
Mass, 1,889.3 

f 

5.5 9,615 

Cobble 
Mountain 
Reservoir 
and 
Watershed 

City of 
Spring- 
field 0,158.39 23.3 

e. 

• , • t ’ 

115,703 

Russell 
Town 
Forest 

Town of 
Hussell 2,623.5 

» 

7.7 23,511 

Totals 12,677.19 37.1 153,329 

Source: Annual Town Reports; Assessors Reports. 
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is densely populated with over 70 persons per square mile, 

Huntington has less with 51, while Montgomery and Blandford 

number about 12 and 10 people per square mile*.. 

The general area around Bussell can. be characterized, 

then, as one of small residences, some part-time farms, 

declining farms, or summer homes, Isolated locations, general¬ 

ly poor soil and spars© population, with predominantly wood¬ 

land cover types* With this understanding the way has been 

prepared for the treatment of the area occupied by the Russell 

Town forest* ' 

The following FIGURES, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 show the 

soil classifications, land utilizations, and roads and build¬ 

ings in the Town of Russell and Blandford* 
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CHAPTER Vin. 

P8X3I0AL DESCRIPTION OP THE TO*H FOREST OP R033ELL, 

The Hus sell Town Forest Is located on the east fringe of 

the Green fountain Plateau partly la the valley and partly 

embracing the crowns of rather flat lands* The elevations in 
■* V * i « ; - -JJ— — - t ’ ’ • * - . ; > •* , • \ . .r ♦ . 

the Town Forest rise as high as IkOQ feet and ia largely 

sloping plateau, pitching gently southeasterly above the 900 

foot contour* The low point at the reservoir is foOO feet 
4 • ’ » < ** * . ’ ’ ' wl ' • 

above sea level* 

The majority of the town inhabitants live in the valley 
.. f • * M 

both to the east of the Forest at the 350 foot contour 

approximately* The Westfield fiver has out a deep trough 

through the rock in the northwest corner of Bussell and the 

steep rocky hillsides rise sharply on both sides of the river 
t • ; '. • * *• , '' 4- 1 - ■ ; , 

to plateau© of over 1100 feet* 

Black Brook, which is the chief brook running from the 

Bussell Town Forest Watershed, is such a young, small stream 

that its valley Is not deeply entrenched except in the 

distance between the reservoir and the valley bottom where it 

falls 250 feet within three-quarters of a mile. 

FIGURES 16 and 17 show the topography of the two toms 

of ! us sell and Blandford herein described. 
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Soli and Rook. In the Town Forest 

The bed rook underlying the Town Forest Is a mixture of 

highly metamorphosed schists, particularly of the Conway 

Series, which tend to weather Into clay and loam. The 

materials constituting the stone walls In the Forest would 

tentatively indicate that glacial action has brought many 

types of rock to add to the soil mixture. The major rolling 

areas of the Town Forest are covered by soli classified as 

"moist but somewhat stony* and *rou# and stony* while there 

are relatively few acres In the brook's narrow valley both 

which are "wet and sandy*. Superior meadow soils are located 

in small patches many of which were still In hayland or under 

cultivation when the watershed was purchased. It is on these 

areas that most of the plantations occur. The whole area is 
1 

suitable for forest growth. 

The Climate of Bussell 
s 

The weather in Bussell, Massachusetts, in the western 

foothills of the Connect!ait River Valley, tends to fluctuate 

every few days. This weather is Influenced by the constant 

oonfllots between the dry polar air masses originating from 

the northwestern part of Canada, and the marine tropical air 

l. Map. 1916. U.8.O.S. 



from the nl£ of Mexico which is worn und carries large quanti 

ties of moisture. Speaking of New England climate, Mark T* 

Nesmith observes:* 

The tendency of moat of the general cyclonic 
disturbances to skirt the polar front brings their 
paths of movement through this region and results 
in a more or less regular succession of biweekly 
storms of snow or rain, with intervening two or 
three day periods of fair weather, typically with 
warm west to southwest winds in summer and cold 
northwesterly winds In winter. 

The steep hills and narrow valleys of the Town of Russell 

bring about contrasting local climatic conditions which are 

reflected in vegetational differences. High and low land, 

northern and southern exposure are sufficiently varied, for 

instance, to cause several inches difference in annual rain* 

fall, many days difference in the length of the growing season 

end a significant difference in temperature.. The accumulated 
• •• '1 % / . . ' :',1 £•' "y * . ■' *• “ ■ • 

•now blanket in the highlands is striking compared with con¬ 

ditions along the Connecticut Elver i,,sin, only ten miles 

away. 

To the east, Bussellfe neighbor Westfield has a climate 

rather like the rest of the Connecticut River Valley lowland. 

Itg annual precipitation is 47.69 inches and its safe growing 
2 

season, one hundred and sixty-six days* The average January 

temperature, for example, in Westfield is 27,6 F. compared 

'■dth that of higher towns to the west such ae Pittsfield with 

Nesmith, Mark f. "Climate of Hew Englandw. Climate and 
SfilL Yearbook of Agrioul ture t 1941, p. 1000. ~~ 

2* p. 991. " 
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rT.9 H, almost four t egrees lover for the same month. The 

hill town of Hgremont, went of Russell, enjoys forty-seven 

fever days in its growing season than v estfield, even though 

it Is no farther north. Egremont’s annual precipitation of 

about forty-three inches is some three and one-half inches 

less than that of the valley town of Westfield, but West- 

field's warmer weather tends to equalise the effective rain¬ 

fall for these two points. 

With the knowledge that daily and weekly weather patterns 

fluctuate widely from the means, and noting the influences of 

local topography on storms and temperature, certain general* 

observation© on the climbs in Russell and the Russell Town 

Forest can be made in terms of zones, 

FICURF 11! Indicates the importance of the tempering 

effect of the Atlantic Ocean. All of Hampden County, including 

Blandford and Hassell, is in a belt whose average January 

temperature is between 24 and 26 F., while the average for 

July puts Russell and Blandford in the large zone which 

embraces both eastern and western highland© in Massachusetts 

with averages between JO and 72 F, Blandford and Russell 

have an average annual snowfall of between forty and sixty 

inches, and maintain at least one inch of snow cover, an 

average of more than forty days a year. 

Hardwood trees in the natural stands and pine trees in 

the plantations have both suffered from ice storms that have 



JANUARY JULY 

FIGURE 18 

NEW ENGLAND AVERAGE TEMPERATURES IN DEGREES FAHRENHEIT 
IN THE MONTHS OF JANUARY AND JULY 

Source: CllnEte and Man, U.S.D.A. Yearbook, p. 996. 
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repeatedly struck the uplands where toe Hue sell Town Forest 

is located. So muoh of toe time winter temperatures fluctuate 

at freezing temperatures or a little below, that freezing 

rain is common in the region. The most damaging storms are 

those in which the moist southeast or east winds sweep over 

the higher lands forcing the wet air masses upward over 

stagnant cold air to level© where they condense. Many Ice- 

coated trees bend and break under the great weight, and this 

damaging action has materially reduced expected yields, a© 

will be indicated in the chapter on forestry. 
^ . 

The average annual precipitation for the general Bussell 

area is relatively stable throughout the seasons* It dips to 

slightly more than three inches per month in December and 
. '\ 

February end maintains an average near four inches per month 

between June and September, September with 4,2 inches Is the 

wettest month as Is indicated in FIOCfEI 19, A VERA® PBICXPXTA- 

nmt CHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, 

Tear by year there is a marked difference in annual rain¬ 

fall, FIGURE 20 shows the extremes to which differences have 

ranged since 1930* A period of several successive months may 

occur with negligible rainfall as in Xf45 and 1949* The 

occurrence of some of these periods is indicated by FIGURE 20, 

AHHUAL PRECIPITATION, CHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, 1930-1950. 

during the year I93S the extraordinary conditions preceding 



Inches 

AVERACE PRECIPITATION, CHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 
BY MONTHS IN INCHES DURING FORTY YEARS 1. 

Source: Climate and Man, U«S*D*A* Yearbook, 1941«p*9QIL 
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and lnoluding the hurricane In New England brought about 60 

inches of precipitation while In the year 1935 little more 

than half that amount fell. 

Russell Forest Type Vegetation 

Hus ell .and Blandfard, Massachusetts, where the bulk of 

the Russell Tom Forest Is located, lie In what Is some times 

called the transition forest zone. The so-called northern 

forest types merge in this area with many of the central hard- 
1 

wood species. The combination stakes a diverse end Interesting 

vegetation cover. Some of the trees common in northern 

.’lnnesota, for Instance, and In Wisconsin, Michigan, and New 
i . . » ' . . i 

fork ere present in northern and central Hew England, and 

extend in a narrowing tongue along the higher Appalachians 
1 • ' _ i ./ ^ ,v » , • 

vouthvesterly as far as the ?enne 836e~&eorgi& line. On the 

other hand there are trees in the Kussell locality which are 

common to the major areas in the central states, extending 

south,/eetward to within fifty miles of the Rio Grande Blver 

in southern Texas# 

» . . 

Food for Midlife In the Russell Town Forest 

The constant change In the composition and density of a 

1. Hep. 1049. 

P. 113. 
Trees. Yearbook, of Agriculture. 

.1# ....,1.11 ilW IK..M.1W ... 
U.S.D.A. 
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given woodland i rings a succession of more or less favorable 

habitats for wildlife, and will in turn modify the wildlife 

population there. Woodland which has grown beyond the shrub 
i • 

and brush stage may offer dear and rabbits little brows© 

from buds and branches, but the larger trees of some species 

begin to provide substantial food In the form of seed. The 
\ 

larger conifers supply large amounts of grouse and squirrel 

food. 

The red maple and birches, which are well scattered 

throughout the Russell Town Forest, provide food for birds 

and rodents in their seed crop almost every year, while the 

beech seed is not to be counted upon except at intervals of 

several years. The red oak, the most substantially repre¬ 

sented larger hardwood in the Russell watershed produces a 

good crop of acorns every three or four years on an average. 

According to Albert Downs studies shew that the red oaks which 

are twelve inches In diameter four and one-half feet from the 

ground produce an average of only 2.2 pounds of acorns, while 

the same tree when four Inches thicker (and with a pro¬ 

portionately larger crown) provide 10 pounds of acorns.1 

It la clear that squirrels, deer, grouae, and other 

animals are being given increasingly large supplies of this 

'• bowns, lbert A. l~ho. "Trees and Food from Acorns,* 
Trees. Yearbook of Agriculture, p. 572. 
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important food since the red oaks of this diameter are common. 

Hot only mammals and birds, but insects and fungi utilize 

acorns, and the period of usefulness to deer, for instance, 

is therefore limited to the fall and early winter. 

The Russell watershed forest harbors all kinds of shelter 

end food for upland game, and there is little danger for 

example that many den trees would be removed even though 

forest operations might Increase. Mr. Elmer Poster, the Town 

Forester, lias actually set out apple trees to provide addition¬ 

al feed for gam© in the forest. He is keenly aware of the 

hunting pressure and the food problem for the animal life. 

In hie opinion should the game population reach a dangerously 

-ov; point, he would recommend to the Forestry Committee of 
' 

•’ussell that there be so ie sort of restriction on hunting in 

the Russell Sown Forest, other than the present zone around 

the reservoir. 



CHAPTER IX* 

HISTORY OP THE WATER SUPPLY PROGRAM TH RUSSELL. 

It was considered wise to treat the history of the water 

supply program In the Town of Russell separately from the 

history of the Town Forest Itself because there are Important 

distinctions which must be born In mind between the water 

department activities and the Town Forest program* The water 

supply program was established long before the Town decided 

to place Itself under the Town Forest Act and It Is likely 

that the watershed properties would have been acquired by the 

water department had there been no Town Forest Act* 

Until 1911 the population of Russell used individual 

springs, wells and brook water. The Town voted that year 

certain bond issues and undertook surveys for construction of 

a town water supply. The dam and water extension system 

together with acquisition of a few acres around the reservoir 

had cost 45000*00 by 1913* ehd gradually the lines were ex¬ 

tended to Woronoco and more land was added in the watershed. 

It was not until the 1920*a that the great bulk of land 

*as bought for the water supply protection after the State 

department of Public Health had urged either wise spread land 

holdings or constant patrolling of the watershed. During 

this period some 2500 acres were acquired either by purchase 

or‘ by eminent domain, all in the Town of Bland ford. In this 
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process eleven house® were acquired and destroyed as well as 

two neighborhood school houses, all of which appear in 

FIGURE 21, DRAINAGE AREA OF THE RUSSELL WATER SUPPLY, 

The town voted to place the Town Forest under the State 

Town forest Act in 1923 and the Water Department delegated the 

supervision of the watershed to the Town Forestry Committee. 

The Water Department continued to keep under Its account the 

tax Items which annually became due to Huntington (20 acres) 

and Blandford (to reach about 2700 acres). During the years 

previous to hiring a permanent forester the Water Department 

undertook much of the actual work don® on the Town Forest. 

In thirty-one plantations averaging 7.6 acres apiece 

conifers have been planted to improve the value of the pro¬ 

tective forest. The plantations consisted of some sixty-six 

aores of white pine and about equal areas of both red pine 

and iiorway spruce, while the balance of the planted area was 

in Scotch pine and white spruce. The ages of these planta¬ 

tions are shown in TABLE V where the large concentration of 

plantations fifteen and sixteen years old reflects the activity 

In reforestation during the early thirties. (See FIGURE 22.) 

Despite the report of an engineer in 1914 that the Black 

Srook Watershed would be adequate for 30,000 people, it has 

oome about that a driven gravel well was found necessary and 

constructed in 1930-1931 for a supplementary or emergency 

8uP?ly. These new sources delivered by pump were capable of 



FIGURE 21. 



TABLE V. 

ABEA, SPECIES, AND AGE OF PLANTATIONS, 
RUSSELL TOWN FOREST, 1®46. 

Plantation 
name Kumber Area in 

acres Species Age 

Meeoh&m 21 
Meecham 22 
Meechao 26 
Cole 17 
Meeehaa 20 
Me e cham 21 
De Gray 19 
Knox 1 
Gould 4 
Williams $ 
fell speak 14 
Butterfield 25 
Knox 13 
Rich 15 
Wellspeak 15 
Cole 16 
Cole U 
Be Gray 24 
'veil speak 29 
Sevey 30 
Sevey 31 
Sevey 32 
Green 11 
Green 12 
Green 13 
Pi tiger aid 27 
Knox 2 
Stanton 7 
Williams 9 
Bausman 28 

1 Nonray spruce 20 
3 Red pine 20 
s Red pine 20 
2 Whitt pine 18 

20 White pine 18 
l Scotch pine 18 
4 Borway spruce 17 a Rtd pine 16 

10 Bed pine 16 
5 Norway spruce 16 

20 Red pine 16 
7 Scotch pine 16 
5 Norway spruce 15 
7 Norway spruce 3-5 

20 ■ Norway•spruce 15 
7 White pine 15 
2 Whit® pine, spruce 15 
3 Norway spruce 15 
2 Norway spruce 15 

20 White pine 15 
10 White pine 15 
15 White spruce 15 

9 Monray spruce 14 
10 Monray spruce 14 
14 Scotch pine 14 

1 Norway spruce 14 
5 White pine 13 
5 Norway spruce 13 
2 Bed pine 3 

10 ■Bed pine 2 

Total 237 acres 

Source: Plantation Management Plan, Huesell Town Forest. 



AERIAL, PHOTOGRAPH, 1^40, SHOWING THE RUSSELL 
TOWN FOREST AND VICINITY. 

Source: U.S.S.C.S, Aerial Maps. 

Identification No. CNI 6-15, 7-3-40 
CNI 3-33, 6-14-40 
CNI 3-32, 6-14-40 

FIGURE 22. 

I 
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furnishing 165,000 gallons a day over and above the reservoir 

flow. This has beoome an Inadequate volume for safety because 

of increased use. The well water la piped to consumers with¬ 

out need for filtration or chemical treatment. 

In 1936-1937 a sand filtration plant was installed to 

treat the reservoir water and oust now be enlarged to accommo¬ 

date the new peak demand of 165,000 gallons a day. One half 

the filtering units should be "at rest" at any given time 

under proper circumstances, but today in order to rest the 

eand filters, water has to be pumped entirely from the gravel 

wells to supply the town while the filter Is shut down. 

The Water Department Is now considering new sources of 

water since toe dally usage has Increased from 95,000 gallons 

a day In to the peak load of 165,000 gallons as of 1950. 

Sry seasons do not provide that amount of run-off In the 

watershed. 

The annual average cost of cleaning sard and leaves from 

the reservoir Is about t&Q.QO, yet the need for this work does 

not indicate an unstable watershed soil or inadequate forest 

cover, mere is no settling basin in the Bussell system to 

facilitate the removal of water carried debris and silt* 

State Health Department data show an occasional contsmi- 

Nation by the bacillus coll in samples of untreated reservoir 

*&ter taken above the darn, in numbers above the safe standard 
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for drinking water. The filtration proceed has given con¬ 

sistently hi,$i quality safe water to the people of Bussell 

and no criticism has been heard from the State Health Depart¬ 

ment about conditions on the watershed since 193^. 

The present approximately 600 water-user accounts pay an 

average of about '10,00 per year for pater, a figure which is 

low for the state and the nation, The revenue from the water- 

users plus reimbursement for service extension and other job 

work brings enough to pay the cost of land taxes, about 

1200.00 per year, and other current Water Department expense. 

Water Department revenue is not large enough to pay for the 

management and supervision of the watershed as it is supplied 

by the Town Forester, Water bills are sent out by town 

employees from the Town Hall and all revenues are paid into 

the town treasury as they are in the case of the Town 

Forestry program, 

To get capital fund© for such Water Department work as 

reservoir construction, water main extensions, large water¬ 

shed purchases, and the filter plant, aerial bonds were issued 

as an obligation of the Town of Bussell, 

—WHOM 

1. see APPENDIX II-C, ANALYSIS OF DRIMI® WATER SUPPLIES. 
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CHAPTER X. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OP THE RUSSELL 
TOWN FOREST PROGRAM, 

When the Town of Russell organized Its public reservoir 

water supply system In 1911, It Old not anticipate owing an 

extensive forested area. When the town bought the Gould farm 

In Blandford In 1914, an engineer who surveyed It reported 

that there was a good growing timber crop on the I30 aor® 

farm, no further mention was made In the Annual Reports of 

forest operations until 1922 when for the first time the Town 

Forest ot and profits In forestry were discussed by the Town 

Planning Board, 

The start ted been me.de on the program which was to have 

far reaching effects, for the fame of the Russell Forest has 

been revested In countless articles, books, and periodicals. 

In none of the articles the author has read, however, has 

there appeared a careful listing of costs. Interest, and time 

preference. Few of the articles mention that the presence of 

large corporate indue tries in town results In the payment of 

lower general property taxes by individuals. In effect local 

Industrial corporations pay in taxes that reach the town 

treasury about 6gja of the annual property taxes raided by the town.2 

1* Annual Reports. 1914. Russell, 

2* Annual Reports, 194-9, PP. 32, 33* Interview with Town 
Clerk, Vivienne Irwin, April I95I. 
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The Russell Town Forest, based on a water supply water¬ 

shed, has evolved In a flexible type of partnership with the 

Russell '(Tatar Department, Superior In power to the local 

'.'ater Department Is the State Health Department which dele¬ 

gates authority for adopting various water supply practices. 

To the Town Forest Committee has numerous restrictions on It 

for financial or recreational resources. 

As an example of the close Identity the Town Forest 

Program had with the Water Department, the Annual Reports of 

Russell for some years listed the financial items of the Town 

Forestry Program in the group "Protection of Persons and 

Property", at other times. Items appeared under special ap¬ 

propriations or under Water (Department). In 1949 and 1950 

the Town Forestry Program appeared as an independent group 

under "Town Forestry". Payments for lands on the watershed 

as well as for clearing out the reservoir are listed consistent¬ 

ly under the Water Department, as are watershed taxes paid to 

Bl&ndford and to Huntington. 
C 

It was the state Health Department Survey mode public In 

1922 (May), that directed attention to alternative methods of 

managing the watershed area. The State authorities urged 

either a constant patrol or ownership of extensive areas in 

the watershed to prevent pollution. Blnoe patrolling the 

lands constantly would have been too expensive, and the state 

recommended the aurfaoe water In this ease as superior to the 



drills or driven well type, the town voted In 1923: 

1. To purchase 100 acres of watershed land and place it 

under the Town Forest Act taking advantage of the 

free planting stock provided by the state and the 

offer by the Hew England Forestry Foundation 'to pay 

for planting 5000 trees* 

2* To appropriate £26,00*00 for the acquisition by 

purchase or eminent domain of additional lands in 

the watershed* 

3. Selection of land to be bought was left to-a group 

consisting oft Town Forester; Chairman, Town Planning 

Board; Chairman, Water Department; Chairman, Board of 

Selectmen* 

Following Uiis action by the voters, the Board of Selectment 

appointed a Town Forestry Committee and also authorized a 

Committee survey to determine the best way to develop the 

watershed forest* 

During 1923 the first watershed planting of I500 trees 

was made, thus the Town Forestry Program was launched* In 

1924 tiie recommendations of the Watershed Survey were made 

public. It was suggested! . 

1. Town ownership of all the watershed, as Indicated in 

FIGURE 21, SKETCH SHOWING DHAXHAaE AREA OF RUSSELL 

1922, 1923, Russell Annual Reports. 
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VATTER SUPPLY. 

2. Planting open areas with proper type trees. 

3, Selective outtlng of logs. 
1 

A professional forester's survey followed In 1925, and 

his findings explained that the town-owned watershed area as 

a whole had been recently out over. The best remaining timber 

an the watershed was privately owned. The report suggested 

that the soil and site conditions were well suited for timber, 

growing - very small swamp areas or dry shallow soils were 

found - but that the forested section In general contained an 

inferior growth, mixed In composition and character, small In 

else and poor in quality. Hemlock reproduction was found in 

large proportions on JO% of the ground. 

the forest Survey recommended planting all open areas, 

particularly on the open meadows where the best soil was. He 

also maintained that the Town could logically follow two 

general courses: 

1. Merely plant the open spaces and provide fire pro¬ 
tection, or 

2. Practise intensive forestry for an eventual return, 
2 

Lend purchases and plantations went ahead so that by 

lt2S the Town owned 2570 acre®. Plantings of conifers each 

-• Oalarneau. !). <3. 1326. Report of the Forest Survey. 
Russell Town Forest. 

2. 192;. 'ussell Annual Report. 
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year beginning In 1923 had totaled 155,000 trees by 1928. A 

ten year planting program was under way which would aet out 

30,000 trees a year for the next ten years, starting in 1926. 

the vigorous tree planting program was not accompanied 

by many other Intensive efforts at forest management® until 

1931 when the unemployed were used to cut a small fire break. 

Gypsy moth control work and cull cord wood cutting were done 

between 1935 and 1939 again with the use of unemployed labor. 

In nine of these years did total watershed work costs exceed 

1044.00 or fall below S500.QO. 

Marking a continued interest in good forest management by 

tte Town Forestry Committee and the Board of Selectmen, the 
... _ • • ' ' ' , 1 ■ . . 

Committee employed James Manning in 1941 for one year as Town 
V v,: • ' ‘ . \ , ‘ ? '• * *-?; . '• • \ ' ■ • •; • v /“ VV.'" • : • '■ ? . - ' • • 

Forester. His work chiefly involved fire lane construction, 

plantation release, and gypsy moth control. Under his direc- 

tion he had some unemployed labor which carried on minor wel¬ 

fare fuel wood production. 

Although Manning was with the town only one year, the 

town 'orestry Committee persisted in its efforts to secure a 

good management, The Hew England Forestry Foundation, repre¬ 

sented by an experienced forester, Philip f. Coolldge, made a 
• *• ' 

thorough forest survey of the 3000 acres in the Town Forest.1 

.ii - 1 —imjJritTin[ilr7irinT>il(i^^-"'-nirrflrifwn ■ 

* Blister met and white pine weevil damaged plantation 
vhitf? pines vary badly* Nothing was said about controls, 

Cf. Coolldge import in text following* 
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The next year ' lmer Foster, an experienced graduate of the 

Kew Fork State Vainer Cohool, weie engaged m a permanent full 

time Town Forester* 

With the employment of Foster the Town Forestry Program 

has emerged Into an effective organ for meeting the needs of 
!• i % :V- i Iri *• • , 

the Town. Kot only is the Town Forest well protected, but 

other Tow-wide tree problems ere met, such as Dutch Him 

Disease, "ypejr Moth, and shade tree production. Social 

aspects of the Town Forest Program are dealt with in the 

following chapters. 

Since the Forest area was largely in poor quality, 

young,and.understock condition, it was not to be expected that 

returns from the forest products would be substantial during 
f • • ' .1 I. • i. fy 

the early year a* Bearing in mind that the Water Department 
, ' •. •. . . : . . ■ . .«>, • ’ • 

was receiving a constant return in the form of water protec¬ 

tion and gravity supply, the author 1ms totaled certain cate- 
1 

gories of costs, exclusive of interest to date. 

For land purchases of JOOO acres including original 

reservoir acquisitions on the watershed and adjacent areas, 

approximately the following amount um spent i - "26,000*00 

For planting and improvement of watershed cover 
approximately, 32,000,00 

For watershed taxes paid on land in Blandford 
and Huntington, approximately - - - -- 21,000.00 

 Total - - - * 573,000*00 

. 
1911-1950 uesell Annual Reports, 
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The to tel of 7 o ,000.00 represents an investment in a resource 

that is growing constantly in value* 

The accumulated gross cash Income up to 1950 amounts to 

less than 1.0a,qo# However it 1b .anticipated that within 
« 

fifty ye.rs tine Investment will have begun to return toe Town 

a constant financial gain. Current gross costs of the Town 

forestry Program# exclusive of watershed taxes# are about 

"4,000 per year, resulting in «■ net deficit of some thirty 

five hundred dollars per year. 

The direct benefits that people in the community and 

elsewhere have from this forest as a source of recreation 

and wildlife, and the indirect benefits resulting from a 

substantial well managed forest area cannot be measured in 

dollars and cents* In the following, chapters there will be 

a discussion of the current economic considerations and the 

recreational &M educational benefits of the Forest. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

TOWN FOREST PROGRAM AT PRESENT. 

The Town Forestry Committee. 

A brief description of the administrative relationship 

between the Town and its forest Is In order. Bussell has the 

Town Meeting-Board of Selectmen type of government. The Town 

Forestry Committee, consisting of from six to ten members is 

appointed on a rotating basis by the Board of Selectmen and 

has been especially active in the past ten years, although the 

early committee® did excellent, far-sighted work and carried 

out a constructive land-use program. The Committee hires the 

Forester and plans the budget and the policy in conference 

with the Forester. The Town Forestry Committee1® requests 

for funis to the Board of Selectmen and the Town Meeting have 

been consistently granted. Expenses and receipt® are handled 

through the Town Treasury general fund. 

The Town forestry Committee meets about eight times a 

year and usually reports to the Town annually through the 

Annual Town report, this being its regular organ of publicity 

and education. 

The make up of the Committee has included business men, 

clerks, maintenance men, contract farmers, engineers, paper 

makers, factory superintendents, and men from other categories 
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of work. Water Department and Forest Fire control personnel 

were usually well represented on the Committee. The School 

Department up until this time has not often been represented. 

Since almost all employable men in the Town of Russell are 

connected with one or more of the paper mills In some capacity, 

it is obvious that the Committee tends to be well represented 

by employees of the manufacturing units in the Town. 
• ' < 

Functions of the Town Forester 

The position of fotrn Forester is the chief element which 

distinguishes Bussell from other towns which have a water- 

protection forest* Bound up in the position are important 

tangible and intangible elements which are more or lees diffi¬ 

cult to measure. The duties involved have been conceived 

through a broad interpretation of community land-use planning. 

The Town Forester's first function is to safeguard the 

watershed of fire, insects, diseases, and Improper human 
* 

aotivlty. During the days of high fire danger, for example, 

a patrol is maintained all day. Gypsy moth attacks for 

example will be sprayed by plan© with D*D*T* if a dangerous 

buildup seems iralnent. So far this has not been necessary* 

Hunting is allowed in keeping with the Massachusetts Game 

Laws and scores of users roam the Town Forest during the 

bunting season, respecting the one half mile safety zone 

wbich has been drawn around the reservoir* Fox, coon, rabbit, 
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deer, and grouse, are all taken. The Town Forester patrols 

aotively during these periods. Inhabitants from Blandford 

and Huntington make frequent use of the areas, and are not 

discouraged, but strangers from greater distances are not as 

welcome since they are not familiar with the reservoir regu¬ 

lations* 

Planting of trees is now limited to educational enter¬ 

prises by the Boy Scouts, but adequate nursery stock, hard 

maple, and hemlock have been raised in the nursery for Town 

needs. This covers the need for shade trees planned for 

streets and park®. 

kn effort is made to find market® for the products of 

the forest, the harvesting of which will not adversely affect 

water protection and good timber growth* Laurel, saplings 

end cull cordwood have been ©old in recent years. The Town 

Forester*s silviculture operations will be on a small scale 

until such time as cheap labor becomes abundant, although some 

thinning and improvement cutting are underway. Self-liquidat¬ 

ing thinning in plantations is expected at the proper time. 

At present to nspeople free of charge and others at fifty 

cents a cord may cut marked trees in limited areas* 

As part of the Forest Management plan, the Forester main¬ 

tains roads, bridges, and firelanes, in adequate condition so 

that lumbering equipment and fire trucks can have access to 

float sections, and men on foot can bring equipment to bear 
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on a fire on any frnt within an hour of th« warning. 

Survey of Forest Resources -lthln the Town 

In 1948 the Town Forester at the request of the Town 

forestry Committee completed a survey of t e forest cover types 

within the political boundaries of the Town of Bussell. A 

copy of this map appears in Figure 23. Volumes and growth 

rates were charted, and the material made available for study 

by interested offioiale and citizens in the area. 
g 

Foster explained the meaning of the forest cover in 

terms of flood control and in terms of annual increases in 

value as timber and cord wood, to help people gain more per¬ 

spective regarding this local natural resource. The Town 

Forester vlll continue woodland management education as a 

service of his official function to individual Russell resi¬ 

dents who have a woodland. 

Management of the Town Forest 

ioonomlc aspects of the Town Forest Program 

The future income from the Town Forestry Program depends 

on a complex of factors. Some of these factors man can control, 

same he can measure, and some are incapable of forecast meaaure- 

Huasell Town Report. 1948, p. 50. 

2. Foster, E. M. 1948. natural Resources of Bussell, p, 22. 
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sent or control. The part of this study contained In the 

'oonomio Aspect of the PRESENT TOWN FOREST PROGRAM will deal 

«lth the followings 

1. The eeourlty against forest fire risks. 

2. The eeourlty against insect attacks. 

3* The results of planting* 

4* The growing stock on the forest* 

5. The growth rates of trees, the financial return® 
resulting from various types of treatment. 

The economic aspects of the Town Forestry Program will be 

considered apart from the benefite derived by the Water De¬ 

partment, Intangible benefits, and tax costs whioh must be 

paid by the Town each year to Blandford and Huntington, 

Forest Fire Control 

Adequate forest fire control measures are a primary con¬ 

sideration in a managed forest. For detection Russell le 

covered by a State triangulation system of fire tower observers 

the nearest point being in Chester. The state fire control 

agencies are equipped with telephone and two-way radios. 

Their trucks are highly mobile units and would attend a fire 

on the Russell Town Forest, but Russell equipment would 

probably have arrived first. 

Pussell has a trained crew of sos® fifty men, volunteer 
i « * »• 

forest fire fighters who can be assembled especially quickly 
i • *. « 

if the mills are in operation because they are regular mill 



employees for the most part. The Town has four trucks carry¬ 

ing three portable power pumps and several thousand feet of 

hose. Also In the area of detection and suppression the Town 

Forester patrols constantly on days of high fire danger. Fire 

lanes and water holes have been developed and maintained on 

the forest itself, present and abandoned roads constitute the 

major fire lane patterns. 

Inseot Control 

Insect pasta are chiefly noticeable In the plantations, 

where they have caused considerable damage, especially to the 

white pines and spruce, So program of ohemloal control is 

anticipated with either the white pine weevil or the spruce 

bud worm, but the gypsy moth will be attacked with serial 

D.D.T. spraying If there Is a dangerous buildup. During 1935- 

19:1 some labor was used to control the gypsy moth by painting 
t . 

egg clusters with creosote. Foster, the Town Forester Is alert 

for changes In the Inseot population and la in the habit of 

calling expert advice when he suspects a problem. 

growth of the 'jactations 

The plantation program has resulted at Its worst in 

certain minimal benefits such as watershed protection, and 

food for wildlife, while the better stands of young conifers 

ere In vigorous thrifty condition. Among the groups which 

not produce commercial timber are the Scotch pines which 
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fortunately only cover a small acreage. All but one of the 

white 'ino plantations has been badly damaged by the white 

sine weevil, blister rust, or by Ice breakage, meaning that 

only about thirteen of the sixty-eight acres In white pine 

look promising for successful quality timber production. 

Tee damage caused severe breakage among five of the 

red pine plantations, but the deformities were usually high 

enough to allow for a twelve foot butt log* Red pines have 

shown excellent health and vigorous growth. Ninety-one acres 

of spruce were in generally good condition although spruce 

bud worm infestation had caused more or less serious damage 

in nineteen sores. Overtopping by the competing hard:woods has 

been adequately controlled on the more valuable plantations. 
• ■ ' ''Wy . .. " ' . 

: ‘ 4 J1'' W 

Town Forest Cover Evaluated 

In 1945 the Ruesell Town Forestry Committee contracted 
; .4 t 5 ;V. , „ , 

with the New England Forestry Foundation to make a survey and 

analysis of the inventory on the Russell Town Forest, Mr. 

Philip Coolidge was directly in charge of the work and pre¬ 

pared the report which the writer found contained data help¬ 

ful In understanding the forest cover. Coolidge prepared a 

®ap of the forest showing the areas of various types of cover. 

The report makes no mention of such woody plants as 

apple, alder, pin cherry, striped maple or sumach and others 

which do not occur In large amounts or are of no importance 
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commercially, Hor is anything said of such shrubs as laurel, 

some of which the Town Forest authorities marketed in 1949, 

but the list of cord wood species given in Table VI ©hows 

seventeen broadleaved species commonly found in the transi¬ 

tion forest were more or less established. Table VI indicate© 

there are only 1065 cords of the two most intolerant types 

poplar ana grey birch, or about six per omt of all hardwood 

cordwood, which totals 17,450 cords. This is significant 

when one considers that eo much of the land was open or cut 

over when it was acquired by the Town for a watershed forest 

during the 19201 a. nevertheless FXCtflUt 24, FOREST COVER, TXPES, 

RUSSELL WM FOREST, 1945, shows approximately half the whole 

Town Forest area is understocked or la in stands of trees 

smaller than cordwood size, 
* • • • . p, pY , 1 , • ' • Y • . ^ *h 

Recognizing that the Ruesell Torn Forest serves the 

primary purpose of protecting the water supply, Mr. Coolldge 
1. . , • -h • i . . . >• i 

arranged his findings in such a way that an. operating plan 

would place revenue, enjoyment, or a source of employment in 

second place,. He gave a total figure,, for example, of 

3,344,000 board feet of sawtimber standing on the forest. 

But for reasons of watershed protection,, and. to some extent 

because of inaccessibility, he classed 1311,000 f,b,m, of the 

total as unavailable timber. The remaining 3,033,000 f,b.ai. 

of* savtimher are available and merchantable, 

Coolldge divided the wood resources into available or 



TABLE VI. 

AVAILABLE QOKDWOQD, ALL QUALITIE3, RUSSELL TOWN F0HE8T, 1945 

Type of tree Estimated number of cords 
standing 

Hardwood 

Aah 
Baas 
Beach 
Black Birch 
Yellow Birch 
Grey Birch 
White Birch 
Butternut 
Elm 
Hiokory 
Irony oocl 
Locust 
Hard Maple 

520 
243 

1.37* 

l-M 
i.S? 

223 
116 
12 
76 
hr 

1,330 
5.550 
1,393 

52° 

Soft Kaple 
Oak 
Poplar 

Total Hardwood 17,450 

Softwood 

Hemlock 6" «• 9" 
Pine 6" - 7s 

554 
— 75 

Total Softwood 629 

Total Hardwood and Softwood 13,079 

-ouroes Ooolidge, Philip T, Report on the Hussell Town 
Forest, 1945, p. 3. 



FIGURE 24. 

FOREST COVER TYPES, RUSSELL TOWN FOREST, 1945. 

Source: Photograph of map prepared by Philip T. Coolidge, 
Forester for the New England Forestry Foundation.’ 
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unavailable sawtlmber, firewood of various types, pulpwood, 

8nd plantations. He indicated the forest was in a thrifty, 

vigorous condition, that natural reproduction of hardwood and 

hemlock was proceeding well, and it would be Impractical to 

try to change the mixture, other than to show favoritism where 
■' v ' .* \ ! . ■ r 

feasible for hemlock stock though harvesting method.®* 

Having; sectioned off the forest into eight blocks for 

management purposes, Coolidge found that one-third the av&il- 
1 

able mature timber was in Block 5* The best locations for 

cutting were in Blocks 4 and 5 and smaller amounts were ready 

in Blocks 2, 6 and 5 where the densest stands of mature wood 

were found* FIGKJKE 25 shows that Block 5 has 630,000 feet of 

mature wood. Block 6 has 263,000, or less than half as much, 
<« 

while Block 3 has for its sl&e a negligible 44,000 feet of 

this mature class of wood* Blocks 4, 5, 7 and 8 have a sub- 
■ . * 1 •*. * ■ 

etantlal amount of potentially merchantable growing stock, 

totalling 779,000 feet at present. 

Hemlock, red oak and white pine make up the most important 

commercial species at the present, according to Coolidge*® 

figures* Among sawtlmber type trees the hemlock leads with 

115^7,000 board feet of which over half is mature, while a 

sizeable 669,000 feet are ’’growing*. Figure 12 shows the 

Of* Figure 24, a Map. 
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FIGURE 25 

AVAILABIE GROWING AND MATURE TIMBER BY BLOCKS ON THE 
RUSSELL TOWN FOREST 1945 

Sources Coolldge, Philip T. Report on the Russell 
Town Forest. 1945* p* 4 
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relationship of the various species of available saw timber, 

and emphasizes the extent to which red oak leads the hard* 

woods. This oak comprises twenty-four percent of the avail¬ 

able matured timber. Its growth la clem and thrifty and at 

fourteen to fifteen inches diameter at breast height it has 

scarcely begun to show maturity by slowing down its rate of 

growth, according to Mr. Coolidge*© report. It was suggested 

that because of the importance of the large fifteen inch oak© 

as a host for gypsy moth caterpillars, that they might well 

be considered in the first planned cutting. 
• ' . • 

The hemlock timber is almost all grouped together in 

various stands on relatively moist, protected sites covering 

six hundred eighty-six acres, making an average stand per acre 

for this area of two thousand two hundred eighty-four board 

feet. The remaining 246,000 board feet of hemlock is 
» • 

scattered over the forest so widely that it would be uneco¬ 

nomical to try to operate it. This hemlock, though making 

up forty-five per cent of the mature timber, stands to a 

considerable extent along the margin© of the streams of the 

watershed, and so Mr. Coolldge advised a process of gradual, 

careful cutting in these areas where it was feasible.. The 

report cautioned against severe cute anywhere In the hemlock 

territory, because of the protection needed by seedling tree© 

of this favored species. (See FIGURE 26*) 
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AVAILABIE TIMBER ON RUSSELL TOWN FOREST 1945, 
GROWING AND MATURE BY TREE TYPES IN THOUSANDS 
OF FEET BOARD 1C A SURE 

Source. Coolidge, Philip. Report op. clt. p. 3 

* Black birch, yellow birch, beech, bass, cherry 
Note, beech and blaok birch are all classed arbitrarily 
as " mature". 
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The status of the white pine other than that in the 
I . ' ' 

plantations wa© much less favorable than the hemlock# oak, 

or white birch* Equalling nine per cent of the mature timber 

on the forest, the white pine type tea suffered heavily from 

ice storms, and the white pine weevil, or the results of open 

field growth* Among the competing hardwood undergrowth the 

white pine reproduction is not proving generally successful* 

Mr* Cooll&ge recommended that many of the poorly shaped pines 

over twelve inches in diameter be cut if the project could be 

siade self-liquidating, as these trees are not growing, in value, 

and are retarding more promising growth* 

Each year the merchantable stand increase© in volume, at 

rates depending on the species, site, weather and maturity * 

Hr* Cooll&ge judged that between a two and three per cent 

growth rate would add about seventyOfive thousand board feet 
>< . . - - 

of merchantable wood each year, for the next few years, 

distributed as follows* 

hemlock 35 M#f *b*m*. 
white pine Ip n 
oak 15 H 
other hardwood 10 * 

Where cutting is to be undertaken, Mr* Coolidge proposed 

that little ‘Veils* of an acre or lees be the pattern, allow- 
> 1 

ing for ample reseeding and some protection from the wind* 

1. Coolidge, Philip, op. olt.. p. 6. 
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Hot knowing whether a practical market would ever exist 

for soft maple ©awtiraber, Mr* Coolidge classified that tree 

with the pulpwoods and cordwoods, among which its fifty-five 

hundred fifty cord volume loomed more than Wo and one half 

times as large as the next smaller volumes* FIGURE 27 show© 

there are seven species with over a thousand, cord© of cord- 

v/ood. m% counting ironwood, poplar, bass or elm., there are 

sixteen thousand four hundred eighty cord© of moderately good 

firewood* Viewed fro® the standpoint of pulpwood In Mr* 

Coolidge*© analysis, over half the cordwood, or about 9,TOO 

cords of hardwood pulp are available if there is a market* 

FIGURE So shows the location of the pulp wood and otter 

fuel wood by Blocks* Again the greatest accumulation of 

available wood product is in Block 5# hut the eight Blocks 

are much more evenly matched in this cordwood category than 

they were in the ©awtimber class. Assuming a Wo and one 

half per cent annual Increment, Mr* Coolidge believed at 

least 400 cords of hardwood eordwood could be harvested 

annually without injury to the stand or the watershed. 

Stuiapafie I rice 

One of the unstable factors in attempting to forecast 

the results of a forestry program is the changing levels in 

prices for labor, lumber, and eordwood* As with most other 
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AVAILABLE CORDWOOD IN THE RUSSELL TOWN FOREST 1945 
ALL QUANTITIES BY TREE TYPES IN CORDS 

Source: Coolldge, rhlllp. Report, p. 
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HARDWOOD CORDWOOD, RUSS1LL TOWN FOREST, 1945, PULPWOOD 
AND OTHER BY BLOCKS IN CORDS 1,2,3. 

Sources: 1. Coolidge, Philip, op. clt. p.3 
2. Does not Include the 629 cords of softwoods 

of pulp class. Hemlock 6n-9,f and pine 6n-9"# 
3. Pulpwood Includes mature or defective trees 

of basswood, birch, maple, poplar. In 
operable as well as scattered stands. 
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commodities, the prloe of timber atump&ge in the east has 

been fluctuating in an upward trend since 1?00, At that time 
2 

less than a dollar was the average prloe paid per thousand 

for timber stumpage. By 1906 average prices had risen to 

well above throe dollars and prices have not since dropped 

below three dollars, though there have been many years when 

these prices ranged between four and five dollars a thousand* 

The peak prices for stumpage in 19X9 were exceeded during two 

substantial periods In the 1920*8, but it was not until after 

1940 that the average exceeded this high mark set during the 

inflationary boom that immediately followed World War I* 

By 1941 the accumulated demand for housing, plus other 

expanding needs for wood, the active and growing paper and 

pulp Industry, ami the enormous wartime Industrial activity 

set up a demand far wood that western ami southern supplier© 

could not meet* Tills resulted In the acceptance of local 
j'i 1 

mature lumber of all grades as had never before been seen* 

The price© which eastern lumber producers were largely guided 

by were the prices which the western products commanded as 

delivered to the Mew England consumers, for example* The 

western lumber price Is affected even more radically by in* 

1. Information obtained by interview with the Assistant 
Superintendent of Testfield Water Department, Dot* 1951 
during a tour of the Forest. 

**• 0.3.rJ. 1 * 0tailstlos* 
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creased labor end handling costa than is the Sew England 

oroduot, assuming that the product Is to be consumed In Mew 

England. n'rom a combination of causes, therefore, stumpage 

o)'ioe3 moved up to an average of over eight dollars a thousand 

board feet. Since there is so much inferior wool being 

arr j#tel at less than the average figure, an occasional case 

of the hi Ji quality timber lot must appear, such as the 

thirty-six dollar per thousand stumpage price paid by the 

?eo'c bunt' er Company^ to the '/lestf laid aterehed7 Town Forest 

in Granville in 19!~*9« 

’tumpage prices as well as timber prices, shown in 

FIGURE 29, may vary from month to month and differ in regard 

to the availability of the timber stand, the ease of logging, 

the percentage of good crop trees, road conditions, nearness 

to the mill, and other factors. Since it costs more to out 

and transport logs from scattered points in a woodlot, a buyer 

of stumpage cannot afford to pay as high a stumpage price, in 

a single instance, if he is required to out with conservative 

selectivity and be alert for the protection of reproduction. 

Thus there are seen to be many balancing and counter-balancing 

facto to weigh. The price of stumpage tends to vary inversely 

with the cost of bringing the wood product from the tree to 

1. Information obtained by interview with Assistant Super¬ 
intendent Angell of Westfield Water Department, Oat. 1951. 
during a tour of the Forest. 



Price Index Year 

Source: U.S.D.A. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
Survey of Current Business Supplements 
1940 and 1947. 
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the processing plant. That these costs vary widely is shown 

in TABLE VII. 

Stumpage values for saw timber and pulpwood have risen 

still further in the past ten years to an all-time high. A 

year before Mr. Coolldge made his survey of the Russell Toots 

Forest, northern hardwoods as peeled pulp were given a ceiling 

price F.O.B. the railroad freight oar of sixteen dollars per 

cord. The ruling in effect at the time of writing is six 
, . 1 

dollars and seventy-five cents above that 1944 restriction, 

as indicated in TABLE VIII. Pulpwood celling prices may have 

little bearing on what a given owner can get for his stumpage. 

Increased costs of labor, taxation, transportation and insur¬ 

ance often cause the potential six—dollar increase in pulp 

price to be exhausted before it has raised stumpage values. 

The higher the prevailing wage, the lower must the stumpage 

price tend to be. In New Hampshire in October 1950 hardwood 

stumpage prices per cord varied, from seventy-five cents to 
1 

three dollars. Since wages are as high or higher in Russell 

as they are in New Hampshire the stumpage value of the hard¬ 

wood pulpwood in the Russell Town Forest is not at present 

over three dollars per cord and is probably less. 

The softwood plantation program appeared to Mr. Coolldge 

to be ultimately profitable for the town provided the market- 

1. Forest Market Resort. 1951. Extension Bulletlon 96. Nov. 
1950. University of New Hampshire, Durham, p. 8. 



TABLE VII. 

RANGE OF OPERATING COSTS IN LOGGING IN MM r&mpshibe# 
OCTOBER, 1950. 

Type of Product 
Operation 

Felling and 
Bucking 

larding Trucking 

Savings Dollars per thousand board feet 

Softwood 5-11 s * 15 \
j4

 1 H
* 

O
 

Hardwood 6-12 9-1? 5-15 

Eulpwood ■ Dollars per cord 

Softwood 5 * a 2 - 5 3-5 

Hardwood 6-9 2.50 - 6 3-7 

Source; Foreat Market Report, 1951* Extension Bulletin 96, 
November 1950, Extension Service In Agriculture and 
Home Economics, University of New Hampshire and 
state Forestry and Recreation Commission cooperat¬ 
ing, p. 10. 

Note; Custom saving is 99.00 * 115,00 per thousand softwood 
and about |2.00 - 15,00 more per thousand for hard¬ 
wood. 



TABLE VIII. 

PULPWOOD CEILING PRICES EFFECTIVE JUNE 22. 19511 AND CHANGE 
FROM MAXIMUM PHICES UNDER OFFICE OF PRICE ADMINISTRATION * 

MARCH 25, 19^- EOF. MASSACHUSETTS WEST OF THE CONNECTICUT RIVER 

Type 
Pulpwood 

y>Q»B» R.R, Gar 

1951 

Dollars per cord 

Roadside 
Increase 

since 1944 
195^ Increase 

since 1944 

Spruce and 
Balsam fir 

peeled 
rough 

Bea&ook 

peeled 
rough 

Poplar 

peeled 
rough 

Northern 
Hardihoods 

peeled 
rough 

26.75 
21.75 

6.75 
4.75 

20.75 
16.25 

4.00 
2.75 

19.75 
15.75 

4.50 
2.50 

22.75 
17.75 

6.75 
4.25 

23.50 6.50 
is.00 4.50 

17.50 3.50 
12.50 I.50 

> 

16.50 3.25 
12.00 1.25 

19.00 5.00 
13.50 2.50 

Office of Price Stabilization E* M* Pulpwood 
Ceiling Price Regulation J3, June 22$ 1951* 

2* U* S. Office of Price Administration R. M. P, R, 36I 
Maximum Polpvood Prices, March 25, 1944* 



ing is managed well when the trees are more mature. Forty to 

fifty years must pass before this maturity is attained, and 

during this time reliable supervieion should be given annual¬ 

ly to prevent serious fires and insect damage. 

In 19**5 It was not known that a full-time forester would 

be employed on the Bussell Forest. In his effort to make a 

workable plan that could be financed within the limits of the 

annual growth budget of the forest, Mr. Coolidge did not 

oaloulate the value to the water supply system of the town of 

having a responsible agent looking after the management of 
* 

the 3,000 acre property. Working within these limitations, 

Coolidge suggested alternative management planet 

1. An annual cut of about seventy-five thousand board 

feet. This should supply approximately six hundred 

dollars, enough to pay two or three hundred dollars 

for supervision and leave some cash to help defray 

other costs of the watershed such as tax payments to 

Bland ford and Huntington. 

2. An alternative plan given was to have a reliable 

contractor under the supervision of a trained forester 

make an immediate out of two or three hundred thousand 

f.b.m. of the "mature” classes, and espect to repeat 

this cutting pattern about every five years. 



l4l 

growth Rate of Types 

Judging from statistical data gathered over thirty years, 

Professor Ralph C. Hawley has made tables of expected growth 

1 
la a well-managed forest* He found that the Mew Haven, 

Connecticut Water Co. forests of mixed hardwood stands com¬ 

posed principally of oak, will likely produce 200 feet board 

measure per acre per year. Hemlock will produce about 350 

board feet per aore per year, while plantation white pine and 

red pine fully stocked will produce 600 and 500 board feet 

per acre per year respectively* 

Using the conservative figure of 200 board feet per acre 

per year for the Bussell Town Forest, since soil and climate 

may not be as favorable as those on the Mew Haven Co, water¬ 

sheds, a sample calculation brings an interesting result* The 

total 3000 acre Bussell property should In the long run, under 

good protection and harvesting methods, grow about 600,000 

board feet per year. Mr. Coolidge did not indicate when he 

believed the forest would reach maximum productive efficiency, 

but the fact that there were open areas and thinly stocked 

areas In all parts of the forest indicates that it will take 

fifty to seventy-five years. 

i* Hawley, E* C. 1946. ® Evaluation of Betufcns from Forest 
Lands,* Amer. Water Works Assoc. Journal ISt1105-1110. 
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Results Qf„a,kn:’ Term Management Plan In Massachusetts 

4 atu&y^ was made by Ernest Gould at the Harvard Forest 

of projected ninety year management plana on a 2,000 acre 

forest area In Petersham, Massachusetts. Budgets were pre¬ 

pared Including physical and financial inputs and outputs in 

plans of operating an area whose timber value and productivity 

at the start were roughly comparable to those of the Bussell 

Town Forest in 1945* Gould’s forest tract ted about 1060 

cubic feet mature and growing trees per acre, while the 

ussell Town Forest had 625* A higher proportion of natural, 

white pine and hemlock, and a larger area of sandy soil than 

occurs In the Bussell Town Forest were real differences that 

would alter comparative results, but there seemed to be 

enough similarity to make an anology worthwhile. Until the 

Gould study was made little budgetary information was avail¬ 

able for as long a period as ninety years* 

Assuming a aawlog price Increasing at the end of ©very 

thirty year period of the ninety year plan until the price 

is reached equal to one and a half times the 1942-1944 price, 

and assuming a limited market for the cordwood and pulpwood, 

Goula devised a budget. He found that with good management, 

& two man crew with a power chain saw, a cut off saw, a light 

1* Gould, Ernest. 1950. Economic Problems of Managing 
Small Woodland Holdings in Mew England. Ph.D. Thesis. 
Harvard Unlv., Cambridge, Mass. p. 217-232. 
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truck, am various woodsmen's tools, the budget would have a 

net Income of ,,600,560.00 by the end of toe ninety year period. 

These flguree were based on no capital cost of the 2000 acre 

woodland at the start, accumulated deficits costing tore© per 

cent Interest, labor at a constant one dollar per hour, and 

taxes remaining constant at forty-six cents per acre per year. 

It 1b notable that in this budget a net deficit was registered 
v 

at the end of every decade until the fifth, at which time 

operations showed a ten year net profit of over .134,000.00. 

Some of the conditions outlined above fit fairly closely 

the pattern la the huesell Town Forest today. On that basis 

accumulated profits should be in the general neighborhood of 

:600,000.00" remembering, however, that no original costs of 

the land were included. In calculating toe budget, no aeoount 

was taken of intangible values, pleasure, recreation, water 

protection, or education, and factors such as these make up 

a very important part of current evaluation of the i ussell 

Town Forest program year by year. 
„ 1 
To arrive at his findings, Gould set up several alternate 

management plans of varying intensities and for varying market 

j • 

1 —....--------I . 

Estimate reflects two factors bringing proportionately 
lower returns to Russell: a) less'softwood in forest 
cover, and b) restricted cutting near watershed bodies. 

l* Cf. TABLE IX and FIGURE 30 for details on Gould's Budget 
Plans # 
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conditions* Physical Inputs and outputs are tabulated for 

each rn n< cement plan, for example, assuming for plan number 

one, two, and three, and four, that there Is a rising lumber 

price and & limited market for oordweod, each plan resulted 

in & different residual stand of timber* 

Budget plan number four, being the least intensive method, 

involved ole&r cutting and hl$i grading*’ with no forest 

management plan* Under this plan (fauId estimated there would 

be a net increment at the end of a ninety year period in the 

residual stand, of only 161 cubic feet compared to 932 cubic 

feet of net increment in plan number three* Mao a marked 

superiority of the quality of the residual stands shows the 

a vantages of plan number three*. Plan number three followed 

good cutting practices, using a forest management plan so as 

to encourage good reproduction, but undertook no thinning, 

salvage or weeding operations* TABUS XX indicates the 

efficiency of plan three compared to plans four and two in 

growing wood* The most intensive forestry practice was called 

for in Budget plan number two, Involving wood salvage, road 

building, releasing, and weeding operations* This method 

differed notably from the other two plans in that about JOJf 

more board feet of timber and 50$ more cordwood were harvested 

X* "High grading" means a consistent cutting policy of 
taking the best formed trees of the most valuable species 
and leaving other types to the detriment of the stand* 
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on the average each year, while the average number of man 

days spent per acre Increased about 40$. The increeed sta¬ 

bility of earnings ana. net returns for plan two is shown in 
■ *• *~v 

Fill! E JO| where net cash Income by decades is compared among 

the three management plans* 

The intensive method, of development in Gould1 & study 

is shown to be a feasible way of utilising labor in what 

amounts to self-liquidating forest operations., The Bussell 

Town Forest T'rogrm is a combination of the intensive silvi¬ 

culture type of plan in Gould’s number two budget, and of 

his enlightened cutting; program in budget number three, since 
$ X ' 

a good forest management plan is being followed, some road 

building and improvement is going on all the time, and really 

Intensive forestry may begin at any time when there is sub¬ 

stantial unemployment in Bussell. 

Current Costs of the Town Forestry Program 
> ‘ '' """ ' '• ; •' : = - ■' * ’ '■ • ^ *. ' ' / ’• : •: 

The costs of the current Town Forestry Program will vary 

to some extent with the costs of such items as the Forester’s 

salary, and Insect control, but a pattern has been established 

wherein the expenses are about $4000*00 a year not including 

watershed taxes. The biggest single item on the budget is 

the Town Forester’s salary which is about 3000.00. APPENDIX 

IV-C, EXPENSE OF TOWN F0BEST, shows that $600.00 is listed as 

a separate item for gypsy moth control, but actually it is a 



Dollars Years 

FIGURE JO 

AVERAGE ANNUAL NET CASH INCOME BY DECADES AND FOR 90 
YEAR PERIODS UNDER THREE ALTERNATIVE MANAGEMENT 

PLANS 

Source! Gould, Ernest. Op. Cit. TABUS IX p. 22 

Notei Real Property Taxes of $874.00 are included 
as an annual expense and 3# Interest is 
compounded on deficits. 
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part of the annual salary of the Town Forester. Obtaining 

Indian back pump© and the purchase of a power chain saw has 
, *■. . . t t • i • ' 

been part of the annual equipment or unspecified cost items, 

which were §175*00 in 1951. 

ftprk heservolr for the Unemployed In Bust-ell 

the cycles of business activity that have in the past 
w * * : » . 

; ' v' • •• ' * ; f ‘ • . t ; ;• . 

eighty years affected the Town of Hus sell do not resemble the 
•' ' v « ’ ■ i. \ ' *i ■ _ 1 ? , \ ; ; • • 

annual seasons of relative inactivity that characterize most i.. , • *. T . 

farming operations. Nevertheless, the principle Is the same 

in regal’d to the wort: in available forest land. The farmer 
. ‘ * *U . i 5 ! ' \ . ' . i ■, . '■ • . 1 ' 

' I ?" t • • . I •»?. t » „ / i / ' ' * X i - ' * •' ' . ■ • . » -T I \ 

can operate his woodlot during the slack months in the year 

harvesting material for fences, building a, fuel and pulpwood. 

Similarly the Town of tussell, when a number of her able- 

bodied employable inhabitants are without work, can put them 
: . ■ i . _ • • : ? ' v .* «•' *' : ' ; , • • v •. t ^. 

to good us© in her forest. 

During the business depression of the 1930*8, like many 

municipalities such as Pittsfield, north Adams, Fitchburg, 

and Westfield, Bussell utilised her unemployed workers to 

some extent in the Town forest cutting firewood for welfare 

needs. Unemployed men helped plant the regular annual quota 

of seedling conifers in the town Forest plantation. 

Mr, Elmer Foster, the Town Forester, has prepared a 

forest management plan*1 that would productively absorb one 

1. Letter from Elmer Foster to J. Pullman, March 9, 1951* 
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hundred men for 3600 man days* The plan le ready to go Into 

operation within a week of the development of the need, and 

would be to a considerable extent self-llQuidatlng In that 

the pulpwood, fuelwood, posts or saw logs sold would bring 

some cash income to the forestry operation. The Forest would 

also gain In value through the Improvement In the growing 

stock by weeding, thinning and releasing. The work Is laid 

out in preparation of detailed assignment ot the labor. 

Equipment, location, type and amount of labor have been 

listed, and progress maps of locations are available current¬ 

ly, The work program projected at present for the unemployed 

would includes road building} clearing and improvement! 

trail clearing# water hole development! plantation thinning., 

and releasing} and silvicultural hardwood salvage* 

The device of the Town Forestry Committee, appointed by 

the Town Board of Selectmen, has been treated elsewhere in 

this report as to its administrative functions* But the 

direct and indirect effect of this body on the education for 

wise re scarce use of the people in the smell region has had 

a great potential* No objective methods of measuring this 

educational effect are available but the studies, plans, and 

publications which the Bussell Town Forestry Committee have 

brought about can be mentioned. 

To begin with, the example set by a democratically 



selected committee representing different elements In the 

population working with a specialist in forest land manage¬ 

ment is educational from the standpoint of constructive 

community organization In action, fhe multiple exchange of 

information and ideas has resulted in a widening, circle of 

interests and efforts, carrying over into the economic and 

social relationships of people in the region of Bussell. 

The Town Forestry Committee through the Town Forester 

has been accumulating statistics on the food, habitat and 

occurrence of wildlife and fish In the whole town of Hus sell 

and has drawn up for further exploration a list of proposals 

involving attempt© to remove factory waste from the Most- 

field Elver during low water stages, and to maintain steady 

year round flow of the Westfield River by regulating the 

flood gates at Knightsvilie Pam, above Bussell In Huntington. 

Other proposals look toward equalizing the flow from the 

Cobble Mountain System (which would Improve trout fishing), 

cleaning of other trout streams, improved land use to en¬ 

courage wildlife by providing natural food and shelter. Thus 

a dynamic public agency In a community is seen to spread Its 

influence not merely over the territorial limit® of the Town 

Forest, but to lead regional thinking toward long-term land- 

use planning. 
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CHAPTER XII 

RECREATION IS THE VICINITY OF RUSSELL 
* * r *’ 

i 1 ♦ 

The Green Mountain Highlands and the Berkshire Hills have 

been enjoyed by summer resport people since before the auto¬ 

mobile challenged the horse. Today forests, parks, and highways 

are coming under increasingly heavy recreational use* Bussell 
• . '• .1 i» 

>- • t , 

Is certrally located for a number of desirable public recreation 

areas. By automobile or bicycle or on foot Russell residents 

o&n reach many interesting places that offer a wide variety of 

experiences. FIGURE 31 shows there are twenty-two public 

forests or points of interest within twenty miles of Russell. 

In the Chester-Blan&for& State Forest near Russell, for example, 

there is fishing, hunting^ hiking, picnicking facilities, and 

excellent scenic views, while within about fifty miles of 

Bussell are bird and animal sanctuaries and numerous other 
1 

publicly maintained recreational land units. Camping, boating, 

swimming, and many more opportunities have been made available 

on these lands for all visitors* 

Reorettlcm In NugflftU 
, * 

Russell has long shown an awareness for the need of a 

recreational program by appropriating funds for playgrounds, 

of. Appendix TABLE for a list of available uses of public 
recreational areas within fifty miles of Russell. 
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FIGURE 31- 

PUBLIC FORESTS AND POINTS OF INTEREST WITHIN A TEN AND 
TWENTY MILE RADIUS OF RUSSELL, MASSACHUSETTS. 

Source: Mass. 
Conn. 

Official Route Map.1950 - 1951. 
State Highway Tourist Map. 1950. 
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parks, and good equipment. Leadership has been supplied on a 

volunteer basis in winter, supplemented in summer by paid workers. 

Although the town is located in a picturesque river valley with 

ample space to move around in, and in spite of the wealth of the 

natural beauties and outdoor activities available, some 

organised recreation is desirable. The three most thickly 

settled areas in Hassell combine the somewhat congested 

qualities of city diallings with the isolation of country homes 

in that thejr nr* dependent for high schools, banking, most 

merchandising and hospitals on other communities* For most 

commercial recreation the inhabitants of Hue sell turn to 

testfield or Springfield and In this sense they are suburban, 

but for local recreation the town presents a rural problem. 

As George Butler^ pointed out, the rural child does not lack 

sat' rials and resources for play, but he needs leadership to 

help him capitalize on his resources. Many parents are 

unfortunately unable or unwilling to provide such leadership so 

thrre is a need in rural as well as city areas for good, play 

leadership. In Bussell this guidance is provided by the churches, 

a h~K Club, and a Brownie Scout Group, three Boy Scout Groups, 

5oys and Girls Clubs and the official town recreation program. 

Expenditures for recreation have been a regular feature of 

-Uftgell finance since early in the decade of the 20fs when $400.00- 

l- Butler, George, 19**9. Introduction to Community Recreation. 
PP. 87-89. 
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§800,00 wa« allocated, for the seven years 1944^1950 over 

$18,000,00 was spent for recreation, Including capital outlays 

as well as current expenses. 

In addition to the school in Woronoco and the one In 

Bussell Village, used for recreation to a small extent, the 

x0vn of Bussell has two community buildings callable for club 

meetings, dances, and such organisations as the Boys Scouts, 

In ^or once co the Community Club has sports, game rooms, and 

hobby shops equipped with excellent carpenter and mechanics tools, 

and the building Is heavily used since it is in the heart of the 

thickly settled region near the Strathmore P&p^r Plant Just east 

of the Westfield Biver, Wholesome indoor activities for 

restless children was rather scarce in Woronoco so the community 

building facilities fill a great need, The Town Hall has a library 

and hall which are available for appropriate use by individuals 

or groups, and a recreation room in the basement includes 

Whines and equipment for craft work. This basement room is 

*he center for winter recreational activities. 

Horseshoe courts and tennis courts are popular with both 

children and adults of Woronoco, During the summer playground 

9u crvision is provided the Juniors who have opportunity for 

dimming, group snorts, and handicrafts. The problem of 

transporting children to the crowded beach at Bussell Pond1 

Ahnual Beport, 1949. Town of Bussell, 
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led to a movement either to restrict the Town-owned fceaoh 

frontage to town residents, or to prftvlde swimming pools to 

eaoh of the two major neighborhoods in the Town. It was 

suggested that brook, spring, or filtered water could be used 

for the cools so as not to overta* the drinking water supply. 
* • ' ’ * ■ - . • 

Rian* for a park -were drawn up for Bussell Village fey 

rlmer Foster and Donald Darrell cooperating, which included a 

swimming pool couth of Bradley Brook opposite the end of 

Elandford Stage Road in the Village Center. A* yet then© plans 

have not been carried out, but they were designed to bring much 

new beauty and enrichment to community and to family life. 

Bicycle paths, picnic grounds, wading pools, ana decorative 

Plantings are some of the other advantages the park would 

afford along with baseball and football fields with bleachers. 

Already there are two playground and athletic sports areas 

in useful service near Woroxiooo down the Westfield ^Iver from 

Burnell Village, namely, Tekoa Park and Strathmore Park. By 

location these areas are not easily accessible for citizens 

of ?tt*sell Village and Orescent Mills, so a practical plan 

nas been worked out by Elmer Foster, the Town Forester, wherein 

land now in neglected woods lying between the Bussell Reservoir 

and Route 20 would be converted into a wooded natural park. 

land bordering Bradley Brook, Black Brook, and Headland 

B"ook is largely in some stage of forest cover. There are 

several dwellings in the area included within the general boundaries 
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of the park| but apparently the private houses would not be 

disturbed by creation of the park* Land use by rivate owners 

within the district of the proposed park would be restricted 

and the town would take title to most of the land Indicated 

in the proposed Huase.il Villag# rk areas found in Fiat) E 32, 

EXI TXMG AND P 0. OSED PARK AREAS, fOWN OF BUSSELL, 14ASSAOH03rW8^ 

The plan involves land leading through the woods along B1 ck Brook 

for about three-quarters of a mile from whore the brook crosses 

Route 20 in Bussell Village, to the dmm of the Bussell watt r 

supply reservoir in the Town Forest* 

Ihe route along Black Brook is not only an invitation to 

potentially good fishing but to Interesting exploration and 

study, since it is liberally supplied with exposed rock 

formations, stream-cut erosion patterns, and historic old moss 

covered roads such as Stony Sutter Hoad# Hemlocks predominate 

the narrow glen through which the brook flows on its fact course 

from 600 foot level down to 350 foot elevation* Since this 250 

i00t drop occurs within three quarters of a mile, it means the 

stream is tumbling down an average of six vertiole feet for 

*y*ry hundred feet horizontally* One particularly interesting 

along this stream In the proposed park is where some 

reBl^tant rock, studded with quartz intrusions form a spillway 

In a deep narrow glen* 

-he Buscell Pond, a 60 aere body of water west of Woronoco 

tne ^own of Bussell has attracted summer dwellings, boating 

9 
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and ewlaal ng eatab-iahmente, Variously known as koronoke Lake, 

Kaf ?&rd Bond, ana Bussell Pond1 the pond in cafe for wlmirtg, 

find for this reason Bus soil oitl&ens saw fit to acquire come shorn 

frontare for the townspeople who have no other safe swimming 

facility* 3*hn land rising behind the be a oh wan to be acquired 

for picnicking, bathhouse*, and general recreation use* 
j. *■ 

Hunting and fishing are popular with the inhabitant* of 

Fuatell, and the nearby supply of such fame m&kte their 

ursult worthwhile. In 19BB for exenple, 96 fishing licensee 

80 hunting licensee, and 52 combination sportsmen*& licensee 

were sold to adult ©ale residents of the State by the Butsell 

A°wn Clark. Moat of the licensee were to local people who were 

fanlller with the privilege* allowed hunters and fish--men 

in the Bussell Town Format, A reasonably good supply of fox, 
* ., 

00 n, d*' r, • '.nrtrlflf#, woodooofe, and rab; tt in r>re*«nt in this 

-axe territory. According to Riser *‘oet*rA the resident 

and non-resident hunting pressure Is extremely heavyt and some 

remedial stere may have to be taken if the trend continues. 

?he r ussell Beagle Club with 120 m*mbcre, worke for the huabrnd- 

ln£ and replenishment of the rabbits which are their articular 
\ * 

iatareat* The State Conservation Deportment In cooperating in 

& r"'° 'Tn® of repeated plantings of enow shoe rabbit a in the 

,J**a en ex -rrinsrnt to sec if that breed can become locally 

••tabu *hed* 

*• Fo<!t«r, ~im r, 1948. 
8. 1?. Statural Baeouroas of Bussell, Hess. 
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As part of a town wide effort1 at improving fishing 

conditions, it was roposed in 1946 that the Ru 1 sell reservoir 

be stocked with trout for later release into Black Break below 

the reservoir dam. Trout fishing is poor in all streams in 

town including th6 Westfield PIvor, A combination of factors? 

tend to keen fish populations at a low level, boosted only 

tera warily by the State stocking operations* The townspeople 

w^re advised that realistic efforts at stream flow correction, 

and a scientific stocking program would ay bit dividends in 

the form of better fishing* 

Since the position of Town forester was filled In 19A?9 

about twenty-five of the Boy Scouts of troops In %aaell 

Village and Woronoco have used the Town forest for limited 

programs in forestry and camping. Scouts planted several 

thousands of seedling conifers in open plaflfe&tions and to fill 

in plaece wher* previous plantings had failed. Under a 
’ ’ • 

cooperative arrangement they had the privilege of cutting 

Christmas trees in the older spruce plantations for sale to 

lao l people who had ordered trees. Of the proceeds of the 

8aief Town of Russell received sixty cents a tree. These 

s&nm scouts have utilized the small logs resulting from a 

‘binning operation in a pine plantation to build a shelter off 

t&e water shea in the northwest corner of the Town Forest, To 

p. 14, 
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the present time few visits and little activity have 

characterized the locality of which the Scouts have been given 

the use. Inaccessibility from Bussell and competition of other 

troop activities for available troop leaders time are given as 

the chief reason for the lack of use of the Scouts1 Town Forest 

area* 

Except for the Boy Scout propram the Town Forest of 

Russell serves as a direct recreational resource only as 

hunting or fishing grounds for Individual sportsmen. As a 

source of food and natural shelter for game, the Hassell Town 

Rarest makes a contribution to the hunters and lovers of wildlife. 
* ■ • 

The only prohibition against hunting other than the State 

regulations are that no hunter is to approach within half a mile 

of the reservoir. The Town Forester keeps a tally of the game 

ana vermin he sees on the Forest for purposes of policy-making 

in the future* 

Slim&JL 

In reviewing the current recreational situation in Bussell, 

it has been found that:*** 

1# The children of the three communities. Orescent Mills, 

Bussell Village, and feoronoco have good facilities 

and leadership for playground and indoor recreation. 
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2, Adults and children, especially in orcnooo, have 

more or less available facilities for summer and 

winter sports, basketball, and baseball. 

3. Supervision is by volunteers in the winter, but paid 

leaders are on duty, especially with the children in 

the summer, 

4* Unorganized outdoor recreation consists largely of 

hunting and fishing. 

5* ^h© supply of trout is poor and the moderate sized 

upland game population is under very heavy hunting 

pres are from residents and non-residents, 

6* Numerous state forests, a park, and a city forest 

park zoo are available within twenty miles for 

recreation and education in natural history. These 

are visited by families and occasional clubs or school 

groups from Bussell, The town is well located both 

to produce and "consume” unspoiled forest and wild land 

recreation. 

?. The accessibility of a large enough safe place for 

adults and children to mwlm is a problem for the 

inhabitants of Hassell Village and Crescent Mills, 

A natural wooded park In being considered for the 

Town of Hassell embracing both banks of Black Brook 

from the Hassell reservoir downstream to Route 20. 
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9. A playground, ballfield, picnicking area la being 

considered as an intensively developed park in 

Russell Village, to equalize the facilities present 

in ^oronoco* 
• * 

10. Organized recreation has not progressed to the point 
« 

whore the woods and wilds around Russell are much 

utilized through hiking or nature interpretation 

programs. 

11. The Roy Scouts have the use of a certain area off the 

watershed in the Town Forest for camping, but little 

use Is made of it. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE EDUCATIONAL PRO3 Ft AH IN RUSSELL 
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Secant .Eatior.nopft], 

The Annual Reports of the Russell Town Forests since 1946 

have oarrled a broad educational message. These reports have 

lnoluded attractive photographs, graphs and succinct basics ' 

principles, oaloulated to make for community pride and Interest 

in the constructive land use program under way in the Town 

Forest. 

The 1946 report, for example, took up four pages of the 

Town Report, two pages of which oarrled photographs. Captions 

under the pictures such as, "A well-marked boundary Is 

essential to good forest management,* -— "Pruning your 

plantations in their early stages will yield a better grade 

commercial product In the years to come,"1 and "Protect your 

for 8t wlth ^ell-maintained fire roads and trails." On one of 

the Dt'aB,r two pages the Town Forester Inserted a mao of the 

town for*Bt with the cover-type described, and on the other a 

Ust of wor* he accomplished In his duties and a graph showing 

the man-hours devoted to seven Glasses of functions. It is 

Interesting to note that nine hundred eighty hours were devoted 

** resell Town Report, 1946, p, 48, 



to the general heading of 11 surveyH out of a total of eighteen 

hundred and forty hour®1 work. It indicate® the? & rlouaneea 

with which good forestry management principles were undertaken 

at this time, boundaries were clarified and marked, detailed 

maps of the area were prepared. Forest management, field 

studies and plans were made, and historical records were 

brought up to date. 

Thus during the year 1946 the primary principle of making 

accurate map®, inventory and management plans was well carried 

out and described to the texp&y rs of the town. Hot only good 
X ■ - - ' . . - 

technique® for wood production, but education in wise land 

administration has marked the reports of the Town For* a ter, in 

arena such as forest-fire prevention, wildlife management 
. \ 

research, fir©-prevention, soil and water conservation. 

In 1946 field trips vrre conducted through the forest to 

show and explain to five different Scout grou e and three other 

groups what the forest consisted of and what the program was* 

A regular mutual benefit plan has been worked out with 

the loy Scout Troop from Russell Village win reby the Scouts 

have been lanting seedling on the Town Forest under the 

guidance of the Town Forester, Mr. Ilmer Foster, In return 

the troop members take a harvest of young a--race trees suitable 

AOr sale as Christ® s trees. Only such trees are out as is 

consonant with good silviculture,! techniques, and the number 
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out is calculated not to supply any more than the local 

m^ket demand®* 1'he town receives a email payment for each 

tree. 

In 1947 the Hampden bounty ^oy Scouts were given a 

demonstration of forest principles and practices, as were 
• V 

other int^ested groups, important among them the Vocational 

Agriculture students from the Westfield High School* 

In 194-0 the 1’own forestry Committee broadened the scope 

of the Town Forester1 a * rvice and educational work. He was 
' % 

authorised to "advice and assist any citizen of the Town in 
i , V ' « - ^ h 

otie,-?l *--t»0blc®8 of fo'-estry*,1 and this function has bsen 

actively pursued, r'adh year several townspeople have had 
j - ■ 

on-the-grot advice concerning the ea e of their woodlote* 
1 . - - ■ •• ti. 

/■t the ore sent time the Bussell Town Forester is permitted to 

answer requests for investigations and advice on the community 

forests of towns other than Hassell, Ke^e is a clear indication 

of ho- firmly the to' n voters and the Town Forestry Committee 

'*1* eve in the importance of spreading inform- tion about wise 

woodland management. It is odiously appreciated that the 

cumulative interest in and enlightenment alout woodland 
S - ' • 

^nagr*ment throu hout the region is of great iaror ance* Hot 

only In regard to such protective measures as insect and fire 

control, but in the area of cooperative marketing, it is 

or*lant to have timber land owners work toward the same ends, 

Beyond the limits of advicing various people about woodland 

Town Report, 1948, p, $2* 
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management, Foster, the ^uesell ^own * oreater, ie striving 

to promote thinking and stuay on a regional basis. One line 

hie efforts h ve been following, for example, is to explore 

the need and potentialities of creating a* Westfield River 

Valiey Cons rvanay District fashioned somewhat after the 
1 

Muskingum project In Ohio, 

Onn^rmtlsm FduQ.at.loq 

The Town Forestry Committee and the Town Forester, klaer 

Foster, together with Dana Webber, superintendent of schools, 
- $ 

helped install a five week cone rvatioa course in the social 

science courses taught at the %seell schools in 1949. At the 

end of the conservation teaching course, the male students 

twelve years old or older in grade school or secondary schools 

compete in an essay contest on the subject of conservation. 

The two winners are given the opportunity of attending the 

c _ 
onservation Gamp in tireat Barrington, Massachusetts during the 

summer. The operation of this plan has met wide and inthusiaatio 
* 

eupoort from the students* 

During the first summer of the program, in 1950, members 

of forestry Committee themselves contributed the cost of 

ending the winners to camp* 

Kr* Foster, the Town Forester, indicated he hopes to see 

1. *’or details on Muskingum Watershed Conservancy District, 
drowning, Bryce, 1949**The Muskingum Story," Journal of Soil 
and lot op _ Conservation* it: 13-20. Also Frank, B rnard and 
Anthony Net boy 1950, .People. 19S-200. 
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the school conservation teaching course further enriched by 

field trips to locations where the processes of man and nature 

c n be seen first hand, for example, In the *own Forest. 

MgsUi.jp. 9.1 

At the present time the Bussell School system operates 

two grade schools, the Woronooo school and the Russell Tillage 

school, kindergarten through eighth grade, and pays tuition for 

those students from Russell who are attending either Huntington 

or Westfield High School* Reflecting the lowered birth rate 

during the thirties, the enrollment of all students dropped from 

201 in 1944 to 1?3 in 1949*^ Of these the number attending 
f • 

High School ranged from fifty to sixty* 

The school committee h a been energetic and cooperative 

with the superintendent in developing more efficient methods 

of learning, such as the greatly increased use of audio* 

visual aids material. Here realistic teaching has accompanied 

the adoption of the eo-called unit plan in the gra..de schools. 

Through this device the grade school subjects are taught in the 

ole-ss room, around samples or segments of life experiences such 

afl Hllfe on the farm11 or *How clothing is made'1* One interesting 

n'"07ram of s'udy has been centered around a six week unit on 

i# Annual Reports, To™ of ^ussell. 1944, 1949. 
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conservation in the upper two grade® of both schools. 

The conservation education program in the schools, 

strongly influ need Mr. Dana Webber, su>erlntendent of schools, 

and by the Town forest Committee, was stimulated by advice and 

materials contributed by the Town Forester* The Town Forestry 

Committee has eat fell shed the policy of awarding a prise for the 

winner of a school essay contest. For the boys the prise is a 

summer stay at Conservation Gamp, operated jointly by the State 

Department of Conservation and sportsmen and conservation 

groups in the Stats, Mr, Foster, the Town Forester is one of 

the judges of tills essay contest. He indicated that very 

creditable work has been done and that there has been aroused 

a real Interest in conservation, Girl students, who are not 

eligible for the Conservation Camp, are awarded other prises 

tor superior essays. 

The next logical step in promoting life adjustment and 

effective school work is to bring the students out of the 

class room into the community and the surrounding woodlands 

&t appropriate times. There the learning process can be 

stimulated by using plants, earth, animals in actual situations. 

*'r* Webber hopes to develop a pro ram of teaching which will 

Qean mor® field trip® and outdoor education* He realises the 

Vealt4 ot learning m teriale there is in the woods and streams 

r,TV>und the town* 
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However, the change oaunot be 310.de in a year. He 

cautioned that not only ©net teachers become convinced of the 

worth of the method but they must be equipped to handle a more 

demanding roi.c* *■ ‘ rents may also be difficult to persuade of 

the value of using the out of doors m a classroom* One of the 

teachers at the wor none school Indicated in a conversation that 

learned that the children ware learning a great deal about birds 

rna nature even within the school yard grounds. Trips outside 

the school yard with the children did not appear necessary or 

practical to this experienced teacher, 

Jie students attending High School in Huntington and 

Westfield are somewhat limited In their ability to engage in V 

a/trr*> school activities such as varsity team play or Biology 

'lao* Hr* H^h Haskins,1 Principal of the Westfield High School 

SGid that one of the reasons that more use Is not made of the 

•'i^xd trio device in hie school was that the students who have 

to travel fro© long distances by school bus, for example, those 

oss *ollani , Massachusetts have to le-nve promptly at the close 

°f nor*mal sessions* Mr* Haskins suggested that outdoor 

education fitted in well wit; the Vocational Agriculture course, 

but the Innumerable scheduling conflicts that would arise by 

>r7ing to b-ing the regular academic course clashes out of the 

®Qh°..)i building for course work made this process Impossible, 

}- interview, 1950, Westfield High School, 
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The school as a whole had participated In a tour of the Town 

of Westfield1s places of Industry and trades in 1950, and 

this program will be repeated periodically. According to Mr. 

Haskins the Massachusetts Department of Education imposes no 

controls over activities such a® field work or school work 

projects provided the students are checked in at the school 

for the requisite number of days In the school year, 

Arthur frallied, Vocational Agriculture teacher at the 

Westfield High School mentioned in a conversation that his 

students regularly were brought out to such projects as 

orchards, woodlots, country farm or t©rawing operations to 

acquaint them by seeing and doing actual farm operations. 

During the stormy and winter weather background study work is 

done In the school building, but field work is considered a 

vital part of the program. 

No forest land is owned by the Westfield Hi h school, 

so for demonstration forestry Mr, Frellioh takes his classes 

to such places as the Hussell Town Forest, Mr, Foster took 

tais group on a tour of the ^assail Forest in 194?, Then the 

°ut of doors is used as a class room by the eight or ten student 

enrolled in the Vocational Agriculture course. The other 

00rbs of students enrolled In the Westfield High School among 

t4e® the youth of Russell, Blendford, and Montgomery, do 

not kave the outdoor laboratory experience or the exp rlence 

> 
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in saving community problems. 

Summary 

1. Bussell operates two grade schools - one in Woronoco, 

the other In ^ussell, with a total enrollment of about 

140 students. 

2.. Bussell pays tuition for those of her students who 

wish to attend High School In elth r Huntington or 

Westfield. 

3* Audio-visual aids are being used extensively, hot 

lunches are served, and playground supervision is 
\ , 

provided. 

4. Conservation is taught as part of an Important unit 

in the itper grades, all done in the classroom. 

5. The ?owXk Forestry Committee has been active In 

furthering conservation education in the schools, 

off rs a prize for superior essays on the subject. 

6. Actual outdoor education is still to be developed. 
• * -I 

There Is no actual use of the Town *crest as outdoor 

classes In grammar schools as yet, but the su erln~ 

tondent is working to ards this osslbllity. 
■> - • -• "\ 

?. Westfield High School where the majority of Russell 

secondary school students go, has no outdoor education 

rro 'ram, other than physical education. Her 
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* CHAPIN'S. XIV 

SUMMARY * PART I 

Community Foregt.a, lA *W32l 

1. Community forests have long been a successful tradition In 

taany European countries, especially Switzerland, Sermany, 

France, and Czechoslovakia. In Europe, due to good intensive 

aanaremont, high demand and price for products, and pro- 
t ? 

portionately cheap labor, the forests h:ve often proven groat 

financial asset® to their owners * Recreation, hunting, i-.n& 

wood gathering are common supplementary uses in Europe1® rural 

wooded region® wh re community forests are moat common* Large 

urban forest® support extremely hsaty rsacreatlon uses* 

2, In the United States particularly in the last seventy-five years 

there has arisen a movement toward conservation of human and 

natural resource®* One of the direct outgrowths of this 

movement has been the acquisition of public and private 

bodies on all levels of lands to be managed according to sand 

ecological principle®. 

3. Communities have shown that they profit from a careful study 

of their local and regional; resources, ®o that realistic plans 

may help them avoid waste and disorganisation and gain a better 

life. 

W Community forests have been developed In the United States 
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chiefly since 1910, The size, type, origin, and use of these 

forests varies widely and changes with the evolving local 

needs. 

5, The success of a community forest tend to be determined 

by the cultural good health and balance of Its own rs, 

6, Community forests have been created to withdraw roads and 

Inhabited areas from use as residences in order to save on 

thP malritenanoe of roads and transportation of school 

children. 

7, The flexible work program in a community forest lends itself to 

use as a work reservoir for excess labor or seasonal un- 

employment, 

B. The needs of communities vary so widely that it is not possible 

to visualize adequately what the long term plan for a 

community forest will be until that community has made a 

a stf>r plan. Some "Ians place education and recreation 

ahead of erosion control or the production of wood products. 

?he mor,t tinportant faot that has emerged in this connection 

is the necessity of making a well-reasoned land use plan, and 

carrying it out, 

9* exte«8lve est- bllshment of community forests does not 

indicate that State Forest# are not needed. The State areas 

tend to be lar er, and to occupy ground which small, poor 

communities would not be able to manage adequately. The 

Halted financial resources of many rural communities make 

\ 
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It lm os’>lble for then to wait until such time as the 
* * < 

tinter crop beooraes available for a oash return. 

10. Municipal v/at rahed formats are most oomaion In the northeast, 

but several other ublio forest types are represented In 

other areas; the sohool forests are most common in Wisconsin, 

Michigan, and New York; county forests jjrew largely to 
i 

retire aubmargimetl land and the town forest a in which 

Massachusetts was a pioneer are commonest in the New England 

area. 
< 

11. There are two primary typea of ?own *’orest, th t of watershed 

protection, and that of production of wood products. 

12. Multiple use techniques are being increasingly used in the 

community forests* 

13. Watershed forestry is a profitable use of watershed lands 

in forest-growing regions. Intensive forestry is becoming ’ 

more common on these lands* 

l*h 'watershed oana cement is using more flexible devices to make 

efficient use of the land, some of which uses are for nubile 

enjoyment, 

degree of public pressure to use watershed area® for 

recreation tends to determine the use arranged format or 

treatment by sand filtration is the most rella He form relied 

on when waters known to be polluted are to be used for 
i 

domestic water supply. 
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l6# 3eor*atlon In forests and natural wooded parka has 

encre-sed enormously In the last gener tion, and the local 

public forest serves this need for the greatest numbers. 

17. The managed forest, compartmentalized into natural and 

timber-growing area® is an effective device for both 

recreation and profit# 

18* Changing aims and m thods of education have led to the use 

of the community and the woodlands as laboratories and work 

projects for helping students gain knowledge and social 

responsibility# 

19* Local oubllo forests or school forests make excellent 

permanent area® for ecological studies and demonstration 
t 

areas. 

20. School oao'lng has been proven to be a strong aid In the 

learning process and also In the social, development of 

the student both In high school and In grade schools. 
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1. Russell Is a pap r manufacturing town on the Vestfleld 

Rlvrr about fifteen milea west of the metro politan center 

cf Springfield, The population has shown marked stability, 

at about 1250 persona, To the south, and west, and north 

Husaell la surrounded by small towns which like herself are 

ascut 30# in woodland of some sort, and whose populations 

are well below what they were in 1900 or very little above it. 

2. The pap- r companies in town pay approximately $$% of the 

•OR'rty taxes in Russell, and enable the townspeople to have 

a much lower tax rate than would otherwise be the case, 

other factors tend to require less town expenditure per 

capita such as the short highway mileage the town must 

maintain compared with such towns as ^landford and Huntington. 

3. beginning in 1912 and chiefly in the decide of the 1920*s 

Russell acquired land to protect the Black brook Watershed, 

until now she owns 3,000 acres of brushland and woodland, almost 

wholly in the town of -landford, ^his woodland has been 

protected from fire and insects, and thirty open fields wore 

Planted to some 290,000 trees over the years 1923-1938. 

7u1b planting has covered 237 acres. Russell's reservoir 

Is well protected from alltatlon and rapid runoff by the 

watershed forest* 
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The topography in the fiown est rises as high &« 

1400 f6et’ and 13 lar««1y gently eloping plateau, above 

the 900 feet level, but the low point, at the reaervolr, 

l' 600 feet above sea 1***1, while the majority of the 

Inhabitant* live on the valley bottom at the 245 foot 

elevation. Schist bed rook throughout the Forest makes a 

a ary Boll, favorable for timber growth* 

5, -over types in the town forest include all the common 

transition forest types, such as red oak, hemlock, beech, 

hard and soft maple, white ash, black, yellow, white and 

. grey birch, Ironwood, popular, pine and black cherry, white 

and red pine* 

6‘ iUe t0Wn Porf*tI,y Committee, created In 1923 with the «ussell 

forest, plans the pro ram and hires currently & trained 

f°r'StPr whose dutles are Primarily to safeguard the watershed 

rroa fir’®» Insect and disease attack. His work also 

involves marketing forest products, silviculture, education 

of visitors, and services of forest management to Individuals. 

?* ih<? faot that thlB Town forestry Program has a full time 

Forester sets this program apart from most other town forests. 

Watershed considerations on 2500 acres of the fount requires 

the leaving of 75% of the overhead canopy m all operations. 

"aase11 A°wn ^nnost has at present only about 800 acres of 

toe timberland dense enough to op-rate profitably m normal 

Egging operations. 
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10. About 3,000,000 feet of available saw timber of all 

qualities Is present. 

11. Mature timber Is accumulating at about the rate of 

75,000 board feet per year and oordwood at the rate of 

400 cords a year. 
« 

12. Remlook makes up the largest amount of saw timber which 

is merchantable with about 1,500,000 board feet of 

timber growing and mature, while the mature natural 

white pine growth is of a poor quality and pine repro~ 

auction is not competing successfully with the hardwoods. 

IJ, Considerable areas are still open enough to plant* 

14# Bed oak is the dominant merchantable hardwood species 

but in large areas the understocked hardwood stands 

contain the tolerant tree types like gray birch, pin 

cherry, and poplar. Soft maple la present in very large 

supply and measured in cords numbered 5,550 cords. 

15* Providing that there le a market geXMLlquldating im*» 

provernont cutting was recommended by an expert and has 

been shown to be economically sound* 

16. Market© for pulpwood have developed a great deal in the 

past fifteen years and prices for pulp hi ve risen along 

with the lumber so that stumpage values in general are 

near their highest figure® in history. 

As 0 result the time seems near when Bussell will have 
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an active self-liquidating improvement cutting program. 

15. Eventually Russell should be able to harvest an annual 

crop of 200 board feet per acre from those areas which 

are safe to lumber, provided that the Town maintains its 

record of insect control, fire control, and other con¬ 

servations! methods* 

19. The plantation program will not yield the 500 board 

foot average of quality timber that is common in some 

European conifer groves because of ice breakage, in the 

case of red pines. Because of the damage done to the 

white pines by the weevil, those trees have become bushy 

and blister rust has weakened or killed others. 

20. Bussell has felt the need of a recreation program and 

the town ha© provided outdoor and indoor facilities In 

the two centers of population. Paid recreation workers 

are employed during the summer months while numerous 

volunteer organizations, groups, and individuals carry 

on with the children during the rest of the year. 

21. The present two town parks in Woronoco, the southern 

oenter of Bussell's population, may fe© augmented by a 

playground-picnicking park in Hassell Village according 

to plans under consideration. 

22. a natural park is also proposed to extend from Route #20 

in Russell Village to the Town Berest line on Black Brook. 
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This is a beautiful area and would be well used in this 

way, 

23. The Town forest is used by informal, unorganised recre¬ 

ational 1st s such as hikers, hunters, ana those who enjoy 

the out-of-doore* 

2$* The Boy Scouts have-been given the privilege of using 

an area in the northwest corner of the Town Forest oft 

the watershed. There is a shelter on this area, but due 

to remoteness of the spot and difficulty in transporta¬ 

tion to the area, it is little used by this group. 

?5. At the present time Hussell grammar schools do not use 

the outdoors or the Town Forest as a learning device* 

However, Mr* tana Webber, the Superintendent of Schools 

in Russell looks forward to bringing these methods into 

use. 

26. The school course has a conservation unit for its seventh 

and eighth grades and lasts about five weeks* The Town 

Forestry Committee has shown its concern for the inter¬ 

est of its young people in conservation by sponsoring 

an essay contest on conservation* 
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CHAPTER XV* 

CONCLUSIONS* 

X. Ab a 'Watershed protection forest, the Bussell Town Forest 

is successful In that the reservoir water is clear, 

potable and has resisted the stress of drought. Water 

rates for town water users are low* 

2. The Town forest acreage is successful in that it provides 

food and cover for upland game which proves to be a source 

of enjoyment to hunters and recreationists from the sur¬ 

rounding towns* 

3* Forestry operations have accumulated a large deficit which 

will not be materially reduced for several years. How¬ 

ever, since the Town is not dependent on short-term 

financial considerations, the planting program and other 

efforts at good forest management should eventually be 

rewarded by substantial average annual returns. 

k. The acreage of the Bussell Town Forest off the watershed 

could well be made available for camp craft, nature 

trails, demonstration forestry, and camping zones of 

varying degrees of remoteness providing there could be 

adequate supervision* 

5* The fact that -ussell has a good forest and a Forester, 

and the fact that the Town is solidly behind the Town 
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Forest Rrogria, creates an ideal situation for furthering 

conservation thinking within the community, and an ideal 

medium for furthering education throng the use of out¬ 

door learning opportunities* 

One important discovery made was that, contrary to many 

previously published and widely read articlee# the Russell 

Town Forest was not acquired for the retirement of sub- 

marginal land, but rattier for a watershed protection 

forest. Similarly it was not created to reduce the amount 

of road mileage that had to be maintained by the Town of 

Bub Mil. 

7. Another fact seldom mentioned In the Town forest litera¬ 

ture about Bussell Is that over S600 acres of the lard 

Is in the Town of Blandford and that is the town which 

benefited most from reduced road mileage and elimination 
r 1 \ 

of the rural school problem. 

* 
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Community Forest Record 
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Programs 
Community Forests 

Name*# Location County State 

Areas Acree Date established Additions No* Units 

Kinds Municipal_ Watershed_County Township Town 
School Other 

Type (in acres): Old Growth 
OPen_ Water 

Second Growth Reforested 

ftho owns title ? 

Person in Charge 

Date Visited 

^Address 

B*_ 

ho»v Acquiredi Purchase Gov*t TaxTitl© 
Sponsored by Cost 

Other 

Objective j limber-Wstor Protection ^creation Kducatlon 
—-^oslon_Beautification 

WildlifeRefuge Othsr 

Improvement s s 

management and Use: Mapped_Written Plan 

CMt^- >"***.. «d other ciatur.l 

Other miscellaneous data: 

v0Py of the schedule sent by the nni + <»ri c-* *. -r 
to administrators of community forests^ 1947^° f°r*st Servl< 
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ACTS PERTAINING TO TOWN FORESTS 

TERCENTENARY EDITION OF GENERAL LAVS 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

G. L., o, I32, 35. Forests In cl tie 3 and towns. Towns may 
acquire by purchase /gift orUequest land s for the purpose of 
forestation and may reclaim and plant such lands. The said 
department may upon application in such form as the forester 
may prescribe furnish such towns free of charge with seedlings 
for the planting of their lands. 

2. 
G. L., c. 45, 19. Laying out and use of public domain. A 
town, by a two-thirds vote at an annual-town meeting,' or a 
city, by a two—thirds vote of the city council, may determine 
to take or purchase lands within its limits, which shall be 
a public domain, and may appropriate money and accept gifts of 
money and land therefor. Such public domain shall be devoted 
to the culture of forest trees, or to the preservation of the 
water supply of such city or town, and the title thereto shall 
vest in the city or town in which it lies, except that cities 
or towns owning land within the territorial limits of other 
cities and towns for water supply purposes may, as herein 
provided, convert suah land into a public domain and retain 
the title thereto. 

L., c. 45, 20. Taking by eminent domain. If a cl tv nr« 
town has determined to take land for a public domain as 
provided by the preceding section, the aldermen or the 
selectmen shall within ten days adopt an order for the taking 
o such land in fee by eminent domain under chapter seventy— 

L** °- ^5* 21. Management of town forests. The management 
anu care o. utaat portion ol the public domain known as the 
city or tom forest, excepting lands held within the watershed 
of any pond, stream, reservoir, well, or any water used by a 
oity or town as a source of water supply, in a town shall h* 
in charge of a special town forest oommlttee appointed by the 
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selectmen, and in a city shall be In charge of a forester or 
of such other board or officer as the mayor or city council 
may determine. The special town forest committee shall be 
composed of three members who shall choose their own chairmen, 
and shall serve without compensation. One member of said 
committee shall be appointed each year for a term of three 
years, except that, when first appointed, one shall be 
appointed for a term of three years, one for a term of two 
years and one for a term of one year. 

5* 

d, L., o* 4§, 22m Building on town forests. Any city or town 
owning a public domain may lease any¥uiiding thereon, and it 
may erect thereon any building for public instruction and 
recreation. 411 sums derived from rents or from the sale of 
the products of any such domain shall be applied, so far as 
necessary, to the management thereof. 

6. 
G. L., e. 4*5, 23. Expenditure limited. Ho land shall be taken 
or purchased for a public domain/ no tuilding erected thereon 
and no expenditure® authorised or made or liability incurred 
therefor until an amount sufficient to cover the estimated 
expense thereof has been appropriated therefor as provided in 
section nineteen, and all contract© made for expenditures in 
excess thereof ©hall be void. The expenditures* shall not 
exceed the appropriations therefor. 

7* 

d. L., c. 44, 7. Incurrence of debt for acquiring nubile 
domain. Cities and towns SSyTheur diB¥,tiffin the limit of 
indebtedness prescribed in section ten, for the following 
purposes, and payable within the periods hereinafter specified: 
{2) ler acquiring land for public parks or playgrounds or 
public domain under chapter forty-five, thirty years; but no 
Indebtedness incurred for public domain shall exceed one-half 

on® per oent of the last preceding assessed valuation of 
the city or town. , 
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Policy, on ox:. Soci^ypof 

American Foresters 

By the principle of multiple use of forest and other 

wild lands the Society of American Foresters means a conscious 

effort to manage each unit of land for its highest sustained 

productivity. A 1947 referendum ballot of the large 

majority of members approved this statement of policy. 

"In all cases the development of plans requires 

adequate recognition of all resources and benefits, with due 

consideration of the relative social and economic values of 

each resource present and of the effects of utilizing one 

resource upon the stability, value, and appreciation of the 

others.fi 

1# Satisfactory conditions of soil, cover, and water 

llow are basic, and all forest lands regardless of 

type or purpose of ownership should be so managed 

and protected as to maintain fully those conditions. 

*"• Management policies, plans and practices governing 

the use of a principle resource such as timber should 

take into account and make specific provisions for 

all tne resources capable of use or appreciation, 

not just the principal resource alone, 

3* Methods or intensities of practice, as in timber har- 

vesting, livestock and big game gracing, recreation 

f » 19^2 

-im“i °f *»i. i6ji5 
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and road and trail construction which may bring 

about coil instability or adversely affect runoff 

ana strea&flow conditions* should be modified or 

avoided* ^ ^ 

4* “Knowledge and skill in imiltiple use management 

are as yet inadequately developed* Research on 

different phases of wild lanu use should be more 

effectively coordinatec on the same experimental 

areas, and the study of multiple use problems 

should be made on integral part of such research}*1 

5* “Foresters, as managers of wild lands, have a 

professional obligation to keep abreast of scientific 

findings on the characteristics and inter-relations 

of forest resources, and of the effects of developing 

any one of then Upon the others 

( ) Ibid, page 15. 
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APPENDIX II - A 

On February 6, 194b the United. States Public Health 

Service adopted a revised Prinking Water Stanoaro for use 

not only on federally controlled public health problems* 

but for a guide to other public health agencies# Since 

the Am ric&r, Public Health Association and American Water 

Works Association,York City concurred in the stancnrds, 

it is valid to base some reasoning on these standards in 

controversies between members of these same associations# 

^creational use of watersheds is one live issue 

agre sxasut* 

The Standards of U#t#P*ind* 1946 > insofar as they 

Bight relate to that issue follows* 

X. “Definition ox Tem&f ' J 

For the purpose of these standards the terns 

designated herein below shall be defined as 

follows* 

,-bY... natu ral,_^nc.ies 

implies various relative degrees of 

protection against the effects of pollu¬ 

tion in surface waters| uilutionf storage, 

( ) Uriteu States Sublic Health Service “Drinking Water 
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sedimentation, toe effects 01 sunlight and 

aeration and the associated physical and bio«* 

logical processes which tend to produce natural 

purification} and in the case of ground waters, 

storage in and # ere elation through toe water** 

bearing materia 1 * 

1.2 includes the various 

processes commonly usea in water treatment* 

both separately arid in combination, such as 

storage, aeration, coaguli tion, sedimentation, 

rap in or alow ©and filtration, chlorination 

and other ac cep tec forms of disinfection. H&pid 

sand filtration is commonly unuerstooc to include 

those auxiliary measures, notably coagulation 

and sedimentation, which are essential to its 

proper operation. 

1.3 ;gaiau. ^.roAfeCUoia n ■ >rtli 1fttagLS implies 

that the method and degree of elaboration of 

treatment are appropriate to the source of supplys 

that toe works are of adequate capacity to support 

maximum demands are well located, designed and 

constructed, said are skilfully and carefully 

operated and supervised by properly trained and 

qualified personnel, and are adequately protected# 

against floods and other sources of pollution. 

The evidence that the protection thus afforded 
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ie adequate- must be fumiabed by frequent 

bacteriological examinations and other 

appropriate analyses showing that the purified 

water is of good end reasonably uniform quality, 

a recognised principle being that irregularity 

in quality is an indication of potential danger• 

A minimum specification of good quality would, be 

conformance to the bacteriological and chemical 

requirements of these standards, as indicated 

in Sections 3 and 4* 

1*4 Sanitary defect means any faulty structural 

condition, whether of location, design or con¬ 

struction of collection, treatment or distri¬ 

bution works which may regularly or occasionally' 

prevent satisfactory purification of the water 

supply or cause it to be contaminated from 

extraneous sources* Among the extraneous sources 

of contamination of water supply are oual 

supplies, bypasses, cross-con actions, inter¬ 

connections anu back-flow connections* 

1*6 Health hazard means any faulty operating, con¬ 

dition, including any device or water treatment 

practice, which, when introduced into the water 

supply system creates or may create a daz^ger 

to the well-being of the consumer* 

1*6 Water suoulv system includes the works and 

auxiliaries for collection treatment end 
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distribution of the wat^r from the source 

of supply to tbs free-f'lowing outlet of tbs 

ultimate consumed. 

1.7 The coliforn aroiia of bac.UJ£ia 1» defined, for 

fhe puivoee of these SWidarde aa including all 

organising oon.ld.red in the coli-aerogenee group 

as get forth in the atand&rd. Methods for, the 

ixaiaination. .asm**. current eaition 

prepared and approved arid published jointly by 

tbs American Public Health Association and the 

American Water Works Association* New Yor.% City* 

As to Source and Protection 

2,1 The water supply snail be 

(a) Obtained from a source free from pollution; 

or 

(b) Obtained from a source adequately purifieu 

by natural agencies; or 

(c) Adequately protected by artifice! treatment. 

2.2. The water supply system in all its ^arts should 

be free from sanitary defects and health hazards, 

and all known sanitary defects ana health hazards 

shall be systematically removed at a rate satis¬ 

factory to the reporting agency and to the 

certifying authority. Approval of public Water 

supplies by the reporting agency and the certify- 
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ttig authority will be conditioned by the 

existence of j 

(a) Bulss and reguJa tions prohibiting 

connections or arrangements by which 

liquids or chemicals of unsafe, un- 

know or questionable quality may be 

discharged or drawn into th* public 

water supply* 

(b) Provisions to enforce such rules and 

reguli tions effectively on all new 

installation©! ana 

(c) A continuing program to detect health 

hazards and sanitary defects within 

the water distribution system* 

t*£l Applications - For the purposes stated in 

these Standards, responsibility for conditions 

-in the water supply systems ahull be considered 

to be held by: 

(a) The water purveyor from the source of 

supply to the connection to the cus¬ 

tomer’s service piping, and 

Cb) The owner of the pro* erty served ana 

the municipal, county or other authority 

having legal jurisdiction from the point 

oi con ection to the customer’s service 

piping to the free-flowing outlet of the 

ultimate consumer* 
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3*1 Sampling - The bacteriological examination of 

water considered under this section shall be 

of earn* lea collected at representative points 

throughout the distribution system • The fre¬ 

quency of sampling and the distribution points 

shall be regulated jointly by the reporting 

agency and the certifying authority after in¬ 

vestigation by either agency or both. 

Tim minimum nusiber of samples to be collected 

from the distribution system and examined by the 

reporting agency — each month should be in 

accordance with the number as determined from 

the graph presented (omitted here) (or from the 

table); 

Population 
.. 

2,500 and under 
10,000 
25f0d0 

100,000 
1,000,000 
0 ,000', 000 
0,000,000 

Monthly minimum 
no* sul-aUs. 

1 
7 

25 
100 
300 
090 
500 

3.2 Applications 3.21 and 3.22 given below shall 

govern when ten milliliter portions are usee and 

applications 2.23 and 3.24 shall govern when one 

hundred milliliter portions are used. 

3.21 Of all the sta .dard ten milliliter portions 

examined pur month in accordance with the speci¬ 

fied procedure, not more than ten per cent shall 
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©bow the presence of organise of the con¬ 

form group* 

3.hb Occasionally three or more of the five equal 

fea-^illiliter portion© constituting a ©ingle 

standard sample may ©how the presence of organ¬ 

ic© of the coliform group, provided that this 

shall not be allowable if it occur© in consecu¬ 

tive sample $ or in more team 

(a) rive per cent of the standard samples 

whe:,. twenty or more samples have been 

examined per month. 

(b) One standard .ample when less than 

twenty sample® have been examinee per 

month. 

Provided ibriher that when three 

or more of the five equal ten-milliliter 

portions constituting a single standard 

ample show the presence of organisms 

of the coliform group, daily samples 

from the sms saut ling point shall be 

collected promptly and examinee until 

the results obtained from at least two 

consecutive samples show the water to be 

of satisfactory quality. (Footnote - '^hen 

this occurs, and when waters of unknown 

quality are being examined, simultaneous 

test© shoulo be made on multiple portions 
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of a geometric series ranging irom 

ten-milliliter to one-tenth milliliter 

or less.) 

3,23 Of all the standard one hundred milliliter 

portions examinea per month in accordance with 

the specified procedure, not more than sxxtp 

per cent shall show the presence of organisms 

of the coliform group. 

3#£4 Occasionally all five equal one hundred milliliter 

portions constituting a single standard sample may 

©how the presence of organisms of the conform 

group, provided that this shall not he allowable 

if it occurs in consecutive samples or in more than* 

(a) Twenty per cent of the standard samples 

when five or more samp Is & have been ex¬ 

amined per month. 

(b) One standard sample when less than five 

samples have been examined p^r month• 

Provided further that when all five 

of the standard one hundred-milliliter 

portions constituting a single etaiidarc 

sample show the presence of organisms 

of the coliform group, daily samples 

from the sailing point shall be collected 

promptly ana examined until the results 

obtained from at least two consecutive 

samples show the water to be of sat1©fact- 
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oxy quality. 

4#1 ~ ?*>« turbidity of 

tee water shall not exceed ten p.p.m. (silica 

scale) nor ©hall tee color exceed 20 (standard 

cobalt scale). The water shall have no ob¬ 

jectionable taste or smell. 

4.2 Shfifllflsl.^IiamcJ^rjjjg.tlc.a - The water shall not 

contain an excessive amount of soluble mineral 
/ * 

substance| nor excessive amounts of any chemicals 

employed in treatment. Under ordinary circum¬ 

stances tee analytical evidence ... satisfies 

the physical and chemical standards given in 
* 

Sections 4.1 and 4.21 ... will be sufficient 

for certification. 
- 

4.21 The presence of lead (Pfe) in excess of one 

tenth ppp.a. of fluoride in excess of 1.5 p.p.m. 

of arsenic in excess of .05 p.p.m. ... shall 

constitute grounds for rejection of tee supply. 
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APPENDIX II - B. 

/ 

Water-borne Diseases 

Mortality and Causes 

A review of an anonymous article in the periodical Public 

Works, Vol. 7$* #11, Pa^e 24, November, 1947 gave United 

States Public Health Service reports on water-borne disease 

outbreaks* 

During the 8 year period 193S-1945S 

116,292 persons were affected, 

84 deaths resulted 
• • # ■* i 

2,047 of the 116,292 cases were typhoid, making a 
4o^ reduction in typhoid cases compared with 
the previous 7 year period 

Towns of 1,000-5,000 population had greatest number out¬ 

breaks; 

46,477 cross-connections and back siphonage 

29,288 untreated polluted lake water 

13,13$ inadequate and interrupted chlorination 
• * ■, ■ • . <■* 

12,770 inadequate control of filtration 

About JOO outbreaks all told: 

148 of outbreaks were from use of well and spring 
supplies and caused 

792 ** greatest number typhoid cases. 

194$* Jour. Amer. Water Works Assoc., 4o:2;265. 
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APPENDIX III - A. 
f '■ •'a' 

,£££ TOWN FORESTS IN MASSACHUSETTS IN IQ50 INCLUDING 
»IZk, METHOD OF ACQUISITION, AND NUMBER OF TREES PLANTED. 

Town -ear Trees 
Begun -ores pianted Method of 

Acquisition* 

Acton 
Adams 
Arneabury 
Ashburnham 
Ashland 
Athol 
Ayer 
Barnstable 
Barr© 
Bedford 
Bernardston 
Billerica 
Blandford 
Boxford 
Braintree 
Brookline 
Canton 
Carlisle 
Chelmsford 
Chester 
Concord 
Conway 
Cumralngton 
Dalton 
Danvers 
Dartmouth 
Dedham 
Deerfield 
Dennis 
Dighton 
Dunstable 
Duxbury 
£ast Bridgewater 
Baethampton 
Fasten 
Fairhaven 
Falmouth 
Fitchburg 
Gardner 
Coshen 

10,000 

41,600 
200,390 

25.500 
216,000 

2,000 
1,500 
5,500 
5,000 

25.500 

90,000 
20,100 
25,000 

y * * 
23,00C 
^5,50C 
.3,300 
4o,ooc 

53,000 
13,900 
12.500 
10.500 

112,000 
95,ooo 

26,600 
20,000 

6,900 
400,000 
557,500 
135#450 
10,000 

p 
ws 
p 
g 
gl 
tf# WS 
tf 
tl 
tf 
ws. g 
tf 
S, WS 
ws 
tl 
txl 
WS 

p 
tf 
g 
W0 \. 
g 
tf 
tl 
g 
g 
p 
p 
gl 
tl 
Pi 
Pi 

«• 
tl 
P 
tl 
tl 
Pi 
Pi 
W8 
g 

tl 
g 
tl 

g| 
ws 

ws 
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Town 

Granville 
Great Barrington 
Greenfield 
Groton 
Grovel and 
Hanson 
Harvard 
Hingh&m 
Holden 
Eolliston 
Ecpkinton 
Hudson 
Ipswich 
Lancaster 
Lanesborough 
Lee 
Leominster 
Lexington 
Ludlow 
Lunenburg 
Mansfield 
Marion 
Marlborough 
Mendon 
Merrim&o 
Me thuen 
Middleborough 
Millville 
Honroe 
Monson 
Hetick 
Needham 
Newburyport 
Hew Salem 
North Adams 
Northampton 
North Andover 
North Attleborough 
Northborough 
North Brookfield 
Norton 
Norwell 
Oxford 
Peabody 
Pembroke 
Pepperell 
Petersham 

Year Trees Method of 
Begun a Planted Acquisition* 

1925 
1923 
1925 
1922 
1923 
1931 
1923 
1922 
1929 
1925 
1925 
1930 
19*40 
1946 
1925 
1934 
1929 
1930 
1925 
1925 
1929 
1940 
1926 
1944 
1924 
1924 
1926 
1933 
1941 
1924 
1930 
1941 
1940 
1925 
1925 
1940 
1926 
1923 
1926 
1923 
1923 
1925 
1927 
1923 
1923 
1923 
1920 

100 14,000 P 
275 10,000 ws 
526 65,000 ws, tl 
362 57,000 tf, g 

33 30,000 tf 
35 tl 
70 6,000 tf 

110 94,500 Si p 
126 g 
175 15,500 tl 
125 10,250 g 
5^7 217,000 Si Pi 
113 7,000 ws, tl 
150 3,000 g, tl 
422 5,000 p 

65 5,000 g 
663 270,000 ws 
10 tl 

112 112,500 p 
120 9,000 p 
200 61,500 we, tl 
12 6,000 p 
62 416,000 p, tf 

119 3,000 txl 
39^ 225,000 ws, p 

76 43,500 tf 
24 3,000 tl 

250 35,ooo g, txl 
102 txl 
230 95,500 p, ws 
110 36,500 t f, g 
109 30,000 ws, g 

S3 30,000 txl 
„ 33 16,000 tf, p 
6,720 456,000 ws 
2,464 642,200 we 

112 52,000 tf 
219 65,000 txl 
1? 4,700 tl 

124 175,000 ws 
179 66,000 p# tf, 

29 10,100 tf, ti, 
130 42,500 tf' ' 
140 12,500 WS 
105 22,000 tf 
100 21,000 Pi tf 
135 23,300 p, tf 
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Town Year 
Begun 

Acres Trees 
Planted 

Method of 
Acquisition* 

Pittsfield 1925 145 60,000 s 
Flainvllle 1931 105 47,000 txl 
Plymouth 1924 230 200,000 W8, p 
Reading 1930 200 140,000 P 
Rehoboth 19% txl 
Rockport 1936 366 34,000 WS, tl 
Russell 1924 3,035 252,475 ws 
Sandwich 192s 16 15,400 tf 
Saugus 1944 200 11,000 tl 
Scltu&te 1924 44 TT 31,000 p 
Sharon 1929 101 20,000 tl 
Sherborn 193^ 500 10,000 g 
South Hadley 1923 50 23,500 tl, g 
Soencer 1939 173 lb,000 tl, ws 
Sterling 1926 144 19,500 p 
Stoughton 1933 

1940 
109 60,000 tl, ws 

Templeton 153 50,000 tl 
Topsfield 1940 70 55,000 g 
Townsend 1924 50 11,000 tf 
Upton 1924 30 7,500 tf 
Uxbridge 1925 117 n,ooo p, g 
Wakefield 1925 109 30,500 ws 
Walpole 
Ware 

1915 360 127,300 g, p 
1923 102 149,000 g 

Warwick 1925 95 36,000 p 
Webster 1929 6 6,000 tl 
Wellfleet 1925 26 4,000 11 
'v?es thorough 1926 20 28,500 g 

p West Bridgewater 1934 10 4,500 
Westfield 1929 5,337 831,963 we, tf, p 
Vestford 1926 539 9,000 g 
Westminster 1923 loo 2,500 g 
West Mewbury 1925 13 23,000 tf 
Westport 1925 40 & 
Weymouth 1322 392 45.000 vs, p 
Whitman 1940 15 2',500 txl 
Williamstown 1925 193 g 
Wlnohen&on 1925 609 154,250 ws 
Winchester 1941 23 2,000 p 
Woburn 1932 - -1.?? 

39,339 

60,000 

3,517,973 

ws, tl 

Total number of Town Forests by 
method of acquisition wholly or in part 

Purchase ~ ~ ~ - 37 
Gift-36 
Watershed ~ ~ - 33 
Town Land ~ ~ • 2g 
Town Farm - ~ - 27 
Tax Land • 9 
Indian Land ~ - U 

Sources Annual Reports, Town Forest Committees, A Survey of the 
■jfegS. j-org8?g ia Maesaohusetts. Bulletin No. 171, The 
rasaoisusettsT'oreet and Pari Association, 1950, pp. 10-11 

* Key 
ws - watershed 
p - purchase 
g - gift 
tf ~ town farm 
tl - town land 
txl * tax land 
II - Indian lands 
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APPENDIX III - 0. 205a 

So. Hadley School Department 

So. Hadley falls, Mass. 

P—Q. „J:„ 1 

A School Forest 

Objectives 

The Primary purpose of establishing a school forest is 

to provide a laboratory where flora and fauna may be 

studied in their natural habitats and to provide an area 

where good land conservation may be practiced. 

gefiscaL. 

I. A forest survey will be made and a map drawn up con¬ 

taining the following features: 

A. Boundaries, roads, trails, ridges, topographical 

features streams and ponds will be located. 

B. Timber Types 

1. Kinds of trees 

2. Age of stands 

3. Density of stands 

4. Acreage of types or stands 

C. Silvicultural data 

1. Condition of stands 

2. Soil 

3. Slope 

4. Moisture 

5. Treatment recommended 

Ground cover and reproduction 6. 
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II. A management plan for forestry and wild life will be 

drawn up based on the forest inventory and executed. 

Among the operations to be done would include: 

A. Forest Protection 

1. Fire hazard reduction 

2. Fire breaks around boundaries 

3. Establishment of water holes 

4. Insect and disease control 

B. Silvicultural operations 

1. Weedlngs 

2. Improvement cuttings 

3. Liberation cuttings 

4. Thinnings 

5. Tree planting 

6. Salvage cuttings 

0. Wild Life operations: 

Only modified forestry conducive to wild 

life development would be done on the area. 

1. Wild life population studies 

2. Food studies 

3. Improvement of environment for wild 

life by good modified forestry 

4. Stream improvement 

1. Pools 

2. Dams 
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3. Deflectors 

4. Cover improvement 

Bpffige.. qf.,jfafe,px: 

All ls?bor is to be done by high school students and boy 

scouts under the supervision of a tr lined technician. 
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APPENDIX IV. 

3TEE TYPES AND FHY3ICAL AND FINANCIAL BUDGETS 
B0S8ELL TOWN FOREST. ' 



APPENDIX IV - A. 

A partial list of tree species common 
ZB THE RUSSELL TOWN FOREST. 

Common name Scientific name 
cr 

Aspen big-toothed 
Ash, white 
Basswood 
Beech 
Birch, black 
Birch, gray 
Birch, paper 
Birch, yellow 
Butternut 
Cedar, red 
Cherry, black 
Cherry, pin 
Elm, American 
Hemlock 
Hickory, sh&gb&rk 
Hop hornbeam 
Maple, hard 
Maple, red 
Oak, black 
Oak, scarlet 
Oak, red 
Oak, white 
Fine, white 
Pine, red 
Pine, Scotch 
Poplar 
Spruce, Norway 
Spruce, red 
Sumac 
Willow 

Populus gr&ndidentata 
Fraxlnus amerlcana 
Tilia glabra Ventenat 
Fagus grand!folia, ehrhart 
Betula lenta, L. 
Betula popullfolia Marshall 
Betula p&pyrifera Marshall 
Betula lutea Michaux 
Juglans olnerea 
Junipenes virgini&na 
Prunus serotina 
Prunus pennsylvanicus 
Ulmus amcrlcanus 
Tsuga canadensis L. Carriers 
Carya ov&ta 
Ostrya Virgini&na 
Acer a&cch&rum Marshall 
Acer rubrum 
Querous velutina Lamarck 
Querous ooccinea Muenoh&usen 
Quercus borealis Michaux 
Querous alba 
Plnus strobus 
Pinus resinosa Solander 
Plnus sylvestris 
Populus epp, 
Picea abres L* Karst 
Picea rubrens 
Rhus spp. 
Sallx spp. 

.... .....mm. ..■■■. ....".... . ... .. 

Source: Sudworth, George B* 192?• Check list of the 
forest trees of the United states; their names 
and ranges. U,s.D*A« Mlsc* Cir. #92. 
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APPENDIX IV - B, 

ALL 8AWTIMBEK IN THE RUSSELL TOWN WEST BY SPECIES. 1),2) 

Sped© a 
Growing Mature Total 

H*f.b*m. M.f,b.m. 

Hemlock S74 939 1,813 

White Pine -JSl J0£ .53.1 

Total 1,157 1,247 2,4o4 2,404 

Oak 23s 579 817 

Ash 86 120 206 

Hard Maple 29 143 172 

Yellow Birch 12 103 115 

Bass 6 30 36 

Beech - 42 42 

Black Birch - 15 15 " ■ 
Black Cherry 8 __g£ 2Z r 

Total 1,440 l,44o 

Grand Total 3,844 

<• 

1) 

2) 

Philip T. Coolidge, Report on Russell Town Forest. 
19^5# P. 2. * 

Note. "Growing” is potentially merchantable. "Mature" 
is mature or defective. Since Beech and Black Birch 
are Inferior in value they are all classified as 
"mature". All poplar and soft maple are classed as 
oordwood. 
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APPENDIX V, 

FINANCIAL AND PHYSICAL B0MET3 NEW 
AND LUMBER PRICES. 
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APPENDIX V - A. 

INDEX OF LUMBER AND WHOLESALE COMMODITY PRICES, 1913-1946. 

Year 
Price index 

Year 
Price index 

Lumber Wholesale 
commodity Lumber wholesale 

commodity 

191? 54 70 1930 86 86 

1914 50 66 1931 70 73 

1915 49 70 1932 5 * 65 

1916 55 86 1933 71 66 

1917 72 116 1934 84 75 

191® 84 131 1935 as 80 

1919 113 139 1936 87 SI 
u 

1920 165 154 1937 100 86 

1921 89 98 193* 81 79 
. 

1922 99 97 1939 93 77 

1923 112 101 1940 103 79 

1924 99 98 1941 122 87 

1925 101 104 1942 133 99 
1926 100 100 1943 l4l 103 

1927 93 95 1944 153 104 

1923 91 97 1945 155 106 

1929 94 95 1946 178 121 

3ource: U, s. Dept, of Agriculture. Bureau of Labor 
3tatisti.es, Survey of Current Business Supple 
ments, 1940 and 1947. Vi 
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APPENDIX V - B. 

ANNUAL FIXED CHARGES USED IN THBEB MANAGEMENT 
PLANS OVEH THE 90 XEA. PERIOD. 

Flan 
Humber 

Realty 
Taxes in 
Dollars 

Annual Equip¬ 
ment Charges 
in Dollars 

Additional 
Management 
in Dollars 

; 

4 574 0 0 

3 574 0 0 

2 574 4oo n,2) 500 

Sources .after Gould, Ernest, o£. elt., TABLE V* 

1) Include© 100. for vehicle Insurance and rexis- 
tratlon* Depreciation provides for equi^ent 
being replaced ©very five years. 

Equipments Power chain-saw and cut-off ©aw 
lower unit (2nd hand light truck) 
Miscellaneous woods ©ouipasent 

for aee of 2-man crew 

Total 

f400. 
500. 

-300. 
#1500. 
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APPENDIX VI. 

FINDINGS IN COMMUNITY FOREST LITERATURE. 

■» % r » I ' 

The United States Forest Service has for many years added 

whot encouragement it could to the growth of the community 

forest movement. It has sponsored research, gathered statis- 
1 

tics, lent experts for technical advice, and published many 

bulletins and pamphlets furthering the cause of town, county, 

school district, or other locally administered forest areas. 

As early as 1930 the U.S.F.B, had prepared a bibliography on 

community forests which showed that short articles In magazines 

and pamphlets made up practically all of what had been written, 
l' 

A thirty-six page booklet Community Forests^ was published by 

the 0.3,7.3, with Professor Nelson Brown collaborating in 193&, 

This booklet explains the progress of the community forests In 

the United States and the comparative situation in communities 

abroad. Many good illustrations highlight this pamphlet and 

there are examples given of all the chief types of community 

forests* A© the author points out, the problem of obtaining 

accurate data on inputs and outputs and use is a primary 

1. See Appendix I, the sample schedule ^Community Forest 
Record11, sent out to all community forest administrators 
by the U*S*F#S. 1947. 

2. Collingwood, a. H. 1930* "The Making of a Town Forest" 
A me rloan Forests, 36:567-590* * 

3. Brown, Nelson C. 193^* Community Forests. U.S.F.S. 
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stumbling block when It comes to analysing a given community 

foreet realistically* 

In the case of the writing© dealing with the Town Forest 

of Bussell, for example, a misleading group of statements 

appeared identically in two publications which had wide circu¬ 

lation throughout the country* Some of the earliest discover¬ 

ies made in the present stuiy was that the greater part of 

the Russell Town Foreet lies In neighboring Blandford to the 

west of Russell, that the watershed lands were acquired by 

Russell for watershed protection, not to achieve resettlement, 

and that such, resettlement as there was benefited Blandford 

almost exclusively* The article which seems to abuse the 

facts is quoted in full. 

’’Russell, F'ass. - The forest owned by the town of 
Hassell was started twenty years ago with less than 
IOC acres anti an appropriation of 100*00. A serious 
social and economic situation had existed in the 
uplands and mountainous areas surrounding the town. 
Some of the landowners were disturbed because they 
could not make a living and local officials were 
alarmed because they were not gettin sufficient tax 
income to maintain the roads anti to k^ep them open 
in the winter and to operate the rural schools. Some 
of the families were moved from worn-out farms to 
better land near the village. The abandoned hill 
farms were converted Into a town forest. School and 
road expenditures were thereby reduced. Much of the 
land was already wooded and the open fields and 
abandoned farms were planted with red, white, and 
Scotch pine. The forest has already yielded some 
return© in the form of cor&wood." 1 

1* Anonymous, "Community Forests in Other States", County 
rpre_Htm„.. for.Indiana, Indiana Economic Council Bulletin 
Ho* 1, Sept* 1$W. 
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The identical passage just quoted also appeared in the pamphlet 

entitled Community Forests. published by the Department of 

Agriculture Forest Service in 193& with Nelson Brown as 

collaborator. Apparently the writings either both: drew from 

the snme source and were misinformed, or the Forest Service 

publication reworded statements made to it by sources close 

to the ; us sell Town Forest and these statements were in turn 

used by the Indiana Economic Council. 

i 

\ 

) 
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SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND PHYSICAL DMA OH RUSSELL AND 
BLAMDFORD, MASSACHCS FT^B * 
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APPENDIX VII - A. 

POPULATION OF RUSSELL, BLANDFORD, HUNTINGTON, MONTGOMERY, 
AND WESTFIELD IN CERTAIN TEA?';8 OF THE 1STH, 19TH, 

AND 20TH CENTURIES. 

Date 
Russell 

S 

Populations 

Bland- Hunting- Mont- 
ford ton gomery 

West- 
field 
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l’o..n of iiuseell 

Population bj Age Groups - (1950, 1940) 

15SU 

Years Kuriber ______ Percental- 
Under b 136 11 

6 - 14 358 SC. 9 
16 *• o-4 19b 16 
86 - 34 SI? 17.6 
35 - 44 14b 11*5 
45 ** 54 310 17 
65 and over 70 5.7 
Unknown 0 0 
Total 1,15? 100 

MM 

Years Number ?9rsm.tAti 
Under 5 87 7 

5 — 14 • 1 o 
•£.- X *••5 17*1 

16 - 34 287 Xb • *3 
-25 - 34 lc6 16 
35 - 44 193 16.0 
45 **• 54. 114 0.8 
56 — 66 123 9*0 
66 and over ICO 8 
Total 1,942 100 
21 or over 789 63.6 

Tabb s 

Sources U. S. Census, 1950, If 40 
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APPENDIX VII - D# 

Town of Russell 

Farms and Acres in Farms, 1925 - 1945 

Date 
Number of 

Farms 
All Land 
in Farms 

Impoved 
Land 

1925 44 4,787 572 
1930 23 2,993 449 
1935 23 2,961 488 
1840 37 5,715 518 
1945 82 6,860 1,147 

Source: Rozman, David, 1941 - Op. Cit. Table VI 
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Town of Fiua.se 11 

Agricultural, Economic ana Social Data, 1880 - 1346 

Sate Population Value of personal 
property aaaeaeeci 
in thouaanut 

1380 323 ldo)OuO 
1365 347 172,000 
18.90 378 156,000 
1585 846 156,000 
1900 793 156,000 
1905 1053 167,000 
1910 366 045,000 
1815 1104 544,000 
1820 1237 714,000 
1935 1338 1,300,000 
1930 19 37 1,456,000 
1935 1583 1, <£c , OoO 
194v 1242 £3,000 
1946 1881 86,000 

Value, real Total 
estate aooeoa- asoesaeci 
in thouaanao value in 

tiiou Sanaa 

874,000 
896,tGO 
836,000 
366,000' 
359,000 
436,000 
570,000 

1840,000 
154a,000 
2508,000 
3551,000 
3576,000 
& <£.64,000 
2371,000 

416,000 
468,000 
492,000 
611,000 
491,000 
614,000 
613,000 

1,766,000 
8,857,000 
3,1,89 ,000 
8,963,000 
3,957,000 
2,838,000 
8,467,OeO 

^oui”ceS Roman, David; 1941 ■'Analysis of tbs Agricultural 
KconojEic and Social Data of the Tom. of Russell" • 
import ior tbs Department of Agricultural Economics 
at uaasacliuaetta State College. Table IV. 
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To mi of isussell, M&se. 

Taxes Coti*£Gted, Tax hate, Per Capita Tax 

lecO •* 1546 

Gate Total tax Tax Bate General Tax 
Collected Dollars Property Per 

per Tax Capita 

_._IteMaafl-- 

1880 6,000 12.50 
1885 7,00c 13.60 
1800 7,000 13.60 
1895 7,000 13.00 
1800' 9,Gtu 17.00 8 , cKP* 10.68 
1905 9,000 13.50 8,531 8.10 
1510 13,000 15.10 12,277 18.72 
1815 27,000 15.00 26,885 24.17 
19 80 40,000 17.00 38,263 31.01 
1928 47,000 12.00 46,904 22.84 
1830 ■ 64,000 10.00 63,676 51.84 
1935 74,000 18*50 73,202 61.0 6 
1540 41,000 17.00 39,744 32.00 
1848 26,GwG 14.00 34,400 28.17 

source: Homan, David, 1941, “Analysis of the Agricultural, 
Economic ana Social Data of the Town of Bussell”$ 
Deport for Department of Agricultural Econo* ice at 
Massachusetts State College 
Table V 
Currently corrected in ink. 
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Town of Blandford 

Population fro& 1766 - 1946 

Date PoduIati 

1765 406 
1776 772 
1790 1416 
1£0G 1778 
1810 1613 
If: £0 1515 
1830 1690 
1840 1427 
1850 1418 
1865 . 1271 
18 GO 1886 
1£65 1087 
1870 1026 
1878 964 

.y&te 
1880 
1886 
1890 
1896 
1900 
1906 
1910 
1816 
1820 
1926 
1830 
1835 
1840 
1945 

Population 

979 
964 
871 
849 
836 
746 
717 
623 
478 
427 
546 
469 
428 
521 

Fig* 

Soured: Massachusetts Census, 1885 
Massachusetts Decennial Census, 1825, 1935 
U* 2. Census, 1840 
Massachusetts Census, 1945 
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Town of Plane.! ore 

population bp Age Groups, 1930 - 1940 

1930 

Years Number. Percentages 

Under t 40 7*3 
£>"“14 88 16.2 

15-24 86 16.6 
55-34 77 14.1 
35-44 79 14.6 
46-6^ 129 23.7 
66 or over 47 b • 6 

Unknown 0 G 

Total 646 

Years Number Percentages 

Under 6 33 6.9 
5-14 83 17.3 

15-24 78 16.3 
26-34 66 13.6 
35—44 61 12.7 
^&6—64 44 C' p 

65-64 56 11.7 
66 and. over 69 12.3 

Total 479 100 

21 or over 309 64.5 

Table : 

Sourcej U. S. Censue, 1930, 1S40 
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APPENDIX VII - I* 

; ■ ,, 
Town oi Sl&ndford 

) 'r 

Land Use (1925-1846) 

pate 1926 1935  1945 

RSffi- 

Number Farms 98 37 57 
Total Land area 33,729 33,729 53,729 
All Land in Farms 15,197 6,085 10,095 
Improved Land 2,017 1,353 1,639 
Crop land harvested 1,966 914 l,e2? 
Crop lands idle or 

failure 167 89 
All crop land 1,966- l,0fcl 1,616 
Flo arable Pasture 61 272 23 
Woodland Pasture 6,211 1,982 1,489 
Other Pasture 665 242 730 
Total Pasture 6,927 2,496 2,242 
Woodland not used 

for Pasture 6,945 8,457 6,006 
Total Woodland 12,166 4,439 7,495 
All other land in 

Farms 369 51 231 

Table; 

Sources U. S. Census of Agriculture: 1925, 1936, 1946. 
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Town of Blandford 

Property Exempt from Taxation 

Date Commonwealth Charitable Agri¬ 
cult¬ 
ure 

Houses 
Wo r- 
ship 

1931 7616 2,500 4,200 10,400 

1932 8615 2,600 4,200 10,400 
1233 7615 4,200 10,400 
1234 3615 4,200 10,400 

1935 9715 4,800 10,400 
1936 10,065 4, 200 10,400 
193? 10,815 4,200 10,400 
1938 10,066 4,200 10,400 
1239 10,065 4,800 10,400 

Figs 

Sources Massachusetts Public Document, 16 

Property 
of town 

106,500 
108.700 
111,800 
74,200 
60,800 

113,850 
114.700 
114,700 
114,600 

Report of Cor^issioner of Corpor tionu anu Taxations 
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AVAILABLE USES. MASSACHUSETTS STATE AND PUBLIC 
RECREATION AREAS WITHIN JO MILES OP RUSSELL. 

1. 
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APPENDIX VIII* 

AVAILABLE USES, MASSACHUSETTS STATE AND PUBLIC HFCREATION AREAS WITHIN 50 MILES OF RUSSELL. 

Name Classification Location 

CO 
H 
<8 
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ft 

O CO 
tjf) 
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^4 
O O 

H d •r*4 C 4-4 •rt 4-1 
P 'd 4~l St •P d c 
0 4"i .O to s 
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0 €J 

O 0 4-1 "H *H O 
« CQ O Cm S3 CC 
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tSi +a 
C *r4 

4-1 CO 
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CQ 
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E-i 

-jr 
CO 
a; u o 

V) ** 
0) c 
*J M 
4~t 
CO 4-t 

o 
p 
<D CO 

rH t-> 

■3 5 
ft £ 

Robinson State Park Westfield X X X X 

Skinner »» » South Hadley X X X 

W&hconah Falls m n Dalton X X X 

Bash-Bish Falls State Forest Mt. Washington X X X X 

Beartown n n Great Barrington X X X X X X X X 

Brimfield it rt Primfield X X 
Campbell Falls tt ft New Marlborough X X X 
D. A, R. tt tt Goshen X X X X X X 

Giles ter-Blandford ft li Chester, Bland ford X X X X X 

Blast Mountain *t R Great Harrington X X X 
Granville it Granville X X X X X X X X 

Mass. Fed. ft Petersham 
0- 

Womens Club X X X 

Mohawk Trail « H Chariemont X X X X X X X X 
Monroe a N Monroe X X X 

Mt. Toby « » Leverett X X 
October Mountain t» tt Washington X X X X X 
Otis tt ft Otis X 

Pittsfield it tt Pittsfield X X X X X X 
Sandisfieid tt It Sandisfieid X X X X X 
Savoy Mountain tt ft Savoy X X X X X X X X X X 

Tolland » It Tolland X X X X X X X X 
Windsor n R Windsor X X X X X X X X 

Metropol. 
Quabbin Reservoir Dist • Ware X X X 

Comm *n. 
Acadia Bird Mass. Audubon 

Easthampton Sanctuary Society X X 

Pleasant Valley 
Sanctuary 

tt « Stockbridge X 

Deer Hill 
Reservation 

Miscel¬ 
laneous 

Cummington X X 

Mt. Greylock Res. tt » Adams X X X X X 
Mt. Sugarloaf Res. » « Deerfield X X X 
Mt. Tom Kee. » Eastimapton X X X X X X X X X X 
Forest Park Municipal 

Park Springfield X X X X X X X 

Source: Massachusetts Official Route Map, 1950-1951. 
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